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CERAMIC CARTRIDGES-See AUDIO FACTS

BASE MOUNTS

for ANTENNA

TROUBLES in SYNC CIRCUITS

KNOW YOUR OSCILLOSCOPE

MASTS.

Preferred for modern set servicing

KNOBMASTER FIXED SHAFT

Q Control standard shaft
is knurled, flatted and slotted

-fits

most knobs without

alteration.

IRC TYPE

Q

CONTROL

INTERCHANGEABLE FIXED SHAFTS

Exclusive IRC convenience

feature-provides fast
conversion to "specials", with
i

FIXED shaft security.
15 types available.

1/4"

LONG BUSHING

Accommodates all small sets,
yet handles large set
needs perfectly.

1

STANDARD TAPERS

Full coverage of all taper

requirements is provided in
the Q Control.

f

94 RESISTANCE VALUES

For TV, AM and FM coverage,
94 values of plain and tapped
,controls are furnished.

DUALITY APPEARANCE

The handsome professional

1

appearance of IRC Q Controls
lets you point to your work

with pride.

Cod
Service technicians get greater coverage with less
investment; more practical service features;
and easier, faster installation with the IRC Type
Q Control. Here's a dependable, basic control that
is directly designed for modern set servicing. For
appearance, performance and price ... there's none
better. So why settle for less? Tell your Distributor
you want Q Controls
most servicemen do.

CUSHIONED TURN

quality of "feel"
of a Q Control contributes to
customer confidence.
The smooth,

TYPE 16 SWITCHES

Either of two type IRC switches
attached as quickly and easily
as a control cover-meets alt
your requirements.

...

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
Dept. 362, 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa.
In

Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd., Toronto, Licensee

(I

Send me Catalog listing IRC Type Q Controls.

Name
Company

RC:,

Address
City

State

Ulikaneven, tf+e Cúceuit
c
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RADIART

features
the complete line of

NEW
COMMUNICATION VIBRATORS
in 6 Volt and 12 Volt Series

that outlast all others
These Ten Types Offer Complete Replacement for ORIGINAL Communication Equipment. The PROPER Voltage for each Application.

New No.

Old No.
6 volt

12 volt

5715
5718
5721

6715
6718
6721

Again because of SUPERIOR

ENGINEERING and
CONSISTENTLY INCREASED

5515
5518

*
*

5605
5620
5621

5622

*

QUALITY, Radiart offers

you communication vibrators

that are DEPENDABLE!
The RIGHT vibrator ... for

6722
6725
6805
6820

5722
5725
5805
5820
5821

EACH application! See
for yourself ... You're

6821

5822
5824

RIGHT WITH RADIART.

6822
6824

For Specific Applications See Latest Radiart Vibrator Guide
SUBStDtARY OF

THE

RADIART

CORPORATION

CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
TV ANTENNAS
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SPRAGUE
supermarket strategy
helps build
YOUR reputation
... gives you
the last word
in design
When you fix

a

set with Sprague capacitors,

it stays fixed. One reason is that Sprague replace-

ments are fresh when you buy them.

It's just like the modern supermarket! Big
volume sales means fast turnover of goods. Fast
turnover means the bins are always filled with
field -fresh produce.
Sprague capacitors sell faster than any other

brand. Like the produce shelves at the supermarket, the Sprague shelves at your distributor
empty fast-need frequent refilling with factoryfresh units. As a result, when you insist on
Sprague, you're sure to get the freshest capacitors in stock, in the latest designs.
Freshness is just one of the important ways

Sprague capacitors help you build a reputation.
So make it a point when buying capacitors to remember the supermarket... and insist on Sprague!
Sprague Products Co.

Distributors' Division of the Sprague Electric Co.

don't be vague ... insist on

North Adams, Mass.

SPRAGUE®
world's largest capacitor manufacturer
PF REPORTER
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You'll quickly find the right fuse
for the job everytime when you turn
to BUSS Fuses

-

The complete BUSS fuse line includes:
standard types, dual -element (slow blowing),
renewable and one-time types
available
in all standard sizes, and many special sizes
and designs. Plus a companion line of fuse

matically rejects any fuse not correctly calibrated, properly constructed and right in all
physical dimensions.

-

And in sales and service
it is just good
business to handle BUSS fuses. They are the
known brand of fuses
accepted by the trade
and consumer as the finest available. Handling
established, quality items like BUSS fuses
helps maintain your reputation as a reliable
sales and service organization.

clips, blocks and holders.

-

Simplify your purchasing, stock handling
by standardizing on this one,
and records
reliable source for fuses.

-

BUSS Trademark is your assurance of
"trouble -free" protection
BUSS fuses are electronically tested to make
sure they will operate as intended under all
service conditions. A sensitive device auto -

For more information on BUSS and
FUSETRON small dimension fuses
and fuseholders, write for bulletin SFB.

USETRO
MAKERS OF A COMPLETE LINE OF FUSES FOR
HOME, FARM, COMMERCIAL, ELECTRONIC,
AUTOMOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL USE.

4

TRUSTWORTHY NAMES IN

flfCTIICII

11O11CTION

BUSS

BUSSMANN MFG. CO.
l)ir.

of McGraw Electric Co.)

UNIVERSITY AT JEFFERSON, ST. LOUIS 7, MO.

PF REPORTER
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our source of finest

fir

TV

and Radio Tubes is

transistors

Raytheon's pioneering in the research, development and production of Transistors has refirsts that give
sulted in many important "firsts"
Raytheon an unchallenged lead in the field.
Here are some of these firsts:

-

FIRST in commercial production. Raytheon was the first company
to commercially produce and sell junction transistors. These first transistors set high performance standards as they revolutionized the hearing

aid industry.
FIRST in RF Transistors. Raytheon scored another important first
by leading the way in RF Transistors, too.. The first commercially proRaytheons
are revolutionizing the portable
duced RF Transistors
radio industry, and are being used in computers and communication
equipment. Many major manufacturers of portable radios use these
Raytheon RF Transistors and all "hybrid" portables use either Raytheon
Transistors, Raytheon Subminiature Tubes or a combination of both.

-

-

FIRST In PNP Silicon Transistors. Raytheon alone makes a line
of PNP Silicon Transistors that fills the need for transistors that will operate at high temperatures.

0

u

4

eniei evc

Major Manufacturer to Break the Dollar Barrier.

-

A
Raytheon is the first major supplier to
achieve such high production and product acceptance of their transistors that one of the line could be priced at less than a dollar
Raytheon quality transistors range in price from 994.
FIRST

most important first to you

-

gli
plant (3 acres of
floor space) has just been
added to Raytheon's SemiThis huge

-

conductor Division
to
help meet the ever increasing demands for Raytheon
Ttansistors.

At Raytheon more than 100 engineers and scientists, plus nearly 1400
the design, developother employees are devoted to a single task
ment and production of the finest and best in transistors and diodes. To
help them work more efficiently, and to meet increasing production
schedules Raytheon recently added facilities totaling three acres of
engineering and manufacturing space to its Semiconductor Division.

-

Raytheon Tube Distributors from coast to coast stock and recommend
Raytheon Transistors.

RAYTHEON TRANSISTORS
more in use than all other makes combined

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations
Atlanta, Ga. Los Angeles, Calif.
Chicago, Ill.

Newton, Masst

Raytheon makes all these:

May, 1956
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Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniatshre Tubes,
Semiconductor Diodes and Tran.istors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes.

5

Sew up sales quicker with
'._:

á

.

.

.

.

facts

prove-

Delco is your best bet for electronic partsfact: Delco offers you a vast readymade

market for original equipment radio
parts. You see, over 17,000,000 cars are
DELCO radio -equipped!
fact: Delco offers you the 14 most important groups of fast-moving universal
parts, ALL from one source-your Delco

Electronic Parts Distributor.

GM

GENERAL MOTORS

PARTS SALES

TURN UP YOUR VOLUME WITH DELCO ELECTRONIC PARTS

AUTRONIC EYE
PICTURE TUBES

UNITED MOTORS SYSTEM

6
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fact: Delco adds the prestige of two fine
names to your business-Delco Radio and
General Motors. Yes, quality names, value
names, that command instant customer
acceptance.
With Delco, you've got a great market,
quality parts, name -pulling power and
complete availability-everything it takes
to sew up sales quicker. So get in touch
with your Delco Electronic Parts Distributor today.

VIBRATORS

RECEIVING TUBES

TRANSFORMERS

SPEAKERS

CONTROL KNOBS

AUTO AERIALS

May, 1956
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complete service information. Every Delco Electronics
Service Dealer receives: (1) Complete parts catalog;
(2) Complete merchandising information; (3) Complete
service information on all Delco car radios (1946-56);
(4) Supplementary bulletins and service information on
all production changes; (5) Regular mailings of valuable
"Testing Tips" bulletins.

CAPACITORS
RF & IF COILS

SPARK SUPPRESSION MATERIAL
RF

AND AUDIO CONTROLS

AUTO RADIO HARDWARE
RECEIVING TUBE SOCKETS

7

izer>
BRINGS YOU THE
"

FINEST TOOLS

Combination
Detachable Screwdriver

FIRST

FIRST!

with plastic handle screwdrivers. First to
use amber color. First with man-size
handles!

Stubby Nut Driver

No. 99 Roll Kit Set
13

combination tools

Ii1113ti

11
.,,,

i

No. 99 Junior Kit
Combination Tools
"first" in 'SS I

FIRST

with square bladed screwdrivers.

FIRST

with alloy steel blades in all screwdrivers.
First to standardize on S.A.E. 6150 chrome
vanadium.

FIRST

to introduce nut drivers with plastic
handles.

FIRST

to draw -form nut driver sockets instead

FIRST

to use colored nut driver handles to signal
size.

FIRST

with small pocket clip screwdrivers.

FIRST

with reversible combination Phillips and
regular screwdrivers.

FIRST

with detachable reamers.

FIRST

with complete screwdriver

of broaching.

-o

reamer kits
year.

- nutonesdriver
- new and better
every

FIRST with...
well, see for yourself at

BOOTH 225
Chicago Parts Distributors Show

All types
special purpose
pliers
chrome
plated or polished.

-

"Originators

-

not imitators"

XCELITE, INCORPORATED
DEPT. O, ORCHARD PARK, NEW YORK

In

Canada

- Charles

W. Pointen Ltd., 6 Alcina Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

PF REPORTER
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85 ma

-205G1--

For dependable replacement

i5 ma --=200G1

types-ratings frcm
65 ma to 500 ma-meet
virtually all your repiccen-ent
12

requirements
100 ma -4120601

it radio,

phonograph, hi-fi, and 1V sets.

150 ma --#20101

200

ma-#207G1

RCA SELEMUM 2ECTIFIERS

are manufactured to give
long and dependable
perfx-mance. This
depeniability is made possible
through new, advanced design, careful
selection of production material, and thorough
quarto control in manufactur9. The new,
men design permits greater heat dissipation
.. no possib-3,ity of centsr "hot spots."

250 ma-#20961

are a
cependable replacement line beceuse they are
sturdy in
cool in operation
efficient
mechanical construction
ea3y-t -install.
in elec.rical operation
RCA SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

350 ma ---#20901

...

...

400 ma (:ompaci) -#21001

...
...

Now available through your RCA distributor!

s

eatii1U\1 eyzni'lcg9
410 ma-- #2030

RADIO CORPORA n/ON
ELECTR 3NP COMOON.NTS

500

ma-
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of AMERICA
,MRR/SON,

M.

J.

#20401
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... another
MALLORY

than MALLORY
FP Capacitors
Only Mallory makes genuine FP
Electrolytic Capacitors. Don't accept
substitutes or imitations-for only FP
Capacitors give you all these exclusive
features, pioneered by Mallory and
available without premium cost:
Designed for 85° C-no de -rating
"s.

Genuine fabricated plate anode
High ripple current rating

Unequalled shelf and service life
l

Fast, easy

twist -prong mounting

Always ask for Mallory FP's by nameand you'll be sure of getting the best
replacement capacitors on the market.

MALLORY
MALLOIY & CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Capacitors
Vibrators

Contra
Switches

Resistors
Power Supplies

Rectifiers
Filters

Mercury Batteries
rb
IU

.._...

,

...

..

to

the EDITOR

Don't Settle
For Less

I.

.:.

LETTERS

service -engineered
product

P.

:

Dear Editor:
With reference to your item in the
January PF REPORTER concerning water on the floor behind the TV
set, this is an experience that might
be of interest to you.
Our location is such that rotators
are necessary for good reception.
Many of our installations were put
in with four-wire round cable. Soon
we had complaints that the control
boxes were "leaking." Naturally, we
discounted this and tried to place
the blame on vases or lamp planters
used for decorations on the TV set.
On one call, however, we found the
doily under the control box completely saturated and no vase or
planter in existence. Keeping a careful check on this case revealed that
water was seeping down the tube
which encased the control leads. It
proved to be a result of capillary action; and in some later cases, it was
due not only to water at the open
ends but also to condensation that
formed within the plastic tube.
Since we had carefully made drip
loops in the wire, we assumed that
this was not a complete cure. So, in
each succeeding installation, we
put a small hole in the tubing at the
lowest part of the drip loop. Using
this method or using flat wire cures
the "leaking" control boxes.
J. H. Larry, Mgr.,
Home Electronics
St. Albans, Vermont
Previous articles in the PF REPORTER have presented information on the proper installation of
tubular lead-in, including the sealing of the tube end and the punching of a hole in the lowest part of the
drip loop. The item in the January
issue and reader Larry's experience
illustrate the importance of these
measures. Editor
Dear Editor:
We wish to take serious exception
to the conclusions reached in the article "Interference Rejection" in
your January issue. For the most
part, the statements in the article are
essentially correct in theory. However, we believe that this article is
extremely misleading to any serviceman who may attempt to solve interference problems with the technique you described, for these
reasons:
PF REPORTER
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1. No mention is made of the loss
in gain which occurs when this system is used. It can be calculated that
when two antennas are pointed in
different directions and connected
by a stacking harness, the gain or
sensitivity is reduced to at least 6 db
below the gain of properly stacked
antennas. Since the usual stacking
gain is near 3 db, this means that the
gain of the arrangement recommended in the article is 3 db lower
than one of the antennas used alone.
To put it another way, 6 db is a
loss of 75% of the signal power. It
can be seen that such a system is
highly inadequate for any area except a very strong signal area.
2. It was emphasized that this
system is effective in eliminating
adjacent -channel interference. However, a better way to attack this particular problem is by proper adjustment of the adjacent -channel traps
in the IF circuitry of the TV receiver. A much greater problem today is co -channel interference. And
since such interference is encountered only in fringe areas, the system
you describe, because of its extremely low gain, is a very poor solution for the problem.
3. What happens when two antennas are connected in this unorthodox manner? The antenna bay receiving the desired signal is actually
feeding both the set and the other
antenna. Therefore, half of the received signal is being re-radiated by
the antenna which is not oriented
to the transmitter. It is possible that
this re-radiated signal may in itself
become the source of interference for
the other TV owners in the neighborhood.
We sincerely feel that servicemen
in these areas looking for a solution
to this problem will be severely disappointed in their results if they use
the system described in this article.
Any system that attempts to
eliminate interference by substantially reducing gain is, to say the
least, impractical. Nearly all problems of interference and "ghosting"
can be solved by the selection of
one of the many specialized and
high power television antennas commercially made today.
Julius Green, Project Engineer
Channel Master Corp.
Ellenville, N. Y.

... another
MALLORY
service-engineere
product

To power

transistorized
miniature
portables...
make it mercurymake it MALLORY!
You're selling the best in performance and value, when you offer
your customers Mallory Mercury
Batteries for their transistorized
miniature portables.
First, because these batteries give
the extra long life and constant
discharge service that you get only
in the unique mercury battery.
They actually cost much less per
hour of operation than ordinary
batteries.
And second, because Mallory
Mercury Batteries have all the
exclusive features of stability,
dependability and quality that
come from Mallory's fifteen years
of experience in pioneering the
mercury battery field.
Get set to snare your share of this
growing market. Order a stock, in
ratings for popular sets, from your
Mallory distributor today.
P. R.

As Mr. Green states and as noted
in the article, different products and
systems are available and may be
used to solve specific interference
problems. The article in the January
issue was intended only to present
information on one recently developed system. Editor
May, 1956
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Controls
pacitors
Switches
Vibrators
Rectifiers
Resistors
Power Supplies Filters
Mercury Batteries

MALLORY & CO. Inc.

MALLORY
P.

R.

MALLORY

i

CO. Inc.,

INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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High Volume -Low Price TV Lead-in

TOP performance

for TV anywhere!

Economical and Efficient
heavy-duty lead-in
with 90 mil. web. Has 7/#28 copper
strands. Economical and highly efficient. Insulated with Federal -developed "silver" polyethylene for long
life. Also available in brown.
TV -1190 -300 -ohm

PeileraTh
"ALL-STAR"
LEAD-IN TEAM
Urban, fringe or distribution system .. .
heat, rain, dust, snow, ice, salt spray,
polluted air... whatever the conditions
you'll find a winner in these dependable
Quality-Controlled Cables by "FTR"
North, East, South, West ... wherever there are TV customers . .. Federal's "All -Star" Lead-in Team can be depended upon to deliver championship performance
These six popular types are outstanding examples of
the quality, ruggedness, efficiency and long life built
into every foot of Federal Cable. Whatever the run requirements or local weather conditions the Federal "All Stars" will score high in satisfaction
with you and
your TV customers.
Federal lead-ins can be installed with utmost confidence, because they are engineered and manufactured by
a pioneer cable maker
and "Certified by a World of
Research"... through the International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation.

...

!

TV -2000

Another Low-cost Leader
TV -2000-

300 -ohm dumbbell. shaped
lead-in with 55 mil. web. Has 7/#30
copper strands. A high -value, lowcost type for the average installation.
Cinnamon-brown color is protection
against ultra-violet.

"Quality-Controlled" TV Lead-in & Cable

Heavy-duty Type
TV -1182

-300 -ohm deluxe type heavy-

duty long life lead-in with 7/#28
copper strands, 100 mil. web. Available in "silver" or brown polyethylene. Resists weather, heat, sun. Very
low line loss in fringe areas.

Quality plus Economy
TV -1 184

-

TV -1188

dependable, long
- Rugged,
lead-in. Weather-resistant.

300 -ohm dumbbell-shaped,
standard, economy type lead-in with
7/#28 copper strands, 70 mil. web, for
urban areas with no unusual conditions. Cinnamon -brown color is highly effective in resisting ultra-violet.

...

...

Check the high points of Federal's "All -Star" Lead-in
Team
then get in touch with your Federal Distributor. Always specify "Federal"... keep those TV installation profits instead of paying them back in call-backs!

...

"America's leading producer of
solid dielectric cables"

Rotor Lead-in.

-

life rotor

Insulated with "silver" vinyl. Three
7 -strand conductors of .0121 AWG
soft bare and one conductor of .0121
AWG tinned soft bare.

Community TV Lead-in

Secondary Lead-in

-

59/U Type 73 -ohm coaxial lead-in
Highly efficient as a Community TV
pole -to-house tap -off. Meets all needs

wherever a high-grade installation is
a must. Ideal for use with unbalanced
input TV receivers.

For data on other types, write Dept. D-41188
A DIVISION OF

Ill
12

TAT

Federal Telephone and Radio Company
A Division of INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
COMPONENTS DIVISION 100 KINGSLAND ROAD CLIFTON, N. J.

In Canada Standard Telephones and Cables Mfg. Co. (Canada) Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., New York

PF REPORTER
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TEST EQUIPMENT
Presenting Information on Application,

Maintenance, and Adaptability of
Service Instruments

by

Fig. 1. EICO Model 232 VTVM.

FICO MODEL

232 VTVM

The Electronic Instrument
Company, Inc., (EICO) manufactures the Model 232 VTVM
shown in Fig. 1. This VTVM has
many features which make it suitable for TV servicing. One is its
ability to measure high voltages
and the peak -to -peak value of
complex waveforms.

The instrument employs a
6AL5 dual diode as a full -wave,
peak -to -peak rectifier for measuring AC voltages and a 12AU7 dual
triode in a balanced bridge circuit
to operate the meter movement.
The power supply employs a
transformer and selenium rectifier.

The Model 232 can measure DC
voltages up to 1500 volts, of either
positive or negative polarity. The
input resistance for DC voltage
May, 1956
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measurements is 11 megohms.
This includes 1 megohm in the
probe. With an accessory high voltage probe, the range of DC
voltage measurements can be extended to 30,000 volts. There are
6 DC voltage ranges, with the lowest range from 0 to 1.5 volts. Accuracy on DC voltage ranges is
stated as being ±3 per cent of full
scale or better.
The Model 232 will give accurate indications of the peak -topeak values of AC voltages, as was
stated in the first paragraph;
however, it will not indicate the
correct rms values of waveforms
other than sine waves. The technician is seldom interested in rms
values of other waveforms. Most
measurements of this type will be
confined to AC filament voltages
and AC power line voltages having a sine waveform.
There are 7 rms ranges up to
1500 volts and 7 peak -to -peak
ranges up to 4200 volts. The lowest rms range is from 0 to 1.5 volts,
and the lowest peak -to -peak
range is from 0 to 4 volts. These
latter two ranges are on separate
meter scales from the other AC
voltage ranges.
The accuracy on all AC voltage
ranges is stated as -±5 per cent of
full scale or better. The frequency
response is from 30 cycles to 3
megacycles when the voltage
source has an impedance of 100
ohms or less. With the use of an

Paul e

Smith

accessory RF probe, the frequency response is extended to 250
megacycles with an accuracy of
-2=10 per cent. The AC input impedance is 1 megohm shunted by
approximately 60 micromicrofarads.
Seven resistance ranges are
provided from 0 to 1000 megohms.
The center of the scale indicates
10 ohms when the VTVM is set to
the Rxl range.
All measurements other than
RF measurements are made using
one probe. A rotating tip on the
probe is used to switch from DC
operation to AC -OHMS operation.
The Model 232 VTVM uses a
41/2 -inch meter mounted in a
metal case 81/2 by 5 by 5 inches.
FICO MODEL 324 SIGNAL
GENERATOR

The Electronic Instrument
Company, Inc., (EICO) makes
the Model 324 signal generator
which is designed to provide a signal suitable for general radio and
television servicing as well as for
other applications requiring a
modulated or unmodulated RF
signal of sine waveform from 175
kilocycles to 420 megacycles. The
instrument is shown in Fig. 2.
The frequency range mentioned is covered in 7 ranges. The lowest 6 are at fundamental frequencies, and the seventh range is
Please turn to page 46
13

RECORD -CHANGER

ADJUSTMENTS
PART II
This is the second of a two-part series that began in the April
1956 issue. In the first part, the basic adjustments that can normally be made in the home and those of a general nature were discuss d. Specific adjustments required for the Admiral and V -M
chan ers were also covered.
this second part, the basic adjustments will be given for
some additional record changers. The more complex adjustments
will not be covered; therefore, for any required work not mentioned in these articles, consult a service manual for the changer

being serviced.

Gy

Calvin

C.

Young, Jr.

TRACKING

-

FORCE

ADJUSTMENT

TRACKING -FORCE
ADJUSTMENT

HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT

LIFT PIN
D

SETDOWN
ADJUSTMENT

SETDOWN
ADJUSTMENT

mcilusrnlefTs for ..rescent t;nangers
SETDOWN. Pull the power plug
from the AC socket. Place a 7 -inch
record on the turntable. Operate the
reject knob, and then release it. Rotate the turntable by hand until the
tip of the needle is about 1/4 inch
from the record. Adjust the setdown
screw so that the needle will land approximately 1/8 inch from the outer
edge of the record.
HEIGHT. The height screw should
be adjusted so that the tone arm just
clears a record resting on the spindle
shelf. In this position, the needle
should also clear a stack of twelve
10 -inch records on the turntable.
Clockwise rotation of the height screw
causes the tone arm to rise.
TRACKING FORCE. The needle pressure should be between 8 and 12
grams. To adjust the pressure, loosen
screw A and adjust the lever B; then
tighten screw A.
14

Adjustments for coilara Changers
SETDOWN. If the setdown positions are erratic, first
make sure that nut C is securely tightened. Pull the power
plug from the AC socket. Place a 7 -inch record on the
turntable. Turn the control knob to the REJECT position
and then release it. Operate the turntable by hand until the
needle is about 1/4 inch above the record. The needle
should set down approximately 1/8 inch inside the outer
edge of the record. If the setdown point is not correct, it
may be corrected by means of screws A and B. To move
the setdown point toward the center of the record, loosen
screw A and tighten screw B. This adjustment is very sensitive, and therefore the screws should be turned by only a
small amount (approximately 1/8 turn) each time until the
correct setdown position is obtained.
HEIGHT. The height to which the pickup arm is lifted during the change cycle is controlled by the lift pin. To adjust
the height, switch off the power when the pickup arm has
just swung outward over its rest. The lift pin may then be
screwed up or down to the point where the pickup arm will
clear its rest by 1/8 inch. The depth to which the pickup
arm may be lowered is controlled by screw D. With the
changer out of cycle, adjust the screw D so that the underside of the arm will be level with the top of the turntable.
TRACKING FORCE. The tracking force should be adjusted according to the specifications of the cartridge
manufacturer. To reduce the tracking force, loosen screw
E and turn the adjustment screw.
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SETDOWN
ADJUSTMENT

SCREW

ß

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

Adjustments for Philco Changers
SETDOWN. Pull the power cord from the AC socket. Put
the record shelf in the 12 -inch position. Place a 12 -inch
record on the turntable. Actuate the control knob to the
REJECT position, and then release it. Operate the turntable
by hand until the needle is about 1/4 inch above the record.
Adjust the setdown eccentric screw so that the needle will
land approximately Vs inch inside the outer edge of the
record. Check the setdown position on 7- and 10 -inch
records. If the setdown position varies, then it will be necessary to consult the service manual for a complete adjustment procedure.
HEIGHT. Bending the protruding ear on the swivel post
causes the height of the arm to change. With the changer
out of cycle, check the clearance between the needle and
the base plate. The correct clearance is Vs inch plus or
minus
r inch. Bending the ear upward will decrease the
clearance. When the correct clearance between the base
plate and the needle has been obtained, then raise the
tone arm to its maximum height and place it against the
arm rest. There should be a clearance of approximately
3/3, inch between the lower edge of the tone arm and the
top of the hook of the arm rest.
TRACKING FORCE. No provision is made for adjustment
of the tracking force.

SETDOWN. Place a 7 -inch record on the turntable, and
move the setdown selector to the 7 -inch position. Move the
speed selector to the 45 -rpm position. Depress the RECORD
CHANGE button, and immediately unplug the power cord
from the AC socket. Operate the turntable by hand until
the needle is about 1/4 inch above the record. Adjust the
setdown screw so that the needle will land approximately
Vs inch inside the outer edge of the record. The setdown
position should then be correct for all sizes of records.
HEIGHT. Adjust the height screw so that the tone arm will
clear a stack of 12 unwarped records on the turntable as
well as the underside of a record resting on the spindle
shelf.
TRACKING FORCE. No provisions are made for adjustment of the tracking force.
SPEED INDICATOR. Ad¡ust the speed -selector lever until the turntable is turning at exactly 78 rpm. Stop the
changer by pulling out the AC plug. Loosen the adjustment
screws A and B, and move the speed -selector until it indicates 78 rpm. Carefully tighten screws A and B, and replace the turntable. Check with a stroboscopic disc or the
built-in stroboscope to make sure that the speed is exactly

right.

Adjustments for Webcor Changers
SETDOWN. With the control knob in the neutral (N)
position, put a 7 -inch record on the turntable and depress
the control knob. Operate the turntable by hand, and note
the setdown point of the needle. Adjust the setdown screw
so that the needle will land in the lead-in groove (about
Vs inch inside the edge of the record). Turning the adjustment screw counterclockwise will cause the needle to move
toward the spindle.
HEIGHT. With a one -inch stack of records on the turntable, set the control knob to the N position. Depress the
knob, and rotate the turntable by hand. The needle should
clear the one -inch stack of records by no more than Vs
inch. Turning the adjustment screw clockwise will cause
the arm to rise. Caution!! Never turn the height screw more
than two turns clockwise, or other troubles will result.
TRACKING FORCE. The tracking force should be set for
8 to 11 grams unless otherwise specified by the cartridge
manufacturer. To adjust the tracking force, insert a small
steel rod in the hole of the mounting stud. Turning the stud
toward the arm decreases the pressure.
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TROUBLES
in SYNC
CIRCUITS
A Servicing Guide
Arranged by Symptoms
BY LESLIE D. DEANE

and CALVIN
The service technician has undoubtedly encountered numerous
synchronization troubles in the
daily task of repairing television
receivers. Many of these could become difficult servicing problems
which would consume a great deal
of time and effort in solving. It is
the objective of this article to aid
the technician in the solution of
some of these problems by presentation of a number of trouble
symptoms, suggested methods of
isolation, and possible causes of
poor synchronization.
In the television receiver, there
are a number of circuits which will
affect the stability of picture synchronization; however, this coverage will deal primarily with
troubles resulting from defective
components in the sync section.
The sync circuits to be discussed
will include limiters, clippers,
separators, inverters, amplifiers,
and some of the associated noise eliminating circuits.
When the sync section is not
operating properly, certain trouble symptoms will show on the
screen. The symptoms usually
vary from a slight horizontal bending or an occasional vertical roll to
a complete loss of both vertical
and horizontal synchronization. A
clear interpretation of the symptom will often help the technician
to isolate the defective stage.
Some of the more common trouble symptoms resulting from poor
operation of the sync circuit are
listed as follows:
May, 1956
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1.

Loss of vertical and horizontal

synchronization.
2. Loss of vertical synchronization.
3. Loss of horizontal synchronization.
4. Horizontal pulling in the picture.
5. Vertical jitter.
These cómmon symptoms will
be more thoroughly discussed later
in the article. Photographs illustrating each individual trouble as
it appears on the picture tube
screen will be presented. The normal test pattern shown in Fig. 1 is
for reference purposes only.
General Discussion

Let us review the functions of
television sync circuits and discuss

C.

YOUNG, JR.

a few of the typical stages employed in modern receivers.
One of the basic requirements
for proper reproduction of a television picture is that the vertical
and horizontal sweep oscillators
in the receiver should be in syn-

chronization with the scanning
frequencies of the television camera. For this reason, the trans-

mitted signal contains, in

addition to the video signal, vertical and horizontal sync pulses
which are intended to trigger the
respective sweep oscillators at the
receiver and therefore synchronize
the entire system.
In order for the sync pulses to
control the frequencies of the oscillators, the video portion of the
signal must first be removed and
the remaining pulses must be
clipped, amplified, and separated
from each other.

Fig. 1. Normal Test
Pattern.
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Fig. 2. Schematic Diagram of the Sync Circuit Employed in the RCA Victor Chassis KCS68F.

Sync circuitry is perhaps the
least commercially standardized
section of the television receiver.
Other sections of the receiver
usually fall into two or three design categories, but the sync section may vary considerably.
Sync stages make use of a number of different tube characteristics to accomplish their purpose.
They may use cutoff bias, plate
saturation, diode limiting, gridcurrent flow, cathode -follower action, cathode driving, and others.
Regardless of the different names
applied to the individual sync
stages in commercial receivers, all
of them accomplish amplification
and clipping of the sync pulses.
Some receivers employ separate
tubes for the different sync functions, but others may use only one
tube to perform all of the necessary requirements. A sample of
the composite signal must be obtained from a circuit following the

video detector and fed to the sync
section. The source of this signal
is commonly referred to as the
sync take-off point; and it is usually located at the video detector
load, video output plate, or DC
restorer load.
If the signal is taken off at the
video detector load, an additional
sync amplifier will often precede
the sync separator. This stage is
necessary because of the low amplitude of the signal at the video
detector. When the sync signal is
obtained from the video output
plate, it has already been amplified
a sufficient amount and there is no
need for a separate amplifier. The
only disadvantage in obtaining
the signal from the plate circuit of
the video output tube is that there
may be a loading effect on this
stage and a tendency toward distortion of the response of the amplifier.

In the past few years, DC restorers have become obsolete in
TV receivers. You may find in
many of the older receivers, however, that the DC restorer load resistor is used as a sync take-off
point. The value of the resistor
used in the sync take-off network
is usually critical. If the resistance
decreases, it may load the video
output stage; and if it increases,
the signal reaching the sync circuit may be of insufficient amplitude.
A
defective coupling
capacitor in the sync take-off network can also result in loss of both
horizontal and vertical synchronization.
The stage responsible for removing the video portion from the
composite signal is generally referred to as the sync separator.
The majority of sync separators
now in use employ a combination
of low plate voltage and grid -leak
bias to obtain the desired limit -
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Fig. 3. Schematic Diagram of the Sync Circuit Employed in the
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Fig. 4. Schematic Diagram of the Sync Circuit Employed in the Motorola Chassis TS -307.

ing action. If any component fails
in the plate or grid circuits of this
stage, an excessive amount of
video signal in the output may result or the sync pulse amplitude
may be seriously reduced. In
either case, synchronization of the
sweep oscillators will be affected.
The low plate voltage applied to
the separator tube not only aids
in clipping the signal for uniform

amplitude but eliminates any
noise appearing on top of the sync
pulses. This action is nct always
performed in the separator circuit but may take place in one of
the sync stages which follow the
separator.

The bias applied to the sync
separator is often made a direct
function of the level of the input
signal to the separator so that the
amplitude of the sync pulses leaving the separator will be fairly constant. Since the AGC voltage is in
effect a measure of the signal
strength, some sync separators are
biased by the AGC network. In
other receivers, this process is reversed and the AGC tube is biased
by a voltage from the sync separator. In either case, a trouble that
develops in the AGC or in the
sync circuits will usually affect
both.
A wide variety of amplifier,
clipper, phase -inverter, and noise -

eliminator circuits may precede or
follow the sync separator stage.
These circuits are far too numerous to discuss in detail at this
time; however, typical sync circuits employed in four modern
receivers are illustrated in Figs. 2
through 5. These schematic diagrams will be referred to later in
connection with each individual
trouble symptom.
The actual separation of the
vertical and horizontal sync pulses
is not performed by the tubes but
by the high- and low-pass filter
networks at each oscillator input
circuit. The filter networks separate the two sync pulses accordPlease turn to page 52
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Fig. 5. Schematic Diagram of the Sync Circuit Employed in the Philco Chassis TV -400.
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PART IV
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SYNCHRONIZATION

,

.

v,_

W

Synchronization can be defined
as the timing of two or more events
so that they will occur simultaneously or in step with each other.
As applied to oscilloscopes, such
timing would be between the
signal to be viewed and the sweep
system of the oscilloscope. In the
majority of cases, the technician
will be observing a signal that has
some regularly recurring peak or
dip in its amplitude. In other
words, it is made up of cycles that
repeat regularly and can therefore
by synchronized with the trace of
the oscilloscope as the trace sweeps
across the oscilloscope screen.
When an oscilloscope has been
properly synchronized with a signal, this signal will appear to be
stationary on the screen and one or
more cycles of the signal can be
seen. If the oscilloscope is slightly
out of synchronization, the waveform will appear to move slowly
across the screen either to the
right or to the left.
Certain types of signals will be
more difficult to synchronize than
others. These include signals that
have little information of a recur20

ring or repeating nature and signals that have few pronounced
peaks or dips. As the frequencies of
both the signal being viewed and
the oscilloscope sweep are increased, synchronization will also
become more difficult. The reason
for these difficulties will become
more apparent later when we consider the process of synchronization.
If a signal does not cycle or repeat at regular intervals, it can
still be viewed on certain oscilloscopes of laboratory type. These
oscilloscopes use a system whereby the signal is made to initiate
or trigger the sweep, which is a
"one-shot" or nonrepeating sweep.
A cathode-ray tube of long persistence is used so that the waveform
developed by the single sweep will
not fade immediately but will persist long enough to be useful to the
operator.
As was just mentioned, this type
of sweep will normally be found
only on oscilloscopes of special or
laboratory design; but a modification of this sweep may be found in
some general-purpose oscillo -

scopes and is called a "driven
sweep."
The Hickok Model 650 is one
oscilloscope that provides a driven
sweep. When this model is adjusted for the use of this feature,
the beam will be at rest at the
right-hand side of the screen until a signal is applied to the input
of the oscilloscope. The applied
signal triggers the sweep intc operation. The retrace or movement
of the beam from right to left occurs first, followed by the sweep of
the beam from left to right at a
constant rate determined by the
settings of the sweep frequency
controls.
Synchronization of Thyratron
Sweeps
A previous article, No. III of
this series in the February 1956
issue, mentioned the two types of
sweep generators most often used
in present-day oscilloscopes, the
thyratron and the multivibrator
types. The thyratron sweep generator will be used as the basis fcr
an explanation of the way synchronization can be accomplished,
and then comparisons can be made
between the two systems.
PF REPORTER
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shows the sawtooth waveform developed by the thyratron
generator. This represents the
voltage developed between the
Fig.

1

plate and the cathode of the thyratron tube or between the plate
and ground. The zero DC reference level is shown. The sweep
generator in this case is shown as

running-that

is, no synchronization voltage is applied;
and the sweep operates at a fre-

free

quency determined by the time
constants and the voltages present
in the sweep circuits. It is also assumed that the sweep generator
has been operating for a short
period so that the first cycle of
operation does not appear in Fig.
1.

One cycle of operation consists
of one sweep and one retrace. The
plate potential of the thyratron

rises from the deionization potential Ed until it reaches the ionization potential Ei. This rise in potential sweeps the beam across the
screen of the cathode-ray tube.
When the plate potential reaches

the potential of Ei, the thyratron
fires and discharges the capacitor
in its plate circuit. The discharge
is very abrupt and continues until
the deionization potential Ed is
reached, at which point another
cycle is started. The discharge
period corresponds to the retrace
period of the beam.
The ionization potential of the
thyratron is governed by the voltage between its cathode and grid
at any particular instant. If this
voltage is constant (as it will be if
there is no signal present at the
grid), the ionization potential will
remain constant, as in Fig. 1. To
synchronize a sweep generator of
this type, a synchronization signal is applied to the grid of the
thyratron. The signal can be taken
from some point in the vertical
amplifiers of the oscilloscope, from
a 60 -cycle or 120 -cycle source
within the oscilloscope, or from
some external source of the operator's choice.
In Fig. 2, we have used a sine wave signal in order to simplify the
explanation. The signal is assumed
to be taken from a point in the vertical amplifiers and is therefore
exactly like the signal which is to
be viewed on the oscilloscope
screen, except for amplitude.
May, 1956
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Fig. 2 is not an actual waveform
such as could be obtained by connecting another oscilloscope at a
certain point in the thyratron
sweep generator, but it is a graphical representation of the action
which takes place when a sinewave signal is applied to the grid
of the thyratron. This AC signal at
the grid results in a similar but
greater variation of the ionization
potential of the thyratron. This
variation is shown as starting at A
in Fig. 2 and has a 180 -degree
phase shift from the grid signal.

It is of greater amplitude than the

grid signal because of the grid control characteristics of the thy-

ratron. The dotted portion of the
Ei line represents the ionization
potential that would result if no
synchronization signal were present, and the dotted sawtooth
waveform represents the sweep
signal that would be obtained under the same circumstances. In
this case, the sweep would operate
at its free-running or natural frequency; and the firing points for
the thyratron would be at F, G, H,
and I. For simplification, the retrace is pictured as occurring
instantaneously.
The progress of the synchronized sweep is shown by the continuous sawtooth line which
represents both the varying plate
potential of the thyratron and the
sweep voltage applied to the horizontal deflection system of the
oscilloscope. The plate potential
rises from Ed to point F, at which
point the thyratron would normally fire if the sweep generator were
free running; but the firing potential has been changed by application of a synchronization signal,
and so the plate potential continues rising to point B. The thyratron fires at point B, retrace
occurs, and the sweep repeats.
This time the sweep reaches a firing point at C; and thereafter, the
sweep repeats at regular intervals,
with firing points at D, E, and so
on. The sweep and the incoming
signal are in synchronization from
point C on.
Several interesting observations
can be made on the basis of the
action shown in Fig. 2. The saw tooth waveform has been changed
from the free -running frequency
to the frequency of the applied

synchronization signal. Its amplitude has also been changed somewhat. The free-running frequency
was lower than the synchronized
frequency. Synchronization is
shown as taking place on the negative slope of the ionization curve.
SWEEP

RETRACE

TIME
E¡

=

Ed

=

Ionization Potential.
Oeionizaton Potential.

1. Free -Running Operation of a
Thyratron Sweep Generator.

Fig.

TIME

-

Fig. 2. Synchronization of a Thyratron
Sweep Generator by Means of a Sine -

Wave Signal.

TIME

--e-

Fig. 3. Synchronization on the Positive

Slope of the Ionization Curve.

Fig. 3 shows that it is possible to
have synchronization take place
on the positive slope of the ionization curve. Such synchronization
would be very unstable and easily
disturbed by a slight drift of frequency of either the sawtooth signal or the synchronization signal.
It can easily be seen that, if the
amplitude of the applied sync signal is increased much above that
shown in Fig. 3, the sawtooth
waveform will not strike the positive slope of the ionization curve
at any point because it will then
strike the negative slope first.
In Fig. 2, one cycle of sawtooth
sweep has been synchronized with
each cycle of the applied signal.
Under these circumstances, one
cycle of the applied signal will be
displayed on the oscilloscope
screen. If the sweep frequency

controls are properly adjusted to
sweep frequencies lower than the
Please turn to page 40
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OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
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more than 19,000,000 TV receivers and designs
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by STANDARD to the industry
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STANDARD has not only a tremendous
=ngineering department for production and
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Coil Products Co., Inc.
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MOTOR ARMATURE

, GEAR

CONNECTING'-ARM

slightly different. Continuous

RATCHET WHEEL

WITH BUTTONS

REMOTE PLUG
TOP TOUCH SWITCH

Fig. 1.

Automatic Tuning Mechanism Mounted on Philco Chassis TV -394.

Philco Automatic Tuning

Some of the new Philco television receivers are equipped with
an automatic tuning device called

"top touch tuning." This system
is composed of a mechanical step-

per unit driven by a small motor.
Each time a button on the top of
the cabinet is momentarily pressed, the motor is energized and the
stepper unit rotates the shaft of
the tuner to the next higher channel position.
The button on top of the receiver serves only to start the tuning cycle. As soon as the stepper
unit begins to operate, an internal
hold -in switch is automatically
closed. Power is then supplied to
the motor through the circuit of
the hold -in switch, and this circuit is not broken until the tuner
shaft has come to rest in the next
channel position. The top button
must be touched again before the
tuning system will begin another
cycle. If the top button is held
down, the motor circuit will reMay,

1956
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afforded by the automatic tuning
system. The owner should not
have to reset the fine-tuning control at any time in order to get a
good picture, but he will be forced
to do so if the oscillator slugs are
not correctly adjusted.
The procedure for setting up
the tuning system of a VHF receiver is as follows. Let the receiver warm up thoroughly so that
the local oscillator will be stabilized. Turn the fine-tuning control to the center of its range. Set
the channel selector to the highest channel on which reception is
desired, and adjust the oscillator
slug for best reception. Then
check the oscillator adjustments
of the other active channels in
descending order. Be careful not
to move the fine- tuning control
during this process.
If a UHF/VHF receiver is being adjusted, the procedure is

main closed and the mechanism
will operate continuously at a rate
of approximately five channels per
second. The stepper unit turns in
only one direction and proceeds
from low to high channels.
A switch type of tuner having
13 positions is connected to the
automatic tuning system. The
13th or U position is used in conjunction with a separate UHF
tuner. Any of the VHF channels
plus a single preset UHF channel
can be tuned in automatically.
Entirely automatic tuning cannot be accomplished if reception
of two or more UHF channels is
desired. The mechanism can be
adjusted so that it will skip unwanted VHF positions. A remote
switch is an optional accessory.
This can be plugged into a socket
that is already wired into the
motor circuit.
Setup Procedure
The tuner must be carefully adjusted before the set owner can
enjoy all the convenience that is

tuning of UHF channels is accomplished by rotation of the
fine-tuning control. While the automatic system is being set up, the
control should be set and then left
in the position at which a desired
UHF channel is properly tuned
in. This channel will then be automatically selected whenever the
channel selector is placed in the
U position. After the UHF channel has been chosen, the fine-tuning control should be left alone
and the VHF oscillator slugs
should be adjusted until the VHF
channels are all correctly tuned.
It was mentioned that the tuning system can be adjusted so that
it will pass some of the channel
positions without stopping. To
accomplish this adjustment, the
technician simply removes some
of the plastic buttons which are
set into the ratchet wheel. This
subject will be discussed in greater detail in another part of this
article.
Operation of Stepper Unit
A photograph of the automatic
tuning mechanism mounted on
the Philco Chassis TV -394 appears in Fig. 1. This mechanism
is also used in the newer vertical
chassis of the TV -440 and TV -444
series. The motor and the stepper
unit are mounted on the upper
Please turn to page 72
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SOME HIGH -QUALITY CERAMIC CARTRIDGES

by

If the curious individual who
took a crystal cartridge apart a
few years ago to see how it was
made would do the same with a
new type ceramic cartridge, he
would find practically no similarity between the two units. The design of cartridges has changed so
much in the past few years that he
might not be able to recognize the
ceramic element or be able to find
the needle. The construction and
size of most cartridges have been
changed and modified to such an
extent that one manufacturer
does not even use the term cartridge when referring to his latest
ceramic unit.
26
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Both crystal and ceramic cartridges operate on the piezoelectric principle. The signal is produced by a Rochelle salt crystal in
the crystal cartridge and by a
barium titanate ceramic element
in the ceramic units. Because of
certain desirable characteristics
not shared by crystal units, ceramic cartridges have been developed for use instead of the crystal
cartridges in high quality music
systems and are generally used in
such systems.
The changes in construction
and appearance mentioned in the
first paragraph resulted from the
efforts made to develop a ceramic
cartridge which would provide the
best possible reproduction from
records. Certain qualities and
characteristics had to be built into the cartridge to make it a practical and satisfactory unit. We can
list a few examples of the requirements to be met as follows.
1. The cartridge should feature a
smooth wide-range frequency
response with no disturbing
peaks or other distortion.
2. The cartridge should have high
lateral compliance and low effective mass to permit proper
tracking of the stylus in the
fine grooves of microgroove
records. Tracking should be accomplished with a stylus pressure of not more than 4 to 8
grams so that record and stylus
wear will be minimized.
3. The cartridge should be so constructed that it can be mounted
in standard arms with turntables of the transcription type
and with record changers.
4. The cartridge should be sufficiently rugged to operate in a

changer. The stylus
must withstand the pressure
sometimes exerted by the tripping mechanism and must
maintain proper tracking on a
stack of one or several records.
5. The cartridge should not be
subject to damage when exposed to comparatively high
temperatures or to high humidity.
record

6.

The cartridge should be

equipped with a replaceable
stylus-one that can be replaced with ease and a high degree of precision by most anyone.

These are only a few of the
things that have to be considered.
We could elaborate on them and
discuss additional ones, but these
should give some idea of what a
satisfactory cartridge must do.
Before discussing some specific
models of ceramic cartridges for
high quality reproduction of recordings, we should say something about certain advantages
that ceramic cartridges possess
over some other types.
Ceramic cartridges are not sensitive to hum picked up from the
AC fields which are always present
to some extent around a turntable
and other associated audio equipment. Some magnetic cartridges
are very sensitive to hum; consequently ceramic and crystal cartridges are usually used with
turntables or changers which use
two -pole motors because such
motors produce a heavy hum field.
Since ceramic cartridges do not
use magnets, no added weight is
placed on the stylus because the
cartridge is not magnetically attracted to a steel or iron turntable.
PF REPORTER
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This is an advantage when the
cartridge is used on a record
changer because practically all
changers employ steel or iron
turntables.
The ceramic elements used in
ceramic cartridges are not affected
by relatively high temperatures or
by high humidity. Most crystal
(Rochelle salt) cartridges are
permanently damaged if subjected to temperatures above 120°
Fahrenheit or to high humidity.

(A) Cartridge With Adapter Network

and Accessories.

(B) The 3-Mil

(C)

Stylus in Playing Position.

With the Stylus Assembly Removed.

Fig. 1. Shure ML44 Series Music Lovers'

Cartridge.

The signal output developed
by a ceramic cartridge is much
higher than that developed by a
magnetic cartridge. An output of
0.5 volt at 1000 cps is about average for most of the recent ceramic
cartridges. This output is high
enough that the cartridge can be
connected directly to the input
jack of most amplifiers, and satisfactory results can be obtained
without the use of a preamplifier.
In addition, very little if any
equalization is required for playing records because a ceramic carMay, 1956
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tridge is a constant -amplitude
device.
Some recent ceramic cartridges
have been designed specifically
for connection to constant -velocity inputs intended for use with
magnetic cartridges. In this way,
all of the equalization and compensation usually provided for

magnetic cartridges are made
available for these ceramic cartridges.
It is interesting to examine
some of the new ceramic cartridges to see how the different
manufacturers have incorporated
certain ingenious features in their
cartridges in order to produce
units suitable for use in high quality music systems. In the following discussion, we will describe
some cartridges made by different
manufacturers.

input adapter and other accessories that are included with the
cartridge are shown in Fig. 1A.
The dual -stylus assembly is held
in place on the cartridge by a
knurled screw, as shown in Fig.
1B. No tools are required when the
stylus assembly is being removed
and replaced. The knurled screw
is loosened with the fingers, and
the stylus assembly (Fig. 1C ) is
removed. The assembly can be replaced easily and with adequate
precision because this assembly
and the body of the cartridge are
formed in such a manner that the
assembly is properly seated when
the knurled screw is tightened.

`4

POSITION OF LEVER WHEN

-MIL STYLUS IS IN
PLAYING POSITION
I

POSITION OF 3 -MIL STYLUS
WHEN I -MIL STYLUS IS
IN PLAYING POSITION

LEVER

Shure ML44 Series Cartridges

The Shure ML44 Series, Music
Lovers' cartridge ( Fig. 1) is a
ceramic cartridge designed to produce results similar to those obtained with high quality magnetic
cartridges. An adapter is supplied
for matching the cartridge to the
magnetic input of the music system. The ML44 can be mounted
easily in standard pickup arms.
Some specifications as supplied
by the manufacturer are as f ollows:
Frequency Response-30 to 15,000 cps with a gradual roll -off
between 10,000 and 15,000 cps.
Output Voltage-0.4 volt at 1,000
cps without network; 25 millivolts at 1,000 cps with network.
Recommended Load Impedancenetwork designed for 22,000
ohms to 1 megohm.
Compliance -1.5 X 10-6 cm per
dyne.
to 8 grams.
Tracking Force
Cartridge Capacitance-525 micromicrofarads.

-5

Cartridge Weight-approximately 14 grams with network. It is
equivalent to most magnetic
cartridges.
Mounting Dimensions-standard
1/2 -inch mounting centers.
Mounting Accessories-complete
set of mounting hardware and
accessories.
Different views of the ML44 cartridge can be seen in the photographs of Fig. 1. The magnetic -

I

DAMPING
BLOCK

COUPLER
LEVER

-MIL

STYLUS

NOTCH IN
3-MIL

STYLUS

(A) Stylus Shifting Mechanism.
STYLUS

COUPLER
LEVER

FLEXIBLE
ELEMENT
MOUNTING

FLEXIBLE
LEVER
MOUNTING
CERAMIC

ELEMENT

(B)

DAMPING
BLOCKS

Working Parts.

Fig. 2. Parts in the Shure ML44 Series

Cartridge.

The assembly has separate 1 -mil
and 3 -mil styli. This arrangement
provides independent operation of
each stylus and isolates them so
the idle one does not interfere with
the one in operation. Fig. 2A
shows that each stylus is moved
in and out of playing position by
the shifting mechanism.
When in playing position, the
stylus rests in the notch at the end
of the coupler lever, as shown in
Fig. 2B. The other end of the
coupler lever is held in an elastic
pivot. The coupler lever must
move from side to side when the
stylus is moved by the modulated
groove of a record. The movement
of the coupler lever causes the
ceramic element (which is connected to the lever, as shown in
Please turn to page 88
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POTENTIOMETERS
for your industrial customers
Composition element and wire -wound
potentiometers designed and packaged
specifically for industrial, laboratory, experimental, audio applications and other
semi -critical needs. They are deluxe versions of standard Clarostat controls both
electrically and mechanically.
-watt composition element,
1

500 ohms to 10 megohms

/

2 -watt wire -wound,
5 ohms to 50,000

ohms

3 -watt wire -wound,
5 ohms to 50,000

ohms

4 -watt

wire-wound,

75,000 ohms and 100,000 ohms
Available with 1'2" split locking bushing and 1, 8" screwdriver slotted shaft, or
3/8" bushing with 1/4" round shaft, 1-5/8"
long.

Get the complete details

from your Clarostat Representative
or

write...

.................................................................

t
CLARO STAT

........................................

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC.
Dover, New Hampshire
In

Canada: Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd., Toronto 4, Ont.

POTENTIOMETERS CONTROLS RESISTORS
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(C)

BASE

(B)

MOUNTS

\I

(A)

for
\.

ANTENNA
MASTS
by

GEORGE B.

MANN

Fig. 1. House Roof with Three Types of Base Mounts. (A) Plate Mount. (B) Slope
Mount. (C) Peak Mount.

Two

fundamental

problems

that are encountered in every antenna installation are where to
place the antenna and how to support the base of the structure.
Actually, the antenna and mast
can be erected at any location that
might be chosen by the customer
or installer. It is then up to the installer to devise or locate a suitable base mounting for the antenna structure.
Few service shops are equipped
to fabricate antenna base mounts,
and therefore the installer must
depend upon the manufacturer of
metal products for antenna
mounting brackets and base
mounts. It is possible to purchase
a base mount for nearly any location that might be decided upon.
Roof Mounts

In many instances when an outdoor antenna is to be installed, it
is important that as much height
as possible be obtained with the
least cost. Mounting the antenna
on the roof of the building is
probably one of the simplest
methods of achieving this.
May, 1956
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The mounting bases for roof installations are designed for three
types of roof construction. Antenna mountings on these three roof
types are shown in Fig. 1. The
antenna in Fig. lA is supported
on a flat roof by a single plate of
metal which has a clamp attached
to its surface to hold the base of
the mast in place. Such a plate
must be large enough so that the
weight of the antenna installation
will be evenly distributed over a
large area and so that damage to
the roof surface will not occur.
The plate should be held in place
by roof cement or tar so that it
will not slip. An antenna having
two sets of guy wires will be held
rigidly in a vertical position, and
the only thrust on the base will
be in a downward direction. If the
antenna has only one set of guy
wires, it is a good policy to fasten
the plate to the roof with nails or
screws because the wind pressure
against the antenna will produce
a side thrust on the base plate.
The base mounting used on a
sloped roof is shown in Fig. 1B.
The mast clamp is set on a swivel
or hinge which allows the mount -

ing plate to be adjusted to various
roof slopes. The mounting plate
must be fastened securely to one
of the rafters supporting the roof
to prevent the base from pulling
loose and damaging the surface of
the roof.
The use of a peak mount consisting of two mounting plates
hinged to a single mast clamp will
permit the mast to be installed
over the peak of the roof. Such a
mount is shown in Fig. 1C. The
peak mount can sometimes be
used on a sloping or a flat roof.
Whenever a peak mount is installed, it should be positioned
over one of the supporting members of the roof. This precaution
is very important when the antenna structure is fairly heavy.
Heavy towers installed on roofs
should have rigid base plates
which will span at least two rafters, and the base plate should be
securely bolted to these rafters.
Roofs covered with tile, slate,
or other materials which are easily
damaged should not have anten-

nas installed upon them. In many

Please turn to page 78
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No one piece of equipment
can do more for you.
As the electronic field expands
your tube tester must do more.
TRIPLETT TUBE TESTERS

meet this demand.
More heaver voltages including
3.15, 4.2 and 4.7 volts for
600 mill series string heaters.
Quickly locating the bad tubes
saves time. Tiibe sales can be a
profitable business in itself.

80% OF YOUR SERVICE JOBS CAN

WIT"
NEW
UNIQUE
AND ONLY $79.50
The first

BE

COMPLETED

A

TRIPLETT TUBE TESTER

Triplett model 3413-B combines provision for conventional
short test (0.25 megohms) with high sensitivity leakage test
(2.0 megohms) -will test series string tubes without adapter.

low priced

tube tester
to provide

Model 3413-B is a money-saver on original cost-a profit maker because it's
faster, more versatile, more flexible operation for more tests in less time.
This tester does a better job today and tomorrow-and here's why:
e. New, longer roll chart includes all tubes up to the moment.
Triplett automatically furnishes revised, up-to-date roll charts regularly if you promptly return registration card. (Included with tester.)
Flexibility of switching allows you to set up to test any new tube.
Tests TV picture tube by means of BV Adapter ($4.50) without removing tube from set.
Reads BAD-?-GOOD direct on big 6 -inch meter.
eir Short tests (neon) each element with single flip of switch.

DUAL SENSITIVITY
SHORT TEST

ie

And for the ultimate in laboratory quality testing examine
MODEL 3423 MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER

$199.50

Proportional Mutual Conductance testing of all radio and TV tubes plus selenium rectifiers, crystal diodes, pilot lamps, thyratrons, transistors, etc., by a new patented circuit.
At leading Parts Distributors everywhere,
see the finest and most complete line of test equipment by

See Us in BOOTH

320

at the May Parts Show
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ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

COMPANY

BLUFFTON, OHIO
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VOLTAGE
by THOMAS A.

DIVIDERS in
B+ CIRCUITS
the resistance and power ratings

LESH

Defects that produce incorrect
DC operating voltages in television circuits are easier to locate if
the technician is familiar with the

25V

7.5K

our

OUT

100 V
IN

part that voltage-divider action
plays in furnishing the normal operating voltages. Since the voltage
divider is basically an extremely
simple circuit, the theory of its
operation is not hard to understand. To be able to recognize one
wherever it may appear in a schematic diagram is a more difficult
matter because it is not always
obvious that a given circuit is
functioning as a voltage divider.
The reader should recall from
his study of basic electricity that
the voltage drop across a series of
two or more resistors is divided
between the resistors in proportion to their ohmic values. See the
schematic diagram in Fig. 1A. In
this figure, a 2,500 -ohm resistor
and a 7,500 -ohm resistor are connected in series across a supply
voltage of 100 volts. The values
of the resistors are in a 1 to 3
ratio, and the voltages of 25 and
75 volts measured across the individual resistors are in the same
ratio.

2.5K

of the bleeder resistors. The bleeder in Fig. 1B is designed to furnish
150 milliamperes at 250 volts and
80 milliamperes at 150 volts to the
external circuits. In addition, a
small current of 20 milliamperes
is allowed to flow internally
through the bleeder, and a minimum load is therefore maintained

75V

upon the power supply.
Resistor R1 carries only the 20
milliamperes of bleeder current.
Resistor R2 carries the bleeder
current plus the current for the
external 150 -volt circuit. Resistor
R3 carries the foregoing currents
in addition to the current for the
external 250 -volt circuit. If the
reader will use the formulas

TOTAL R -10K

Fig. 1A. Basic Resistive Voltage Divider.
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300V
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IOw

100V
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7.5K
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3w

E

and

1

P=EI
Fig. 1B. Simple Power -Supply Bleeder

Network.

ple bleeder network connected
across the output terminals of a
300 -volt B+ supply is shown in
Fig. 1B.
When a bleeder network is designed, the requirements for output voltage and current determine

to calculate the resistance and
power dissipation of the three resistors, he will see how the values
which are marked on the diagram
in Fig. 1B were determined.
If the bleeder is composed of
three separate resistors, the wattage rating of each resistor can be
selected to fulfill the power requirements of a particular section

Power -Supply Bleeder
A classic example of a voltage

divider is the bleeder network
that is connected across the output terminals of a rectifier type of
power supply. This network converts the single output voltage of
the rectifier into several B+ voltages that are furnished to the external circuits. It also improves
the voltage regulation of the power supply by placing a load on the
supply at all times. Finally, the
bleeder network provides a safety
feature by serving as a discharge
path for the filter capacitors of
the power supply after the receiver has been turned off. A simMay, 1956
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B+ Distribution System in Silvertone Model 5132A Receiver.
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B+ Distribution System in General Electric Model 21C240 Receiver.

that the
ratings should allow for protection against a 100 -per -cent overload, a 6 -watt resistor would be
adequate for use as R1 even
though R3 should be rated at 25
watts.
of the bleeder. Assuming

Television B+ Circuits

The output circuits of B+ power supplies in television receivers
are far more complicated than the
basic bleeder circuit which has
been described. A simple bleeder
composed of a few resistors with
high wattage ratings is not often
found. Instead, several parallel
resistive circuits, each carrying a
fairly small current, take the place
of the simple bleeder. These parallel strings of resistors all serve as
voltage dividers. They are important to the operation of the re-

ceiver, but they are not the principal current paths to ground in
the B+ system. Most of the cur-

rent that enters the B+ system
passes through the plate and
screen circuits of tubes.
In the plate circuit of a tube,
the internal resistance of the tube
is in series with the resistance of
a load resistor. The plate circuit
is supplied with a voltage which
is obtained from the B+ system.
The internal resistance of the
tube is not constant but will vary

in response to changes in the grid
voltage of the tube. The load resistance is constant, however. The

resistance ratio between the tube
and its load resistor will be constantly changing; therefore, the
combination of a tube and its load
resistor might be called a dynamically variable voltage divider.
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The total B+ voltage across the
tube and the resistor in series will
not change, but the voltage which
is developed across the load resistor will change in step with the
variations in the internal resistance of the tube. The voltage divider action that has just been
described is fundamental to the
operation of nearly all vacuum tube circuits because the voltage
which is developed across the load
resistor is normally used as an
output voltage.
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1ST VIDEO IF

_-M/-..
220.E

TO

1/2W

B+ Distribution System in Crosley Chassis 431.

Diagrams of Actual Circuits
In the usual schematic diagram
of a television receiver, the parallel resistive paths from B+ to

ground are widely scattered
throughout the various circuits.
The connections that are made to
the outputs of the power supply
are often indicated only by arrows. In the diagrams of Figs. 2, 3,
and 4, three typical television B+
circuits have been presented in
order that the extent and the nature of the B+ system will be
readily apparent.
All the DC paths through resistors from the output of the rectifier to ground have been shown
in each diagram because these
paths function as parts of a bleeder network. Arrows mark the
points at which voltages are taken
from the B+ system for application to external circuits. Certain
arrows which are labeled with values of output voltage are the takeoff points for the major B+ lines
that supply operating voltages to
most of the tubes in the receiver.
The arrows that are not marked
with output voltages indicate connections that supply special DC
voltages to single external circuits.
The load circuits which are
served by each supply are listed
in the diagrams. If the name of a
stage appears next to an arrow,
that stage receives B+ voltage
from the point which is marked
by that arrow. Inclusion of the
letters in parentheses following
the name of a stage indicates that
the B+ voltage is supplied only to

the circuit of the plate (PL) ,
screen grid (SG) , control grid
(GRID), or cathode (CATH),
respectively. A lack of such notation indicates that the B+ voltage is applied only to the plate of
Please turn to page 83
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Leadership

is a distinction.

And in a growing, competitive, specialized

field... it is an

achievement

BLONDER -TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC.
has, since its inception, devoted all of its
facilities to the study and the advancement

of the techniques and equipment used in
TV siglal amplification, distribution and wired
transmission. This has resulted in many
product developments which have gained
wide and enthusiastic acceptance among
the professional technicians in the field.
On the following pages are some of these
B -T products ...products that have proved
their quality, worth and reliability in tens
of thousands of installations across the
nation. But, this is only the beginning. The
number of multi -set users is growing dailyand the application of TV to industry and
science is just coming to life.
B -T

products are engineered specifically for

master TV and closed circuit TV. By design,
they are the key to these rapidly growing
markets. They can assure your own
profit future in the field.

BLONDE R-TONGUE products are sold by
electronic equipment distributors from
coast-to -coast and are used by service -technicians
and commercial installers-everywhere.

-

OBSERVER
Model TVC -1

Industrial TV Camera
A new

crystal -controlled camera for

use in industry, education, science
and other closed circuit applications.

Complete unit includes Vidicon tube,
coated f1.9 lens, control generator
and 25 feet of control cable. The control generator may be located up to
500 feet from the camera. It provides
two RF outputs and one high definition video output.
Image may be viewed on standard TV
sets located up to one mile from the
camera, before preamplification is required. The camera uses fully interlaced, 525 -line scanning for maximum
resolution. Traverse control permits
camera to be focused from 2 inches
to infinity.
Complete $199500 list

CONVENIENT
EFFECTIVE
TV

INSTALLATION
TOOLS

ANTENNA BOOSTER
Model AB with Remote Control
More than 25 db gain. Broadband antenna amplifier in

plied to fit jack permits easy
connect and disconnect.
Heavy duty output leads with

$375 list

$325 list

An

impedance -matching
designed for

transformer

use at the TV set to match
75 -ohm cable to 300 -ohm
TV input. Cable plug sup-

spade lugs.

CLASS A Model 99
Ideal all -channel UHF converter for
'Class A' signal areas. Direct -drive

Remote control power supply
may be located near set. Furnishes either 24 or 110 volts
to amplifier, as desired.
Matched 300 -ohm input and
output terminals on both

ganged tuning provides precise
tracking of input and oscillator.
VHF output on channel 4, 5 or 6.
Precise, 300 -ohm impedance match.

$1995 list

units. Single line carries

$9500 list

$295 list

TV SET MATCH
Model TM

ROTARY
CABLE STRIPPER
Model S-1
A rotary cutter and stripper
of coax cable and non-metallic tubing up to 1/2" in diameter. Calibrated for measuring lead and shield length
required. Ideal for use with
B -T Cable Connectors.

FAMOUS LINE OF ALL -CHANNEL UHF CONVERTERS AND VHF AMPLIFIERS

weatherproof housing with
mast -mounting bracket.

power 'up' and signal 'down'.
'On -off' is automatic with TV
set.

2 -SET COUPLER
Model TV -42
Resistive network provides
12 db isolation between two
TV or FM sets fed from a
single antenna. Also mixes
two amplifiers or antennas.
Response from 0 to 900 mc.

Model BTU -2

HOME BOOSTER
Model HA -3
Provides more than 16
db gain. Automatic 'on off' operates through
TV set. No tuning.

Features low -noise,
push-pull, broadband
circuits. Self -powered.
$4700 list

ULTRAVERTER
Tunable, all -channel UHF converter
the most powerful in
the field-with high -gain, low noise triode amplifier. Has dual speed channel selector. VHF
output on channel 5-6. Automatic 'on -off' with TV. $3995 list

-

U

ADD -A -UNIT TV SYSTEM COMPONENTS

COMMERCIAL
ANTENSIFIER
Model CA -1

popular broad
band VHF amplifier for antenna
and line applications. Gain: 26 db on low band and 24
db on high band. Low noise circuit. 75 ohms and 3)0
ohms at input and output. Gain control. Self -powered.
A

$7950 list

O

RADIATION -PROOF

LINE SPLITTERS

HOUSING
Model MRH-A

Model LS4.1, 2,

Weatherproof and radiationproof outdoor enclosure for
master TV equipment. Has perforated mounting surface and
adjustable support bracket.
Maximum ventilation, frontopening sealed door and sturdy
hasp. Iridite-finished, cadmium -plated steel.

3

and 4

Model LS4-1
Four 75 -ohm lines from one 75 -ohm line.
Model LS4-2
Four 75 -ohm lines from one 300 -ohm line.
Model LS4.3
Four 300 -ohm lines from one 75 -ohm line.
Model LS4-4
Four 300 -ohm lines from one 300-ohm
line.

$4950 list

each $950

list

D
MASTERLINE TV SYSTEM COMPONENTS

VHF SINGLE CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

with AGC-Model
Gain

AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL

MCS

in excess of 38 db on low band and in

excess of 35 db on high band. Features automatic level and manual gain controls. Has high
rejection of adjacent channels. Input and output
75 -ohm coax fittings. Two outputs and allchannel mixing network. Self -powered.
$1

1

750 list (specify

Model MAGC
plug-in unit for use with MLA
amplifier to maintain constant
output level over 20 db input
range. Output flat within 1.5 db.
A

VHF AMPLIFIER
Model MLA
Powerful all -channel VHF cas code amplifier with more than
37 db gain. Has variable gain
controls for equalizing high and
low bands. Output on each band:
1.25 volts RMS, flat to within
2 db. Self -powered. Input and
output 75 -ohm coax fittings.
When used with MAGC main-

VHF channel)

VHF CONVERTER -AMPLIFIER
Model MVC
Converts a specified VHF 'high' channel to a
specified VHF low' channel. Crystal controlled.
Gain: in excess of 33 db ±lh db. Input and output 75 -ohm coax fittings. Two outputs and
all -channel mixing networks.
Self -powered. Available on
special order only.

Effective with over 14,000
microvolts MLA input signal.
Compensates for AC line variations. Input and output 75 -ohm
coax

fittings. Obtains power

from MLA.
$11°13 list

OUTDOOR TAP -OFF
Model MTO.11

tains constant output level.
$1 2400 list

Spliceless, weatherproof
tap from RG-11IU cable.

$30000 list

E113

(specify input and
output channels)

ISOLATED TAP -OFFS

I

SPLICELESS CABLE TAP -OFFS
INDOOR

RESISTOR OUTLET BOX
Model ROI -B
Indoor tap -off from RG -11 / U or RG -59./U
line. Coax jack and plug supplied for
RG -59,U TV cable. VHF and UHF isolation: 17 db with only 0.6 db loss.

i

F

$500 list

Basic isolation network of R01 -B less
plastic box. For use in standard electrical box. Supplied with wall plate.

plied with wall
plate and installation tool.
$750 list

$400 list

MIXER AMPLIFIER
Model MA4-1

versatile unit consisting of broadband mixing

circuits and built-in power supply for up to four
plug-in VHF channel strips or two UHF converter
strips (see CS -1 and UC -1). Precise 75-ohm and
300 -ohm impedance match at all terminals. May
be used in series.

$6415 list

Model DA8-B

Provides eight isolated TV set outlets
from one 75 -ohm or 300 -ohm input. Each
outlet handles 75 -ohm or 300 -ohm line,
and delivers 10 db gain on all VI -F channels. Gain control covers 20 db range.
Self -powered.

$8950 list

1

apartments, hotels,
motels, etc. Sup-

Model ISO -113

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER

$15° list

TAP -OFF
Model MTO-59
Spliceless tap from
RG -59/U cable. Uniform 17 db isolation with only 0.6
db insertion loss.
All -channel recep-

tion outlet for

ISOTAP PLATE

A

Uniform 17 db resistive
isolation with only 0.6 db
insertion loss. Lowest
shunt capacity. Positive
electrical protection thru
blocking condenser. Supplied with installation tool.

VHF CHANNEL STRIP
Model CS -1
Single channel amplifier strip

for

MA4-1. Gain: 20 db on low channels
and 17 db on high channels. Input
terminals for 75 -ohm or 300 -ohm line.
Draws power from MA4-1. $2100

list

(specify VHF channel)

UHF CONVERTER STRIP
Model UC -1
Designed for use with MA4-1. Converts a specified UHF channel to a
specified VHF channel. Gain: more
than 15 db. 300 -ohm input. Draws
power from MA4-1.
$9000

list

`EXACT -MATCH' TV ACCESSORIES

BALUN Model MB

DUPLEXERS

Precise impedance match between

Pair remotely controls TV amplifiers or permits two-way audio or

75 -ohm coax and 300 -ohm antenna

Model ME -2

AM transmission. One line for VHF
TV, plus AC, AM or audio (0 to 2
mc). Weather -protected.

line. Has 75 -ohm coax fitting and
300 -ohm screw terminals. Wea-

ther -protected.

LOW -BAND EQUALIZER

$800 list

Gaduated attenuation from 9 db
on Channel 2 to less than

Model MDX-300 (300 ohms) pair

$2250 list

outlets for

TV

$1 500

list

sets

or branch lines. Only 3 db forward
loss. Minimum isolation: 14 db.

input and two 75 -ohm
output fittings.Weather-protected.
One 75 -ohm

$1300 list

FM WAVE TRAP Model MWT-1
_

POWER LINE FILTER

Eliminates Fleinterference at the

Model MLF

antenna, in the line or at the TV
set. Attenuates any FM channel
more than 25 db. 75 -ohm coax fit-

Provides 60 db

tings. Weather -protected.

Model MDC-4

Model ME -1

Four isolated outlets for TV sets
or branch lines. Only 6 db forward
loss. Minimum isolation: 20 db.

Graduated attenuation from 17 db
on Channel 2 to 1 db on Channel
13. Balances signals through 1000

list

ft. of

put connector. Mounts in MRH-A.
$1

ALL-CHANNEL EQUALIZER

input and four 75 -ohm
output fittings.Weather-protected.

Uniform all -channel attenuation
from 0 to 45 db in steps of 3 db.
75 -ohm coax fittings, in and out.

or 500 ft. of RG 59/U. 75 -ohm coax fittings, in
and out. Weather -protected.

$2250 list

list

a
COMING SOON
A Complete Line of Closed Circuit
TV. Master TV and Industrial TV
Equipment ... including:

CABLE COUPLER Model

665 list

VHF ATTENUATOR Model MAT

RG -11/U

$1 550

isolation be-

Two AC power outlets, one BX in-

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER

One 75 -ohm

RF

tween amplifier and power line.

$2300 list

$2613Ò

db on

in and out. Weather -

protected.

$2500 list

Model MDC-2
Two isolated

fittings,

Model MDX-75 (75 ohms) pair

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER

1

Channel 6. Balances signals
through 2000 ft. of RG -11/U or
1000 ft. of RG -59/U. 75 -ohm coax

CABLE CONNECTORS

MC

N E W

Model

Correct 75 -ohm match in splicing, adapting or
terminating RG -11/U and/or RG -59/U cable.
Thru-connection for Model MRH-A. Used with
B -T Connectors and Terminating Plug.

Matched 75 -ohm male fitting for use with
size cable.
each $130 list

RG -11/U

Model

$250 list

PROJECTION TV

VIDEO ADAPTOR -AMPLIFIER

P -59S

Matched 75 -ohm male fitting for use with RG 59/U size cable.
each $130 list

TERMINATING PLUG Model MTP-75
Correctly terminates cable fitted with Model
MC Cable Coupler.

SOLDERLESS CONNECTORS
P -11S

$250list

Makes any TV set a Video Monitor

FIELD STRENGTH METER
Continuous Tuning (54-216 mc)

For

detailed information on

- or for free, expert

B -T

products

sales engineering
services to assist you in planning any
master TV or industrial TV system, write:

BLONDER -TONGUE LABS, INC.
Dept.

41

Westfield, New Jersey

MAINTENANCE
of

Preventive maintenance of a
tape recorder (or the process of
correcting an undesirable condition before it can become critical)
pays off in better recording and
playback quality. The routine
cleaning of all parts with which
the tape makes contact during the
various operating modes comes
under this category.

TAPE
RECORDERS

Foreign Matter on Heads and
Other Parts

The erase, record, and playback
heads; tape guides; capstan; capstan pressure roller; idlers; tension
levers or rollers; and any other
parts over which the tape passes
can become contaminated with

O

the Eleventh in a
Series of Articles Devoted to the

o
by

Principles of Magnetic Recording

ROBERT B. DUNHAM

This month, we will conclude
this series of articles that started
in the November 1954 issue. Since
then, we have covered the subject
of magnetic recording from several
angles and have given some comments on the maintenance and adjustments required to keep a tape
recorder in good operating condition. Maintenance pointers concerning brakes, motors, and tape
tension have been covered. If certain things that were mentioned
previously are mentioned again in
this article, it will be because they
are closely connected with the
procedure or adjustment being
discussed.
May, 1956
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an accumulation of magnetic coating, tape lubricant, and foreign
matter from the tape. The heads
are probably the most affected by
this accumulation. Frequency response will be disturbed and distortion can be produced if enough
foreign particles are deposited on
the faces of the heads to hold the
tape away from the gaps.
A clean cloth moistened with a
small amount of carbon tetrachloride can be used to clean the
heads and other parts mentioned
in the preceding paragraph. This
should be done carefully, and any
specific instructions supplied by
the manufacturer of the machine
in question should be followed.

Some manufacturers caution
against the use of carbon tetrachloride on certain parts and recommend the use of alcohol instead. The important thing is to
recognize the fact that the heads
and other parts do require clean-

ing and that the cleaning should
be done carefully and according to
recommended procedures.
The need for adjustment or
service to eliminate an undesirable
condition in a tape recorder can
be indicated by symptoms present
in inferior recording and playback. Noise, distortion, and a loss
of high frequencies can be caused
by a magnetized head. Capstans
and tape guides can also become
magnetized and can exert a deteriorating influence on the signal
recorded on the tape.
Effects of Magnetized Heads and
Parts

If noise is to be kept down to a
minimum amount in a tape recording, the tape must be in a neutral or unmagnetized state when
the signal is recorded on the tape
by the recording head. The signal
is the only magnetic pattern that
can be allowed on the tape because any polarized state caused
by the tape moving through a
polarized magnetic field will increase noise and distortion. This
point was discussed in some detail
in preceding articles on the basic
principles of magnetic recording.
If a playback head becomes
magnetized, it can have very much
the same detrimental effect upon
the tape as when the tape passes
through a polarized magnetic field
while being recorded. Any magnetized head or part with which
the tape makes direct contact
while being played back can partially erase the signal on the tape
and can increase noise. The high
frequencies suffer most from this
erasing action. A recorded tape
can be partially erased and damaged by magnetized heads and
parts each time it is played back.
How Heads Become Magnetized

Care should be taken to avoid
and prevent the situations that
cause the magnetizing of the heads
and other parts. A very strong
signal can overload the recorder to
the extent that DC components
will flow through the heads and
magnetize them. For this reason,
a "live" low-level input jack
should not be touched or opened
and a tube should not be removed
from its socket while the recorder
Please turn to page 80
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ELECTRICAL UNIFORMITY
for dependable
repiacement in
critical circuits
#*

A

BASIC ENGINEERING FEATURE OF RCA RECEIVING TUBES

To cut down on "tube juggling" and circuit realigning, RCA controls the
quality of your tubes for you-at the factory.

Take the RCA-6SN7-GTB, for example. Every single tube-not just one
out of a batch-is subjected to no less than 11 tests for individual
electrical characteristics. Before and during manufacturing, RCA
closely controls such things as: (1) Cathode material to insure uniform
cathode emission and minimize interface resistance, (2) Heater wire to
assure even cathode temperature, (3) Grid dimensions and inside plate
diameter to insure uniform transconductance, (4) Mica hole size and hole
spacing to reduce microphonics.
Yes, you can rely on the electrical uniformity of RCA Receiving Tubes!
Tell your distributor to fill your tube order with RCA Tubes only!

Just released: 28 -page
booklet, "RCA Receiving
Tubes for AM, FM and

TV." Up-to-date. Gives
characteristics and socket
connections for more than
600 types. See your RCA
11).

distributor for

Form

1275-G, or write

RCA,

Commercial Engineering,
Section E33X, H arrison,N.J.

RECEIVING TUBES
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, HARRISON, N.J.
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MILTON S. KIVER
...

Author of
How to Understand and Use TV Test Instruments
and Analyzing and Tracing TV Circuits

Extra Uses for Test Instruments

current that flows through the meter movement and the actual current that enters the instrument is
diverted away from the meter by
the shunt path.

SOYA MOVEMENT
2000 -OHMS RESISTANCE

No matter how well you get to
know the characteristics and ap-

plications of a certain test instrument, there is always one more
facet that crops up to show you
there is still more to be learned.
For example, we have had occasion to mention in a previous column that, although an RF signal
generator is designed primarily for
circuit alignment, it can also help
to locate defective components in
many sections of radio and television receivers. There are many
such side functions for other instruments, and some of these will
be discussed in this article. Perhaps these can aid you in some
current work you are doing; if not,
just file them away for future ref-

POS.

50

2000-

(B)
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Milliammeter and Ammeter Cir-

Fig. 1. Current-Measuring Circuits
the Simpson Model 260 VOM.

in

50 PA
2000A.

One of the first rules that every

budding technician learns is that
current meters are never connected across a circuit. When such
instruments are used, they are
placed in series with the circuit so
that the current in that circuit will
flow through the meter; but if you
stop and dig into this subject, you
will find that there can be exceptions to this rule if the meter has
a particular design.
The current -measuring circuits
of the Simpson Model 260 VOM
are shown in Fig. 1. A 50 -microampere, 2,000 -ohm meter movement is combined with a group of
resistors. On the whole, the function of this group is to alter the
resistance in parallel with the meter so that the proper amount of

MOVEMENT
OHMS RESISTANCE

cuit.

erence.
Low -Voltage Measurements with
Current Meters

NEG.

(A) Microammeter Circuit.

2. Equivalent Circuit When the
Range Switch Is Set for the 100 -Microampere Range.
Fig.

current will pass through the meter movement. The maximum safe
value of meter current is 50 migro amperes, and this is true whether
the meter is set at the 101 -microampere or at the 10 -ampere range.
The current which is the difference between the 50 -microampere

So far, we are on familiar
ground. Now let us turn our attention to the 100 -microampere
range. With the switch in this position, we have the equivalent
meter circuit shown in Fig. 2. The
3,000 -ohm resistor and the 2,000 ohm meter movement are in series
and form a 5,000 -ohm path.
Shunting this are five resistors
with a total value that adds up to
5,000 ohms also.
For full-scale deflection, 50 microamperes must flow through the
meter movement; therefore, the
total voltage drop across the 3,000 -ohm resistor and the 2,000 ohm movement is equal to 50 X
10 -6 X 5,000, or 250 millivolts.
In short, we can obtain full-scale
deflection of the meter: (1) if we
send 100 microamperes of current
into the instrument and thereby
cause 50 microamperes to pass
through the meter movement, or
(2) if we apply a voltage of 250
millivolts between the positive
and negative terminals.
At this point, you might very
well raise the question, "What
happens if I apply less than 250
millivolts?" In that case, the meter will read proportionately less;
therefore, if you apply 125 millivolts to the two input terminals,
the meter needle will move to the
mid -point of the scale. With this
arrangement, you will be able to
measure accurately voltages of
250 millivolts (1/4 volt) or less.
Please turn to page 92
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OFIT COMES BACK!
to phono cartridge and needle market with

gkeerokz

Pplyfí

"yer

(THE CARTRIDGE WITH
JEWELED* PLAYING TIPS)

Aft'.

REPLACE CARTRIDGE
AND NEEDLE IN SECONDS

CUT INVENTORY COSTS
Power -Point Replaces over 90%
of All Popular Phono Cartridges

(Just Slip

-V Power -Point actually gives you more working
capital by cutting, drastically, the number of different cartridges and different needles you need in stock
to do an adequate replacement business. Power Point alone replaces over 90% of all popular phono
cartridges. You save valuable time, troublesome
service calls ... you can replace Power -Point in less
time than it takes to read this sentence Remember
too, almost a million Power-Points are now in use,
and the number is growing fast. Additional millions will be demanded by the replacement market
E

!

!

What is Power -Point?
-encased
A nylon
unit combining ceramic
cartridge and two jeweled* playing tips. A
Power-Point cartridge can be changed in
seconds, replaces virtually all popular phono
cartridges, costs less than two needles alone.
It has low inertia, superior tracking ability,
wide range, low distortion, minimum needle
noise and record wear. It is non -inductive,
hum -free, unaffected by moisture or temperature. It actuates all changer mechanisms.
*Superior synthetic sapphire or natural diamond.

Out-Slip

In)

Four Power -Point Types,
each $3.95 list

Three Mounting

Model 51-1 (Red) : two 1 -mil sapphire tips.

Model PFT-1 Power Point Fixed Mount,
50c list.

Model 52-2 (Green): two
sapphire tips.

2 -mil

Model 53-3 (Black): two

3

Mechanisms

Model PT -1 Power -

Point Turnover
-mil

sapphire tips.

Mount, $1.00 list.
Model PT -2 Power -

Model 56 (Blue) :turnover mounted 1 -mil and 3 -mil sapphire tips.

Point Turnunder
Mount, $1.00 list.

COMPLETE INFORMATION
ABOUT ELECTRO -VOICE POWER -POINT
WRITE

FOR

CARTRIDGES, SALES -AIDS AND DISPLAY.

giewerielez
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

111..

_..

Dollar and Sense
Servicing
by

jam el14244M

Editor-in -Chief, McGraw-Hill Radio Servicing Library

ADVERTISING. Capitalizing on
the current popularity of high-fidelity music, a Newark clothing store
based an entire ad on this theme:
"And now for '56 switch to Bond's
lighter -tone Hi-Fi suits. Sweet
music, isn't it? ... And color does
it! Not brassy bold-perish the
thought. But not long-hair either.
High Fidelity color, Bond calls
it-clear and rich in good taste... .
Tune to another 3 -way triumph
for Bond value. .
Make the
switch this week."
Original ideas like this get attention in advertising, particularly if
changed frequently to attract new
groups of readers each time. You can
do the same, even in the smallest
newspaper ads, just by changing the
first few lines of copy each time.
Here are a few suggestions:
Antique Collectors-Do you want
your TV set to have the same care
that you give your finest vases? Then

words will be remembered long after
we forget the faults of his work.
Try this thank -you technique on
every job-even the ones that didn't
go sour. It's the best way in the
world to ensure repeat business and
to get recommendations, yet it takes
just 30 seconds more time per call.
If you forget or if you get tonguetied when trying to say something
like that, dash off a note on a postcard as soon as you get back to the
shop.
The postcard technique is used in
another way by Russell Hubbs Service in New York City, according to
Sylvania News. This shop has a
printed card which is sent as an expression of appreciation to a customer who has recommended the
shop's service to a new customer.

Dog Lovers-Do you want your
radio to have the same careful attention that you give your best
friend? Then call... .
Gardeners-Do you want your
radio-phonograph combination to
receive the same thorough overhauling that you give your beautiful lawn
each spring? Then call... .

CLOCK. Though priced in the
luxury class now, the new GE electronic clock will definitely be another source of servicing income
when it comes down in price. It runs
off flashlight cells and keeps time by
using 60 -cps inductive pickup to
synchronize a tuned oscillator that
drives a low -friction, permanent magnet motor. There are four stages,
three using 2N43 transistors and the
fourth a 1N67A germanium diode,
on a printed wiring board. There is
no line cord whatsoever. A ferrite
antenna is sensitive enough so that
the clock can be used in any room of
the home.

.

.

call....

GRACIAS. Had a room plastered
the other day. To us, from an engineering viewpoint, it was a lousy
job-no two corners square, no walls
straight, faint cracks everywhere,
and wall outlets thoroughly filled
with plaster.
We made a list of 15 of the worst
items for the plasterer to fix if he
wanted his "dough." He fixed them,
got his check, then made a nice little
speech saying how much he had enjoyed working with us. Those few
May, 1956
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LIFE OF A COUNTER MAN
I work behind a counter
In a TV jobber's store.
Sometimes I'm called a genius;
Sometimes I'm called much more.
I claim I'm no technician;
Yet when a job goes sick,
The technician comes and asks me,
"What makes the darn thing tick?"

I'm supposed to know the numbers
Of tubes and pots and gears
For every single radio made
In more than thirty years.
But life would be a pleasure
And I'd grin from ear to ear
If customers would only tell me
The model, make, and year.

MAN. On the Crosstalk page of
Electronics magazine recently, man
was defined as a 0.25-megohm, 1 watt resistor. At 1 milliampere, he
just barely feels shock. At 10 milliamperes, he can't let go. At 100 milliamperes, his time is up. Remember
these figures; good service technicians are in short enough supply as
it is.

BABY SITTER. Somebody got to
Walt Disney and sold him on color,
judging from this conversation in a
recent Donald Duck cartoon strip.
I'm
Girl: Good evening, sir!
the baby sitter.
Donald: Oh, come right in! The
boys are watching television!
like to .. .
Girl: Oh, fine, I
Heavens! Black and white! Sorry,
sir! ... I sit only with a color set!
Please turn to page 69

...

COUNTERMAN. Just couldn't
resist rewriting a poem we saw in
Electronic & Appliance Specialist to
make it apply to our own field.
Here's the result:

...
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YOU CAN'T ARGUE

WITH ACCEPTANCE
The most complete line of twist mount
dry electrolytic capacitors

Proven quality,100% inspected, accurate
replacement, prompt delivery
Better than any claims we could make is the
unqualified and enthusiastic acceptance by
engineers and servicemen alike. These are
some of the features on which this acceptance
is based:
Aluminum containers provide maximum protection
against moisture.
Low leakage, long shelf life.
Designed for 85° C. operation.
Complete with metal and bakelite mounting plates.
Easy to mount.
Extremely compact-yet highly dependable. Pyramid capacitors are listed in Sams' Photofacts and
Counterfacts.

See us in booth no. 213 at the May

Parts Show

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY
1445 Hudson Blvd.,

North Bergen, N. J.

HE PROVED IT FOR HIMSELF!
e new Pyramid Imp is smaller, yet better than any other molded paper tubular
ccpacitor; Operates at full rating of 100°C (212°F-boiling point);
Exceeds moisture resistance requirements of U. S. Government specifications
M'L-C-91A; Copperweld leads are securely imbedded to withstand
4 360° bends without breaking.
TI

These features, plus an almost indestructible thermo-setting plastic encasement make
Pyramid Imps your best molded paper tubular capacitor.
Fo- full information on Pyramid capacitors and rectifiers,
see your local distributor or write to
DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION

4PYRAMID

1445 Hudson Blvd ., North Bergen, N.

ELECTRIC COMPANY
J.

Know Your Oscilloscope
(Continued from page 21)

input signal, the oscilloscope can

D)NAQ(//K s"óó

DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER

Tests over 95%
OF ALL POPULAR TV

TUBES'-IN SECONDS

You can cut servicing

time-eliminate

repeat calls-make more on -the-spot tube
sales-give a better service guarantee-make
new profits in minutes with DYNA-QUIK.
This top quality, low cost, portable dynamic
mutual conductance tube tester enables
any serviceman to locate weak and
inoperative tubes quickly and easily with
laboratory accuracy right in the home.
DYNA-QUIK creates greater customer
confidence because your customer sees for
himself the true tube condition on
"Good -Bad" scale. In just a few minutes
you can check all the tubes in a TV set for
shorts, grid emission, gas content, leakage,
dynamic mutual conductance and life
expectancy under the dynamic heavily
loaded conditions that are the actual
operating conditions of the set. Used in the
shop or in the home-DYNA-QuIK will make
money for you every day!

Fast-a complete tube test
in as little as 12 seconds.

Easy-one switch tests
everything. No roll chart-no
multiple switching.

Accurate-large 4/,' plastic
meter has two scales
calibrated 0-6,000 and 0-18,000

micromhos.
Always up to date-test
procedure instructions for
new tubes supplied by factory
at regular intervals.
Automatic line compensation

-special bridge continuously
monitors line voltate.
7 -pin

and 9 -pin straighteners
mounted on panel.

Portable-luggage style
carrying case with removable
slip -hinged cover.
Lightweight -15% x 14V,, x 5%
in. Weighs only 12 lbs.
including new

600

mil series tubes.

Send for article on "Profitable TV Servicing
in the Home" and Bulletin 500-R

Also makers of
the famous CRT 400

40

B s K MANUFACTURING CO.
3726 N. Southport Ave. Chicago 13, Illinois

be synchronized so that two or
more cycles of signal can be
viewed. As was previously mentioned, if the frequency ratio between signal and sweep becomes
very high, synchronization becomes more difficult.
A number of diagrams could be
drawn to show the effects of varying the amplitude and frequency
of both the waveforms shown in
Fig. 2, but space does not permit this in an article of this length.
We will suggest some of the possibilities, and the reader can verify
them either by drawing diagrams
or by actually experimenting with
an oscilloscope, if he is so inclined.
A few possibilities are:
1. With proper choice of the
sweep frequency and amplitude of
the synchronization signal, synchronization can be made to occur
at any point on the negative slope
of the deionization curve. This
can be considered as the useful
range of synchronization.
2. The synchronization range is
decreased as the amplitude of the
synchronization signal is increased.
3. It is possible to have too much
synchronization signal. This will
be illustrated in a later paragraph.
4. Synchronization will not be obtained with this type of sweep
generator if the natural sweep frequency is greater than the frequency of the applied signal.
Synchronization of Multivibrators

Synchronization of multivibrator sweeps is similar in many respects to that of the thyratron
sweep. A typical multivibrator
circuit uses both sections of a twin
triode with the signal from each
plate coupled to the grid of the
other section. Each section is alternately cut off while the other
conducts. By proper choice of circuit constants, an unbalanced
multivibrator is obtained with one
section remaining cut off for a
much greater time than its conduction period. The nonconduction period is used as the charging
time for a capacitor, thus developing a sweep voltage; and the short
PF REPORTER
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It's more than just a picture tubeit's performance, dependability and
guarantee. And your reputation
is riding with it.

a

Your customers take your word for the
quality of the picture tube you install.
It's easy to assure top performance, long
dependable life and a guarantee that
means something by recommending and
installing Du Mont Twin -Screen Hi -Lite*
picture tubes. Du Mont has been manufacturing cathode-ray tubes for 25 years.
All of the experience in engineering,
design, and technical skills compiled
in these 25 years years go into the
Twin -Screen Hi -Lite.*
The picture tube is your

choice-and your

reputation. Back that reputation with
reliable Du Mont picture tube.

a

*The ultimate in aluminized picture tubes.

ifTs
49M1L-4,2s

GfZDME

Cathode -Ray 4ube Division ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., Clifton, N.
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HIGH EFFICIENCY

at Lower Cost

conduction period is used to discharge the capacitor, thus developing the retrace. A synchronizing
signal can be used to influence the
time at which the sweep section
changes to a conductive or nonconductive state. Such a signal is
usually introduced at the grid of
one of the sections.
C

DE

_Zero Grid
Bias

Cutoff Bias

TIME

-

Fig. 4. Synchronization of a

Multivibrator

Sweep Circuit.

The waveforms obtained at various points in a typical multivibrator circuit are to be found in many
textbooks. Fig. 4 shows one such
waveform, the waveform developed at the grid of one section of
a balanced multivibrator. That is,
it is one in which the conduction

arkes
arzian

and nonconduction periods of the
sections are equal. At time A, the
tube section is cut off by a comparatively large negative bias on
its grid. Between times A and B,
the RC networks affecting the section gradually lose their negative
charge; and the grid bias rises in a
positive direction until it reaches
the cutoff value at B where the
tube section suddenly changes to
a conductive state and remains so
until time C. At time C, we have
shown how a synchronization signal introduced at the grid will affect the conduction point on the
next cycle. Synchronization is
therefore obtained in a manner
somewhat similar to that in the example of the thyratron sweep
generator.

HIGH DENSITY
RECTIFIER S
NEW

Sarkes Tarzian High Density Rectifiers provide
safe field replacements at lower cost. Better for you and better
for your customers. Get the new High Density Rectifiers at your
distributors. The same high performance and long warranty
as all Sarkes Tarzian Selenium Rectifiers.

SPECIFICATIONS
Model
No.

250A
300A
350A
400A
500A

Oversynchronization

Max. A.C.

Max. D.C.

Input

Load

Plate

Overall

Replaces

Volts

Current

Size

Length

Model

130
130
130
130
130

250
300
350
400
500

1.25" sq.
1.4" sq.
1.6" sq.
1.8" sq.
1.8" sq.

1

7/8"
7/8"

2

5/32"

1

5;8"

1

1

15/16"

200-250
300
350
400
500

Write for your copy of the latest Replacement Guide. Address Dept.
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Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Rectifier Division
415 N. COLLEGE AVENUE, BLOOMINGTON,
In Canada: 100 Weston Rd.,
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Toronto 9, Tel. Murray 7535

INDIANA

Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., New York City

Both types of sweep generators
are subject to oversynchronization
if too much sync signal is applied,
and the effects on the resulting
waveforms are similar. In Figs. 5A
and B are shown actual waveforms
photographed at points in a multi vibrator sweep circuit of an oscilloscope. Fig. 5A is the signal obtained at the plate of the first section, and Fig. 5B is the signal at
the output of the discharge section. Fig. 5C is the waveform actually displayed on the screen of
PF REPORTER
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AVAILABLE
this

month

THE

COLOR T

VTRAINING

MANUAL

Based on the Color TV Training
Series which appeared monthly
in the PF REPORTER.

Enlarged and revised to
include latest developments in
Color TV receivers.

MANUAL

DESCRIBES:

Color principles
The composite color

signal
Color receiver circuits

-

OVER 300 ILLUSTRATIONS
40 PAGES IN FULL COLOR,
includes actual photos of picture tube displays-COLORBLOCKS outlining the use of
color test equipment.
PRICE

Servicing procedures for
color receivers including
set-up alignment, and
trouble shooting

A COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL
DESIGNED TO TRAIN YOU FOR

A FUTURE IN COLOR TV

$6.95

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Have your parts distributor reserve a copy of the
Howard W. Sams Color TV Training Manual for you,
or mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. Dept. 3-E6,
2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana.

ORDER
NOW!

Send me a copy of the COLOR TV Training Manual.

My (check) (money order) for $6.95 enclosed.
Name
Address
City

Zone

State

(outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher)

J
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(A) Signal at the Plate of First Section.

Sawtooth Signal Developed at Second Section.
(B)

(C)

Waveform Seen on Oscilloscope Screen.

Fig. 5. Oversynchronization of a Multi -

vibrator Sweep Circuit.

666 VOM

666 IS THE ONLY
VOM THAT OFFERS ALL
OF THESE FEATURES
THE

The MODEL 666 VOM is a completely self-contained, ready -to -use test instrument. Its accessories, probes, AC line cord (which serves to illuminate the dial)

and instruction book all fit into the genuine California Saddle Leather carrying
case that is furnished with the instrument.

METER MOVEMENT PROTECTION AND FUSED

OVERALL INSTRUMENT PROTECTION
43 Unduplicated Ranges
AC Current Ranges
Separate Range and Function Switches
Only 2 Jacks for all Measurements

Illuminated Dial (5000 hour self-contained lamps)
Large, Easy-to -Read Scale 47/é' long
Color Coded Scales: green-ohms; black-AC-DC volts,
DC current; red-AC current; blue
output
Die Cast Chrome Bezel
Metal Case, unbreakable, ultra -compact
Doubly Shielded, time proven 50 microamp movement
Permanent Accuracy...3%DC, 4% AC
New High Style, Easy -to -Use Chrome Bar Knobs
Dual Purpose Handle also serves as AC line cord reel

-

YOUR KEY

Complete with Probes,
AC Line Cord and Leather Case
of your PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

TO
EXCELLENCE

PHAOSTRON
151

44

INSTRUMENT AND ELECTRONIC

PASADENA

AVE., SOUTH PASADENA,

COMPANY

CALIF.

$59so

the oscilloscope. Fig. 5A shows
that one cycle of sweep contains
parts of three cycles of sine -wave
signal and that the other cycle of
sweep contains parts of two cycles
of signal. Fig. 5B shows that the
sweeps travel at a constant rate
but that alternate cycles are of
different length. Each cycle of
sweep and retrace can be seen to
correspond to certain portions of
the waveform of Fig. 5C.
If oversynchronization is carried to extremes, the sawtooth
waveform of Fig. 5B may even
degenerate into one large cycle followed by two or three very small
ones. In such a case, the waveform
on the screen would also be greatly
distorted. Some manufacturers
have designed circuits to lessen or
eliminate the possibility of over synchronization. One method is to
use a limiter stage ahead of the
point of injection of the synchronization signal. An oscilloscope
which uses this method is the
Precision Model ES 550.
For simplicity, the synchronization signals shown in the preceding examples have been sine -wave
signals. In cases in which the synchronization signal is taken as a
part of the signal in the vertical
amplifiers of the oscilloscope, it
can take on any form, depending
upon the waveform being viewed.
Generally, stable synchronization
will be more easily attained with
PF REPORTER
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signals of a peaked or sharply
pulsed nature rather than with
those of more even nature. Sometimes a signal may have more
peaks at its negative extreme than
at its positive extreme, or vice
versa. A sync polarity-reversal
switch on the oscilloscope may
help the operator to obtain stable
synchronization in such cases. If
such a switch is not included, the
same effect can sometimes be obtained if the signal to be observed
is taken from a point that has a
signal 180 degrees out of phase
with respect to the signal at the
first point. The signals between
two successive stages in an amplifier usually have this phase reversal.
Hints for Synchronization
Synchronization is an important step in the operation of an
oscilloscope and is one of the steps
that is likely to give the technician some trouble. Let us summarize some of the points brought
up in the preceding paragraphs by
offering the following hints for

synchronization:
1. Set the sync amplitude control
to zero or nearly zero.
2. Adjust the sweep frequency
controls so that the free -running frequency of the sweep is a
little lower than the frequency
of the incoming signal or a little lower than some submultiple of this frequency, if more
than one cycle is to be viewed.
3. Advance the sync amplitude
control until the waveform is
steady on the screen. Do not
use more sync signal than is

Avoid makeshifts...

function -fitted

use

AEROUOH
CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

CERAMICS

Ceramic capacitors serve in the more
critical applications. That's why the
Aerovox Hi -Q line is outstandingly complete.
You get that function -fitted number every
time. Which means you don't waste time,
effort and money, improvising with the
usual limited selections.

CERAMICS

There are General Purpose (including
By -Pass and Coupling) and Temperature Compensating Ceramics. Aerovox furnishes
both categories in Tubular and Disc
types. Also many special-purpose types
-Stand -Offs, Feed-Thrus, High -Voltage
Cartwheels and Plate Assemblies.
Avoid makeshifts! Use function -fitted
Aerovox Hi -Q Ceramic Capacitors. Stocked
by your Aerovox distributor for
your convenience.
CERAMICS

°j w,r,ro,

Latest Aerovox Catalog contains
the outstanding selection of ceramic
capacitors. Available free of charge

only from your Aerovox distributor.

necessary.

the correct sync polarity.
If stable synchronization is
still difficult to obtain, the following step may help.
Use the external sync feature
of the oscilloscope, and apply
a sync signal taken from a
point in the circuit where a
stronger signal can be found.
This method works especially
well when weak horizontal
sweep signals are being viewed
in a TV receiver. A lead placed
close to the horizontal section
of the deflection yoke will pick
up enough sync signal for good
synchronization.

4. Use

5.

AEROVOX CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTOR SALES DIVISION,
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA, LTD., Hamilton, Ont.
Export: Ad. Auriema.,

89 Brood St., New York, N. Y.

Coble: Auriema, N. Y.
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How you can make
$50 or more a day
in extra profits.. with
.

Notes On Test Equipment
(Continued from page 13)

calibrated to the third harmonic
of the sixth range. A scale is provided for each range, and a linear
scale calibrated from 0 to 100 is
also provided.

Bogen Complete Public Address Systems
Cash in on PA rentals to clubs,
sports events, dances, church bazaars

Almost every day some activity in your area
rents a public address system at a cost of
twenty-five to fifty dollars or more. Are you

letting this business get away from you?

Maybe it's because you think installing PA
systems presents too many problems...
You don't have to be a 'sound engineer'with Bogen PA

Bogen complete PA systems are the ultimate in
easy installation. All you do is connect the
microphone, amplifier and speakers and the
system is ready to go. Keep both an indoor and
outdoor Bogen Complete Public Address Sys tern on hand ... and start rolling up those
extra profits.

J330P Portable 30 watt public address
system: J330 Amplifier, microphone,

two 12" speakers mounted in snap together carrying case.

J623TJ 23 watt mobile outdoor public
address system: Works on auto battery

(for sound trucks) or regular AC
current. J623 amplifier with built in
phono and shock -mount base, 1 trumpet, microphone.

Cash in on permanent PA installations,
we'll do all the work!

too-

Bogen engineers are ready to help you draw up
plans and specifications for any type job-at a
moment's notice ... and the Bogen PA catalog
can tell you at a glance which system goes
where for the most installations. Also, don't
overlook the profit possibilities in servicing
existing PA and intercom installations in your
community.

Start getting those extra profits now!
Send for the
Bogen
complete
public address
system catalog

Bogen

"BECAUSE IT SOUNDS BETTER"
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David Bogen Co., Inc., Dept. 1E
29 Ninth Ave., New York 14, N. Y.
Send your name and address to the
address above, or circle No. 5S on
the Reader Service Card on Page 96
in this issue of PF Reporter.
Your complete Bogen Public Address System Catalog will be mailed
to you within a few days.

Fig. 2. EICO Model 324 Signal Gener-

ator.

The tuning mechanism is of the
vernier type. Accuracy of calibration of the tuning dial is stated at
-±1.5 per cent.
The scales are visible through
two windows with four scales to
each window. An illuminated hairline on each window serves as an
index mark for tuning purposes.
Coarse and fine attenuator controls are provided so that the level
of the RF signal at the RF output jack can be adjusted.
The RF signal may be either
unmodulated, modulated internally with a 400 -cps sine -wave signal, or modulated from an
external signal source. The percentage of either external or internal modulation is adjusted by
a control on the front panel. The
same jacks used to apply the external modulating signal may also
be used as output jacks for the
400 -cps internal modulating signal. The 400 -cps output signal is
adjustable from 0 to 10 volts
across a 100K -ohm load, or from
0 to 5 volts across a 10K -ohm load.
The percentage of modulation
by the internal 400 -cps signal can
be adjusted from 0 to 50 per cent.
When an external modulation signal is used, 30 -per -cent modulation will be obtained from a signal
of approximately 3 volts. These
figures are for a modulation signal
of 1000 cycles with the generator
set at 1 megacycle. The external
modulation signal may range in
frequency from 20 to 1500 cycles.
PF REPORTER
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worth an Engineer's time .. .

... It's worth an Engineered Cable

Belden
microphone
cables
Whatever the installation,

whatever the requirements,
there

is an

accurately

rated Belden Microphone
Cable

built for the ¡ob.

Belden

(WIREMAKER

FOR INDUSTRY
SINCE 1902
CHICAGO
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Makes Sweep and Sync
Circuit Trouble -Shooting Easy!
LOW-COST DYNAMIC
SWEEP CIRCUIT ANALYZER
for
Black-and-WhiteTV
and color too!

DYNAMIC SWEEP CIRCUIT
ANALYZER

only

lr

.

699S

dealer net

Model 820

1.

Horizontal and vertical sawtooth-

2.

square wave and sync pulse generator.
Complete compatible flyback and yoke
tester.

TWO
INSTRUMENTS
IN ONE

0

ISOLATE SWEEP/SYNC TROUBLES RAPIDLY IN FIVE EASY STEPS!!!
I. VERTICAL TROUBLESHOOTING

t I
al

Inject 60 cps on vertical
output grid from "vertical
grid drive jack.

Ill)////

directly from "xfmr drivel'
jack.

/!

//!Y-_Y_1
//!

SPECIFICATIONS
Signal Outputs
15,734 cps sawtooth and pulse

adjustable.

fl

2. HORIZONTAL TROUBLESHOOTING
Inject 15,734 cps on hor-

izontal output grid from
'horizontal grid drivé'

HORIZONTAL TROUBLESHOOTING
Drive horizontal output xf mr
3

4. COMPONENT TESTING

Test flyback transformer and deflection yoke in receiver with Model 820.
5. SYNCCIRCUITTROUBLESHOOTING

vertical and horizontal sync
Pulses, stage by stage, in sync amplifiers, with accessory probes.

15,734 square wave adjustable.
60 cps sawtooth locked to line.
Overload indicator for safety and test
Oscillating neon indicator with D.C.
amplifier for flyback/Yoke test.
Calibrated for color and black -and .

Inject

white.
Test leads supplied.
Operates on 105-125 VAC.

OTHER WIN-TRONIX LOW-COST TV TEST INSTRUMENTS-

Buy Now for BI. & Wh. Service-be ready for color!
WHITE DOT-Linearity

RAINBOW GENERATOR

Generator

Model

Model

150
160

$ 79.95

COMPATIBLE FIELD
STRENGTH METER

Model
330

Patent Pending

$49.95

FLYBACK AND YOKE

Compatible advanced design

COMPATIBLE CRYSTAL

TESTER

prevents obsolescence!
low cost with high quality!
Portabilityl
Standard warranty on all

CALIBRATOR

Model
810

Model
120

instruments!

SEE YOUR PARTS JOBBER!

$29.95

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE!

$59.95

WINSTON ELECTRONICS, INC.
Dept. PF 1255
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4312 Main St., Philadelphia 27, Pa.

_}

The Model 324 employs a Colpitts type of RF oscillator and a
Colpitts type of audio oscillator.
Other construction features are:
turret-mounted, slug-tuned coils;
copper -plated chassis; line filters;
a shielded ouput cable; and
AUDIO IN/OUT jacks which will
accept either banana plugs or
spade lugs.
The size of the instrument case
is 8 by 10 by 4% inches.
JACKSON MODEL 49 TUBE
TESTER

The Jackson Electrical Instrument Co., manufacturers of the
Jackson Model 49 tube tester,
have included a number of new
and interesting features in this
tube tester. The Forty-Niner, as
it is referred to by the manufacturer, is designed as a tube tester
complete in itself; but in addition,
a number of plug-in accessories
have been designed to extend the
range of testing operations that
may be performed with the tester.
As a result, the service technician
may start with the Model 49 tester and purchase extra accessories
for other functions.
Accessories available for the
Model 49 tube tester are the
Model 49N tester for high-resistance shorts, the Model 49C tester for filament current, the Model
49R tester for selenium rectifiers,
and the Model 49S auxiliary tube socket unit. All these accessories
are shown together with the
Model 49 tester itself in Fig. 3.
The accessory units use the power supply and 4 1/a -inch meter of
the tube tester as a basis for their
operation. Regardless of which
unit is plugged in, the tube -test
function is not disturbed in any
manner.
The tube tester uses lever
switches to set up the various tube
elements for testing. The meter
scale is divided into red and green
sectors to indicate bad or good
tubes and is also calibrated from 0
to 130 per cent to give a relative
comparison with normal tubes. A
smaller red-green sector is provided for the diode test. Additional scales are included on the meter
for use with the accessory units.
The filament current of a tube
can be measured on either a 0 to
0.5 -ampere scale or a 0 to 1 ampere scale. Bad, good, and peak
PF REPORTER
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E MERIT PARADE.
We're beating our biggest drum

items-over 100

in

1955-will

... the

spectacular parade of new

go on! Constant engineering and research will continue

to keep Merit the most complete replacement line in the field in 1956.
Truly under the big top

... Merit

is

the only manufacturer of transformers,

yokes and coils who has complete

procuction facilities for all parts sold
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under their brand name.
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Merit Coil & Transformer Corporation
4427 North Clark Street, Chicago 40, Illinois
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Sylvania tests every important TV tube type under

actual set conditions to give you "time -tested" protection against call-backs

-6 million hours! To date that's the grand total of

tube-testing in Sylvania's newest and biggest attack
against common tube troubles and costly call-backs. To
simulate "home operation" Sylvania tubes were taken
from inventory and tested in 139 stock TV sets of
leading manufacturers.
The "6 -million -hour field test" is an important part of
Sylvania's continuous design and development program
to give you the most dependable tubes available for
servicing all TV makes and models.
By giving Sylvania tubes rugged and dynamic tests at

NJ-

Look for the yellow and black
carton-it represents a new
kind of tube dependability
backed by the 6 -million -hour

field test.

SYLUANIÁ

LIGHTING
50

accelerated line voltages, the common tube troubles of
modern "hard working" circuits are corrected before
they start digging into your profits.
Design improvements resulting from these tests give
you superior replacement tubes, which often out -perform original equipment designs.

RADIO

ELECTRONICS

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canaria) Ltd.,
University Tower Bldg., Montreal

TELEVISION

ATOMIC ENERGY
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sectors are provided for use in
testing selenium rectifiers. A neon
lamp indicator shows when a tube
element is shorted.
The LINE CONTROL switch
is calibrated so that it will indicate whether the line voltage is
higher or lower than normal when
it is properly adjusted to center
the meter needle.
The roll chart listing the tube
types and setup data is designed
for quick location of the desired
information. The upper section of
the chart lists tubes which can be
considered primarily as televison
types, and the lower section lists
tubes which can be considered
primarily as radio types. The
tubes in each section are listed in
numerical and alphabetical order,
as is common practice; but the
order of the first column reads
downward, the second column
reads upward, and the third reads
downward again. When coming to
the end of the first column, it is
therefore not necessary to return
to the top of the chart again in
order to find the next tube listed.
It will be found at the bottom of
the second column instead, and
the chart can be rolled back as you
read up thát column.
In order that the 49N, 49C, and
49R accessory plug-in units may
be used, the Model 49 tube tester
must be converted with plug-in
adapters. The Model P49B plugin unit converts the tester for use
with these accessory units. This
conversion has already been made
in the tester shown in Fig. 4. This
figure shows how an accessory
unit may be plugged in and then
mounted in the hole to the left of
the meter. The accessory is held in
place by one airplane type of
fastener.
Fig. 5 shows the tube tester
with the Model 49R tester for
selenium rectifiers in place. When
the accessories are not in use, one
can either be left in place in the
tube tester or it can be removed
and the original cover plate can be
replaced. In the latter case, a
shorting plug is substituted for the
accessory which is removed in order that the tube -test functions
can be performed in a normal
manner.
The tube -socket panel that is
supplied with the instrument can
May, 1956
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Fig. 3. Jackson Model 49 Tube Tester and Plug-in Accessories.

Fig.

4.

Jackson

Model 49 Tube
Tester Showing
Plug-in Adapter.

also be removed and together with
the tester can be converted for
plug-in operation. The Model 49
tube tester comes equipped with
octal, loctal, 7 -pin miniature, and
9 -pin miniature sockets, plus one
blank which presumably can be
removed and replaced by a tube
socket of the owner's choice. These
sockets provide for testing of the
majority of TV and receiving

Fig. 5. Jackson Model 49 Tube Tester
With Model 49R Tester for Selenium
Rectifiers in Place.

tubes which the technician is likely to encounter. The tube sockets
provided in the Model 49S accessory unit are those which are not
used as often as those in the Model
49 tube tester. The instruction
booklet which accompanies the
Model 49S supplies information
for testing many types of tubes
which require these sockets which
are seldom encountered.
The P49B and the 49S accessory units are accompanied by
complete step-by-step instructions for installation, which is not
difficult and can be completed in
a few minutes.
Other plug-in accessories are
under development and will be
announced by the manufacturer
as they become available.
The Model 49 tube tester is
housed in a steel carrying case
with a scratch -resistant finish.
Size of the case is 141/4 by 10% by
53/s inches.
PAUL C. SMITH
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Troubles In Sync
Circuits
(Continued from page 19)
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VOKAR
The Original -
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Equipment

Vibrator
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Leading manufacturers of original -equipment autoradios specify Vokar vibrators as components for
installation on the production-line. Why? They're sure
Vokar quality never varies-will always contribute to
top performance demanded of today's radios.
You too can depend on Vokar vibrators-for sure
starts, longer life, silent o ration. For all replacements,
buy Vokar Imperial or Quality Brand vibrators to be
sure of satisfied customers.
Now is the time to stock up on 12 -volt vibratorsONLY TWO VOKAR IMPERIALS ARE NEEDED
TO FILL ALL REPLACEMENTS!

-

VOKAR preferred by leading
manufacturers of auto -radios.

OKAK
VOKAR CORPORATION
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ing to the difference in the pulse
frequencies. They also modify the
pulse waveforms so that proper
control of the respective oscillators
may be achieved.
The high-pass filter network located at the input to the horizontal AFC stage has a short time
constant and thus responds readily to the horizontal sync pulses
and to the serrations in each vertical sync pulse. The long vertical
pulses have no effect on this type
of filter because the capacitors involved must charge and discharge
at a higher repetition rate than
that of the vertical pulses.
The filter or integration network found in the vertical sync
circuit has a much longer time
constant than that of the horizontal circuit. When a horizontal
sync pulse is applied to this network, the capacitors involved start
to charge slowly; but before they
can become completely charged,
the trailing edge of the pulse appears and the capacitors discharge
to their original potential. This action produces only small fluctuations of voltage at the output of

the integrator, and the vertical
oscillator is biased so that it will
not be triggered by these small
variations. It can be seen from
these two different filtering actions how the horizontal and vertical sync pulses, which are of the
same relative amplitude, can be
separated to synchronize their
respective sweep oscillators.
The schematic diagram shown
in Fig. 2 represents only one of
the many sync circuits used. This
circuit is divided into two major
sections, one for the horizontal
sync signal and one for the vertical
sync signal. The sync take-off
point is located in the plate circuit of the video output stage, and
from this point the signal is applied to the two separators.
In the horizontal section, the
video component is first removed
by a sync separator utilizing one
half of a 6SN7GT tube. The signal is then applied to one triode
section of another 6SN7GT tube
where it is amplified and inverted
in polarity. The final horizontal
PF REPORTER
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Dot -Bar

Your shop's one of the best equipped
for trouble -shooting and servicing
both black-and -white and color TV
when it's equipped with RCA Test
Instruments ...add these three RCA
units to your black -and -white setup
and you are ready to service all makes

Generator
User Price*...
$147.50

WR-61A Color-Bar

WR -36A

of color TV sets.

Generator generates signals for producing 10 different
color bars simultaneously-including
bars corresponding to the R -Y, B -Y,
G-Y, I, and Q signals for checking and
adjusting phasing and matrixing in

all makes of color sets. Crystal WR -61A

Color -Bar
Generator
User Price*...

$247.50

Stable!

WR -36A Dot -Bar Generator

provides

a pattern of small -size dots, horizontal
and vertical bars and fine -line cross-

Accurate!
Portable!
Easy -to -use?

controlled oscillators insure accuracy
and stability. Luminance signals at
bar edges facilitate checking color
"fit" or registration. Adjustable subcarrier amplitude permits checking
color-sync action. The WR-61A is
accepted as the standard for color phasing accuracy in many TV stations
and network operations.

hatch patterns for precise adjustment
of convergence and linearity. RF output available on channels 2-6. High impedance video output circuit with
the new WG -305A Video Test Adapter
(included) contributes to sharp,
steady patterns. Choice of internal
60 -cps vertical sync or external cync.
The crosshatch pattern and the number of vertical and horizontal dots and
bars is adjustable. Weighs only 13 lbs.

a
e.

WO -9 1 A 5" Oscilloscope incorporates

features usually found only in much
more expensive instruments. It has all
the 'scope functions you need to do
both black -and -white and color TV
service work ...speedily and with top grade results! Some of the outstanding
features are: front -panel switching of

"V" -amplifier bandwidth; response
flat to 4.5 Mc in wide -band position;

voltage -calibrated frequency -compensated "V" amplifier step-attenua -

tor. Simultaneous waveshape display
and voltage measurement on direct reading graph scales enable you to
read peak-to-peak voltages directly.
Sturdy single -unit probe with built-in
switch permits instant selection of
direct/or low capacitance operation.
(optional)

WO -91A 5" Scope for
Black-and-White/Color
User Price*... $229.50

SEE YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR
FOR DETAILS ON THESE
OUTSTANDING
RCA TEST INSTRUMENTS
FOR COLOR TV!

TEST EQUIPMENT
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
HARRISON, N. J.
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HELPS YOU EARN MORE

ON TV

Only

SET REPAIRS

$Zoo

KEY CHECK POINTS
IN TV RECEIVERS"

Prepared by the Howard W. Same engineering staff.
Shows voltages and actual photos of waveforms
(with amplitude for each) present at key points in a
normally operating receiver. Based on analysis of
TV models produced in late 1951 and in 1952. Covers
many applications for general TV service work, including time -saving information showing the technician (1) how to make quick tests at key points to
determine the section in which the trouble lies and
(2) after making the particular repair, how to check
the overall operation of the receiver to insure against
callbacks. Complete with handy quick -reference
index. An invaluable book -helps you save time and
earn more. 182 pages; 5 x 8 W; illustrated.
$2.00
Postpaid, only ......
USE

HANDY ORDER FORM BELOW

Sams books cover every phase of
Electronics for the service technician, engineer,
student or experimenter. Listed below are a few of the
many valuable Sams books available at electronic
parts distributors and leading book stores.

r

USE THIS ORDER FORM

$00

`

KEY CHECK

NOW AVAILABLE

POINTS
IN TV RECEIVERS
Transistors -Their Application In Television Radio-Electronics. The first practical, com-

RECORD CHANGER
SERVICE MANUAL, VOL. 7
Includes diagrams, photos, "exploded"
views, parts lists and service data for 7
record changers and 12 tape recorders
producedx during 1954 and 1955. 288 pages;

"

plete book on transistors; explains cir-

cuitry, installation, testing techniques,
theory and servicing. 100 pages; 5ÿj x 8
illustrated

$1.50

Fundamentals of Color Television. An up-to-

date explanation of Color TV, its theory,
operation, installation and servicing, with
photos, block diagrams and schematics.

j

224 pages; 5; x 8,W; illustrated
$2.00
Servicing TV Sweep Systems. Describes the

operation, circuit function and circuit variation of vertical and horizontal sweep systems common to most TV receivers. Tells
how to analyze circuits; trouble -shoots
for you. 212 pages; 5
x 8,W, illus-

$3.00

D

13 Vol.

3. 44 models; 1949-50; 288 pages $3.00
Vol. 2. 45 models; 1948-49; 432 pages $4.95

trated

$2.75
Technical Dictionary. Over 4,000 definitions

of radio, television, electronic, electrical

and radar terms. Includes valuable charts,
graphs, diagrams and symbols. Flexible
binding for "on-the-job" use. 160 pages;
53

z 83,5"

$2.00

Test Instruments. 'Fells how each instruDTV
ment operates, how to use it in actual

servicing. Covers Vacuum Tube VM's,
AM Signal Generators, Sweep Signal Gen-

D

erators, Scopes, Video Signal Generators,
Field Intensity Meters and Voltage Calibrators. 180 pages; 83.4 x 11"
$3.00

Ham. Tells you what
you need to know about getting your
license and acquiring equipment. Covers
such subjects as: Conquering the Code;
Getting Your Ticket; Going on the Air;
Electronics as a Career, etc. 196 pages;

Oliver Read's best-seller on audio and HiFi. Covers theory of sound, basic recording methods, phono reproducers, amplifiers, speakers and enclosures, attenuators
.

Tape Recorders -How They Work. Explains

recording theory, tape characteristics,
motorboard mechanisms, drive motors,
amplifiers, magnetic heads, volume indicators, equalization circuits -covers
everything you want to know about
recorders. 176 pages;

HOWARD

5Y2' x

Auto Radio Service Manuals
Vol. 5. Presents complete, accurate service
data, schematics, parts lists and photos
based on actual laboratory analysis of 87
auto radio models produced during 195455. 288 pages; 8
z 11"
$3.50
Vol. 4. 48 models; 1953; 288 pages $3.00
Vol. 3. 80 models; 1950-52; 288 pages $3.00
Vol. 2. 90 models; 1948-50; 288 pages $3.00
Vol. 1. 100 models; 1946-49; 396 p $4.95
So You Want to Be a

The Recording and Reproduction of Sound.

and mixers, tuners, home music and P.A.
systems. 810 pages; 6 x 9".... ..
$7.95

Vol. 6. 20 models; 1953-54; 288 pages $3.00
Vol. 5.32 models; 1952-53; 288 pages $3.00
Vol. 4. 38 models; 1950-51; 288 pages $3.00

53ß, x

8W; illustrated

D

$2.75

Send Book List

L
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..4

W. SAMS & CO., INC.

Order from your Parts Jobber today, or
mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. 3-E6,
2201 East 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana.
Send books checked above. My (check) (money order)
for $
is enclosed.
Name

Address
City

$2.50

There is an authoritative
Sams book on virtually any
Electronic subject in which
you're interested. Check below for FREE Book List describing all Sams books.

Zone

State

(outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher)

Look for
SAMS BOOKS

on the

"Book Tree"
at your Parts
Distributor

sync stage consists of a cathode
follower. From this stage, the signal is coupled through capacitor
C98 to the horizontal AFC circuit. The cause for either vertical
or horizontal sync trouble is usually easier to isolate in a circuit of
this nature because of the two
separate sections involved. The
vertical section contains only a
sync separator and sync amplifier.
The sync circuit shown in the
schematic of Fig. 3 employs a
6CS6 pentagrid tube as a sync
separator and noise limiter. This
stage is driven by a 30 -volt peak to -peak signal of positive polarity.
This signal is derived from the
plate of the video output tube and
is coupled to the separator grid,
pin No. 7. In addition, a 2 -volt
peak -to -peak signal of negative
polarity is obtained at the video
detector load and applied to the
limiter grid, pin No. 1.
The noise -gate control R8 is set
so that noise pulses of sufficient
amplitude appearing at the limiter
grid will cut off the tube; therefore, the noise pulses do not appear
in the output. This variable bias
together with the low plate voltage insures a sync output of constant amplitude.
The second sync stage in the
schematic diagram of Fig. 3 functions as a phase inverter and utilizes one half of a 6SN7GT tube.
Control of the horizontal oscillator in this receiver requires that
two signals of opposite polarities
should be applied to the AFC
stage. This is accomplished when
one signal is obtained from the
plate circuit of the inverter and
the other is obtained from the cathode. Resistors R75 and R77 are
critical in value because the amplitude of the two sync signals must
be equal.
The vertical integrator network receives the signal from the
plate circuit of the phase inverter.
After the signal has been integrated, it is coupled through capacitor C65 to the vertical
oscillator.
The sync section represented
in the schematic diagram of Fig.
4 is a conventional two -stage circuit. This circuit employs one
6SN7GT tube which serves as a
sync separator, clipper, and phase
PF REPORTER
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circuit
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STANCOR
EXACT

REPLACEMENT
FLYBACKS

,_..

You just remove

the old flyback
and install the new one ... No
circuit changes are necessary
.

.

.

Even the leads are the

proper length for quick, easy
installation.

s*,_

!

,

-_'
FREE:

STANCOR

TV Transformer Replacement Guide listing
over 8000 models and
chassis of 117 manu-

...

facturers
available
from your distributor or

by writing Chicago
Standard.

CHICAGO STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
3503 ADDISON STREET
CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
Export Sales: Roburn Agencies, Inc., 431 Greenwich Street, New York
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QUICKLY PAYS FOR ITSELF

MANY TIMES OVER!

"Hard to Find"
TUBE FAULTS

LOCATED

(Arty
Truly Portable¡
61/2"x 61/2"x 2Y2"-4 lbs.
Carry in Tube Caddy.

MODEL GCT-5

S ECO
GRID CIRCUIT

NOW WITH EXPANDED TUBE LIST
FOR UP-TO-DATE TV

8, INDUSTRIAL

TUBE TESTER

i

TUBE TESTING

The SECO GCT-5 TESTER is a
specialized TV and industrial instrument that checks the critical
"Control Grid" condition of vacuum tubes faster and more accurately than any other tester. Thousands
of technicians have stopped guess IN TV SERVICING

ing and substitution checking

..

.

depending upon the SECO -EYE to
indicate control grid emission, grid to -cathode shorts, gaseous conditions, cathode -to -heater shorts AT
A GLANCE!

... the SECO GCT-5

TESTER

quickly tracks down troubles like these:
Poor picture contrast

Grainy picture
Twisting, bending or pulling of the
picture

AGC,

RF, IF

and Sync. group tube

faults
S)inc. buzz in the sound

SECO

You'll save service time, sell
more tubes, improve customer relations! Join the thousands now
using this indispensable SECO
TESTER to do a better service job
and to make bigger tube profits.

Vertical jitter or bounce
Sweep frequency

Any or all symptoms caused by sync.
plus compression.

drift

serves the serviceman

Model

RIGHT

with tested, indispensable instruments

Model

FB -4

1-4

$38.95

LOCALIZER

;119.50

Slightly higher Weit

Requires no disconnecting, no charting; gives a fast, simple 'yes' or 'no'
answer at a glance.

SL -10

MONITRON
SIGNAL TRACER
AND INTERMITTENT

FLYBACK CIRCUIT
AND INDUCTANCE
ANALYZER

The solution to your troublesome INmoniTERMITTENT problems
tors circuits without attention!

...

SOLD THROUGH JOBBERS
The Original is spelled "S -E -C -O"

S1;'(:(ßMFG. CO.
5h

Phone: WAlnut 6-4545
5015 PENN AVENUE S.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

inverter. The input signal is supplied from the plate circuit of the
video output. The plate voltage on
the first sync stage is 155 volts
above ground; however, the cathode is returned to a 135 -volt
point. With this arrangement, the
plate is actually only 20 volts positive with respect to the cathode.
This is satisfactory for the required clipping action. The final
stage in this circuit is similar to
that shown in the schematic diagram of Fig. 3.
The sync circuit shown in Fig. 5
is of a somewhat different design.
A 12AU7 tube functions as a cathode follower and noise inverter,
and the triode section of a 6AX8
serves as a sync separator. The
cathode follower isolates the sync
and AGC sections from the video
amplifier and prevents loading of
the plate circuit of the amplifier.
From the cathode of this first triode stage, the signal is divided into
three paths. The composite video
signal is fed to the AGC keying
tube through resistor R57 and to
the sync separator through resistor R82. The signal is also applied
directly to the grid of the noise
inverter.
The noise inverter is normally
biased beyond cutoff and has a
plate voltage which is low with
respect to the cathode. Noise
pulses of sufficient amplitude appearing in the signal will drive the
grid positive, overcome the bias,
and cause the tube to conduct.
The noise pulses will appear on
the plate but in opposite polarity
to those in the original signal
which is coupled to the same point.
In this manner, the noise pulses
will cancel themselves and will not
reach the sync separator. The output of the sync separator is fed to
the integrator circuit and to the
horizontal AFC circuit.
Slight variations of these typical sync circuits will be found in a
large number of other television
receivers in the field today. The
waveforms and voltages appearing
on the four schematic diagrams
used as examples may prove helpful to the technician as a comparison when he is servicing somewhat
similar sync circuits.
PF REPORTER
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International
presents

"AIRI<ORE -a
rr

new

selenium replacement rectifier so outstanding it

Outperforms
them all
12° to 15° lower core temperature
Overload capacity 7 times normal rating
20% less aging
Maximum air flow in any vertical
mounting position (regardless
of degree of rotation)
Increased efficiency throughout life

AirKore provides these outstanding advantages

without sacrificing the basic design of proven
superiority-"center-support" construction!

Compare any other rectifier with International's
new AirKore. Guaranteed for a full year, this new
design assures increased efficiency ... will help cut
those costly "call-backs:' The name International on
selenium replacement rectifiers is your assurance of
a product of the highest quality-manufactured
under the most rigid standards of quality control in
the industry.

This exclusive device
provides greater contact area -uniform

temperature rise

-

across the plates
increased efficiency.

AirKore design permits maximum circulation of air around
the plates, through
the core and spring

itself.

io
Rectifier
International
ION
COR POR
A

THE

WORLD OE DIFFERENCE

...

THROUGH

RES

EHREN

T
A
El Segundo, California, Phone ORegon 8-6281
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 50 Wingold Ave. W., Toronto, Ontario, RU 1-6174
WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER OF INDUSTRIAL METALLIC RECTIFIERS
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General Trouble -Shooting
Procedures

It is somewhat impractical and
virtually impossible to formulate
a standard trouble -shooting procedure that will cover all the difficulties encountered in television
sync circuits. Not only is this task
difficult, but the technician should
understand that defective components in certain other sections of
the receiver are equally capable of
affecting the operation of the sync
section. There are a number of
preliminary steps which should be
taken to isolate the trouble while
the receiver is still in the owner's
home. A suggested procedure for
localizing sync trouble is given in
a logical order in the following:
1. Observe the trouble symptom.
2. Check reception on all operating channels.
3. Adjust the vertical and horizontal frequency controls.
4. Observe the effect of other pertinent controls.
5. Examine the vertical sync
pulse on the picture tube

AMPHENOL TWIN LEAD INSTALLATIONS

have proved what dealers and
installers have always known
with dependable AMPHENOL
Twin Lead they are assured of:
electrically superior, low

loss

virgin brown polyethylene assures longer -lasting,
trouble -free installations

no call-backs, more referrals

good dealer mark-ups to fair list prices

300
14-271
AIRCORE*

ohm-tubular con-

List per

struction contains and

1000

-

protects field of energy
assures lowest loss under
wet or dry conditions. Excellent for fringe area in-

stallations.

A

$57.50

must for

UHF and coastal regions.
*U.S. Patent 2,543,696

14-056
STANDARD

ohm -60 mil web
thickness. Standard of
quality in thousands of
300

$36.50

installations.

14-559
STEELCORE

ohm -72 mil web
conductors. Twice as
300

thickness, 7/28 copperweld

$38.50

tough and flexible!

14-100
CENTURY

ohm -100 mil web
where a strong line is

300

thickness for applications

$45.00

needed.

14-298
ROTATOR

SEE YOUR

Four conductor rotator

cable with heavily ribbed
virgin brown polyethylene dielectric.

$50.50

AMPHEN01 DISTRIBUTOR

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
AMPHENOL CANADA LIMITED

toronto

9,

chicago 50, illin

ontario

Feet

screen.

direct substitution of all
tubes which could produce the
trouble symptom or symptoms.
Before the service technician
assumes that there is only one
obvious trouble symptom, he
should consider the possibilities of
other important symptoms that
could lead him to the faulty section. Other symptoms that might
appear with poor synchronization
are brightness modulation, distorted sound, or poor focus. In
some instances, loss of synchronization may be accompanied by a
negative picture. This will usually
indicate trouble in some stage
prior to the sync take-off point
rather than in the sync section.
A check should always be made
to determine whether or not the
trouble exists on all operating
channels. The trouble may be due
to station difficulties, local interference, or a defective antenna
sytem. Possible AGC troubles that
result in poor synchronization can
often be detected in this manner.
The receiver may operate properly
on signals from distant stations
but not on the strong local signals. This condition will warrant
further checking of the AGC
system.
6. Make

PF REPORTER
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NEW VTVM's
METAL CASED

byPARECMON

MODESTLY PRICED

51/4"

WIDE-ANGLE METER

Model

VACUUM TUBI VOtT.011MMniR

BATTERY OPERATED

ACT

Model 68

VACUUM

UBEPVOT OHMMETER

The Model 68 is a wide range, AC OPERATED, general purpose

electronic multi -range tester, especially developed in response
to field requests for a modestly priced instrument completely
FACTORY -engineered, FACTORY -wired and FACTORY -calibrated.
The Model 68 conforms to every z'RECZSlßß.\ standard of quality,
workmanship and value. Recommended for general electronic

service -maintenance, in the shop and field.

* (Left
(+) Plus

DC Voltage Ranges:
-Hand Zero) 131/3 Megohms constant input resistance.

5

0-3-12-60-300-1200 volts.
DC

131/3

0-3-12-60-300-1200

volts.

balancing,

of acces* High
Frequency Probe Facilities available through
-12.
sory crystal probe Model
Probe serves all functions except that
* of High
Coaxial,
above.
Frequency Prote
Meter:
* 51/4"
Wide -Angle
400 microamperes sensitivity, ±-2% accuracy.
use

RF

3 -Way

VTVM

RF -12

PACE

*1%

Multipliers

* Deep -Etched,

VACUUM

and Shunts: Wire and deposited -film types.

TUBE VOLT -OHMMETER

Model 78 is a wide -range, stabilized, BATTERY -OPERATED
electronic test set, especially developed in response to field
requests for a modestly priced instrument that will provide reliable VTVM performance with complete freedom from power line
connection.
The features and ranges of the Model 78 are ideally suited to
application in the fields of radio -telephone communications, electronic control, television, geophysical electronics, etc.
The

*6 True -Zero Center DC
131/3

Voltage Ranges:
Megohms constant input resistance.

±1.5 ±6 ±30 ±150 ±600 ±1500 volts.

* 0-1000-100,000
Wide -Spread Electronic Ohmmeter Ranges:
ohms. 0-1-100-1000 Megohms.
Voltage Ranges:
Extra-High Impedance
* 0-3-12-60-300-1200
volts.
5

RMS AC

5

*5 Wide -Spread Resistance Ranges:
0-1000-100,000 ohms. 0-1-100-1000 Megohms.
*5 High Impedance RMS AC Voltage Ranges:
0-3-12-60-300-1200 volts.
*5 Peak -to -Peak Voltage Ranges:
0-8-32-160-800-3200 volts.
Zero -Center Reference Ranges for FM discriminator
*5 Stabilizedvoltage
polarity determinations, etc.
One

Model 18

0

* (Left
(-) Minus Voltage Ranges:
Megohms constant input resistance.
-Hand Zero)
5

78

nnr R.num

VA[WM TVM VOIT-ONMMiTIN

Megs. input resistance; 67 mmfd. input capacity.
High Frequency Probe Facilities available through use of accessory crystal probe, Model RF -12.
One Coaxial, 3 -Way VTVM Probe serves all functions except
that of High Frequency Probe RF -12 above.
8

*
*
Self -Contained, Battery Operation: Special circuit
* Complete,
new
optimum operating parameters provide
engineering
and

a

high in long-lived battery performance and instrument stability.
Built -In Battery Compartment:
All batteries conveniently replaced via removable cover plate.

*
Requirements: Uses Standardly Available Commercial
* Battery
950 -11/2 volts`,
477-671/2 volts', Two
Batteries:
One No.

One No.

No.

964-11/2 volts` ('Eveready or equal).

Meter:
* 51/4"microamperes
Wide -Angle
sensitivity, ±2% accuracy.
PACE

100

*1%

Multipliers and Shunts: wire- and deposited -film types.

* Deep -Etched, Heavy -Gauge, Satin -Brushed Aluminum

Panel.

Heavy -Gauge, Satin -Brushed Aluminum Panel.

Model 68: In rugged, blue -grey ripple -finished steel cabinet,
size: 57/a"x73/4"x31/2". Complete with tubes, internal ohmmeter
battery and detailed instruction manual..__ _...Net Price: $54.50

Model 78: In rugged, blue -grey ripple-finished steel cabinet.
Dimensions: 57/e"x73/4"x312". Completo with tubes, one set of
batteries and detailed instruction manual __ Net Price: $62.50

Accessories Available for Models 68 and 78
Model RF -12: High Frequency Crystal Probe
complete with low capacity x10 multiplier head.
Freouency range to 250 Mc_ Net Price: $10.95
Model TV -4: Super -High Voltage Safety Test
Probe with x100 cartridge for ranges to 60
kilovolts DC ..........................................Net Price: $14.75
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PRECISIONApparafus Company, Inc.
70-31 84th

STREET, GLENDALE

27,

L.

I., N. Y.

Export Division: 458 Broadway, New York 13, U.S.A. Cables: Morhanex
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto 10
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WARD
AUTO

AERIALS...

for:
* Top quality
* Customer acceptance
for over 20 years
* Reliable performance
* Easiest installation

/A R D
60

For every radio installation you make, a WARD
AERIAL tops it off with the most dependable,
acceptable and popular antenna you can buy .. .
yet it costs no more than an ordinary aerial.
Here's the complete top-quality line for every

requirement:
EIGHT BALL-ever-popular favorite
MAJORETTE-the economy model
PHANTOM-disappearing antenna
TWIN REAR MOUNT-midget 8 -ball twins
MIDGET PHANTOM-twin rear mounts
SKY QUEEN-smartly styled side mount
LONG RANGER-longer, for extra signal
CONTINENTAL-flex-angle side mount for
all foreign cars
DURA-RAMIC®-the original Fiberglas aerial
in full colors to complement the car.
Can't fade, rust, warp, break or corrode.

Order your WARD AERIALS now. Keep a few
on hand all the time. Keep your customers
satisfied with the... world's Fines!!

PRODUCTS CORPORATION
DIVISION OF THE GABRIEL CO.
1148 EUCLID AVE.

lin.

CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
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Fig. 6.

Normal Vertical -Blanking Bar As It Appears on the

Picture Tube Screen.

If a component in the horizontal
AFC or oscillator circuits should
change slightly in value, it is often
possible to compensate for the
change by varying the horizontal
hold or frequency adjustments.
When the trouble symptom indicates poor vertical synchronization, the vertical hold control
should be varied to determine if
the range of the control is sufficient
to cause the picture to lock in. If
the control will not cause the picture to lock in but will hold several
small pictures stationary in the
vertical direction, this usually indicates that at least a portion of
the sync signal is reaching the vertical section. From this, the technician might assume that the fault
lies in the oscillator stage.
The modern TV receiver may
contain one or more of a number
of switches and other controls
which will definitely affect the operation of the sync section. AGC,
local distant, fringe lock, noise
gate, and sensitivity are typical
names for the controls which may
be incorporated in many commercial receivers. The proper settings
of these controls and switches can
eliminate many of the symptoms
of poor synchronization encountered in the field. These adjustments should never be overlooked
when servicing the receiver in the
home.
The functioning of the contrast
control can be of value in isolating
a sync trouble. If the trouble becomes more apparent as the contrast control is advanced, this
usually indicates that the defect
May, 1956
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Abnormal Vertical -Blanking Bar Resulting From Poor
Low -Frequency Response in the Video Amplifier Stage.
Fig. 7.

lies somewhere prior to the sync
take-off point. On the other hand,
if the trouble lessens when the

control is advanced, it may then
be assumed that the trouble is
originating after the sync take-off
point. The indications derived
from this procedure are not always
foolproof but may prove helpful
in many cases.
In attempting to isolate the
cause of poor synchronization to
one section of the receiver, the picture tube can also serve as a halfway check point. With the proper
control adjustments, the relative
amplitude of the vertical sync
pulses can be observed on the picture tube screen. This check may
be made by turning up the brightness control and adjusting the vertical hold control until the vertical
blanking signal appears like that
shown in Fig. 6. In order to see the
sync pulse, it may be necessary to
reduce picture contrast. If the picture is completely out of syncronization, adjust the hold controls to
produce as stationary a picture as
possible. It may be impossible to
make this test if the vertical or
horizontal frequencies are too far
out of range; however, it should require only a quick glance to determine whether the sync amplitude
is normal or not.
The vertical sync pulse should
appear darker than the darkest
picture elements. The presence of
a normal sync pulse at the picture
tube will indicate that the trouble
is in the sync circuit or in the individual oscillator circuits. If an
abnormal pulse is present, as in

Fig. 7, it can then be assumed that
the trouble is originating in the
RF, IF, or video circuits. Correct
interpretation of this test procedure will aid in localizing sync

troubles. The technician should
perform this test on various makes
of properly operating receivers in
order to recognize and become acquainted with normal variations in
the appearance of the blanking
and sync pulses when they are
presented on the screen.
After preliminary steps have
been taken and the trouble has
been localized, the tubes in the
suspected section should be
checked by substitution because
changes in the characteristics of a
tube will not always show up on a
tube checker.
If a trouble symptom persists
after all the tubes which could
cause the difficulty have been
temporarily replaced, the technician must remove the chassis and
make further tests with shop
equipment. If the trouble or defective stage has been isolated to
the sync section, a voltmeter may
be used to check the different circuits. The bias applied to each
stage should be checked and compared with the manufacturer's information or other reliable service
data. Any appreciable deviation
will call for a more careful check
of individual components in the
circuit. Improper bias on a sync
separator usually causes an inadequate clipping action which will
permit a portion of the video signal to pass through the stage and
61

COLORS

PE

MODEL 458

$22995

SPECIFICATIONS

response at
3.58 me colorburst!

100%

Compare the new Simpson Colorscope Model 458 with any oscilloscope
on the market. It is an advanced, seven-inch, high -gain, wide -band scope
especially designed for color -TV service. (Ideal for black and white, too. )
A big feature of the Model 458 is its flat frequency response-within 1 db
to 4.5 mc! With its accessory probes, Model 458 can do more color -TV
testing jobs than any scope in its price range.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
"Tilt" and "Overshoot" careDual bandwidth provides extra

voltage.
CRT balanced deflection.
Excellent square wave response.
Very small loading of circuit
being checked.

fully checked and minimized.
Very stable sweep and synchronizing circuits.
ACCESSORY PROBES

Voltage Doubler, No. 740.. $10.95
Low Capacitance (input impedance of 10 megohms shunted by
only 14 mmf ), No. 741 $9.95
100:1 Voltage Divider, No.
$9.95

742

Direct -Resistive Dual Purpose,
No. 743

$9.95

See Your Electronics Parts Distributor, or

write

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER

In
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OF ELECTRONIC

TEST

EQUIPMENT

5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Illinois
Phone: EStebrook 9-1121
Canada: Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario

VERTICAL AMPLIFIER FREQUENCY RESPONSE-Wide band position: Flat within ±
db from 20
c/sec to 4.5 mc/sec; flat within ±
2 db from 10 c/sec to 5.0 mc/sec.
Narrow band position: Flat within ±
db from 20 c/sec to 200
kc/sec; flat within ± 2 db from 10
c/sec to 300 kc/sec.
RISE TIME-Less than 0.05 microsecond (wide band position).
VERTICAL DEFLECTION SENSITIVITY-Wide band: 40 mvR.M.S./
inch minimum. Narrow band: 15 my
R.M.S./inch minimum.
HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER FREQUENCY RESPONSE-Flat within
± db from 20 cycles/sec to 200
kc/sec.
HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION SENSITIVITY-Horizontal input "Hi",
115 millivolts R.M.S./inch minimum.
Horizontal input "Low", 1.4 volts
R.M.S./inch minimum.
VERTICAL INPUT IMPEDANCE
3.3 Megohms shunted by 20 mmf.
HORIZONTAL INPUT IMPEDANCE
1.1 Meg.
LINEAR SWEEP OSCILLATORSaw tooth wave from 14 cycles/sec
to 250 kc/sec. Sixty-cycle sine wave
also provided.
INPUT CALIBRATION
18 Volt
P -P test voltage available on panel.
INTENSITY MODULATION Provision for internal, external and 60
1

DUAL BANDWIDTH-NARROW OR WIDE

testing versatility.
Properly compensated wide
band vertical amplifier stages.
High sensitivity and very good
transient response.
Compensated step attenuator.
Vernier vertical attenuator for
continuous control of the signal

complete with shielded
input cable and manual

1

1

-

-

-

cycles.
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Fig. 8. Composite Video Signal Present
at the Input to the Sync Section. (Oscillo-

scope Frequency Was 30CPS.)

affect the stability of the oscillators.
When synchronization is completely lost, one of the first checks
should be that of all the coupling
capacitors in the sync section. One
of the most frequent offenders
causing a symptom of this nature
is a leaky coupling capacitor between the sync take-off point and
the first sync stage.

Input Signal to Sync Section.
(Oscilloscope Frequency Was 7,875
Fig. 9.
CPS.)

The oscilloscope is another very
useful piece of test equipment
when trouble shooting the sync
circuits. A visual observation of
the input and output signals at the
different stages will indicate to the
technician what each stage is accomplishing. With the sweep frequency of the oscilloscope set at
30 cycles, a waveform resembling
that of Fig. 8 should be obtained
at the input to the sync section.
This waveform illustrates the composite video signal at one half the
vertical sweep rate. With the oscilloscope set at this frequency, two
vertical sync pulses become visible.

The waveform shown in Fig. 9
represents the same input signal at
one half the horizontal sweep rate.
The oscilloscope frequency has
been increased to 7,875 cycles,
thus revealing two individual horizontal sync pulses. In both waveforms, the signal has a positive
polarity because of the positive
signal at the sync take-off point
in the particular receiver used for
illustration. The video portion of
the signal appears as a blurred and
somewhat hazy mass at the lower
part of the pattern.

and easy determination of the absence or presence of the signal.
Common Symptoms

Loss of vertical and horizontal
synchronization.
The complete loss of both vertical and horizontal synchronization, illustrated by the photograph
in Fig. 12, is very often a result of
a defective component located in
the sync section. This symptom
may be accompanied by other
trouble symptoms that might give
a clue as to what section of the receiver is at fault. A check of the
tubes, coupling capacitors, and
B+ voltages should be among the
first trouble -shooting procedures
for this symptom.
Possible causes for loss of vertical and horizontal synchronization are:
1.

Fig. 11. Signal at the Separator Output.
(Oscilloscope Frequency Was 7,875

a. Defective

CPS.)

b.

The output signal from a typical
sync separator is shown in the
waveforms of Figs. 10 and 11. At
this point, the video portion of the
signal has been removed. The light
haze appearing between the two
vertical pulses in Fig. 10 represents the horizontal sync pulses.
The clipping action of a sync
separator can be checked if the input probe of the oscilloscope is
placed at the output of this circuit. The video signal should not
be present at this point, but a relatively clean trace like that in Figs.
10 and 11 should be observed. Another advantage in using an oscilloscope when signals in sync circuits are being traced is the quick

Fig.

12.

tube in sync or
noise-limiter stages.

c.

d.

e.
f.

Video -coupling capacitor
shorted, leaky, or open. (See
C60 in Fig. 3, C51 in Fig. 4,
or C90 in Fig. 5.)
Plate or screen resistors open
or too high in value. ( See
R70, R72, R76, R77, R78 in
Fig. 3; R45, R48, R49 in Fig.
4; or R85, R89 in Fig. 5.)
Shorted or leaky coupling
capacitor. (See C63 in Fig.
3; C53, C54 in Fig. 4; or C89
in Fig. 5.)
Shorted screen-bypass capacitor. ( See C62 in Fig. 3.)
Sync -isolation resistor open
or too high in value. (See
R58 in Fig. 2, R67 in Fig. 3,
R33 in Fig. 4, or R82 in Fig.
5.)

Picture

Showing Loss of
Vertical and Horizontal Synchronization.

Fig. 10. Signal Appearing at the Separator Output. (Oscilloscope Frequency

Was 30 CPS.)
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Here's The
ANTENNA
YOU CAN
Antenna boxed-completely
assembled-attached lead-in

MAKE
MONEY
Fig. 13.

Picture Showing Loss of Vertical Synchronization.

Installing
designed
for 1 man...
7 minute
Snap secondary crossarms
in place.

installation
NEEDS ONLY A

HAMMER TO INSTALL

GENUINE

Cüen

$14

Raw,

MPe,

YOU MAKE

Fig. 14.
LIST

Picture Taken During Sudden or Periodic Vertical

Flopover.

$600

ON ANTENNA
SALE ALONE

ny-

yVINEGARD
ANY ANTENNA THREE YEARS
OLD SPOILS THE TV PICTURE

*designed

for

BLACK and
WHITE

and
COLOR

Available at Leading Parts
Distributors Everywhere or Write

Winegard Company
Burlington, Iowa

For Pamphlet "How to Make Money
on One Man Antenna Installation."

Attach lead-in to TV setspecial clip snaps on.

Fig. 15. Picture Showing Loss of Vertical Synchronization Ac-

companied by Height Reduction.
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g.

Resistance of voltage divider
changed in value. (See R71
in Fig. 3, R46 in Fig. 4, or

R86 in Fig. 5.)
h. Improper cathode bias. (See
R68, R90, R95 in Fig. 3; R75
in Fig. 3; R47 in Fig. 4; or
R57, R81, R83, R84 in Fig.
5.)
i. Open decoupling or B+ filter capacitor. (See C5 in Fig.
3.)
j.

Improperly adjusted grid bias control ( See R8 in Fig.

It

is possible for a negative pic-

3.)

ture or an overloaded condition to
result from an inoperative sync
circuit especially when the AGC
network obtains its bias from this
section. The loss of synchronization, a distorted picture, and buzz
in the sound may indicate a
shorted or leaky capacitor between the AGC and sync circuits.
In many receivers, these two circuits have interlocking actions and
can produce similar trouble symptoms. The service technician
should never underestimate the influence of the noise -eliminator
stage. A defective component or an
inoperative tube in this circuit can
seriously affect sync stability.
A leaky coupling capacitor in
the grid circuit of a typical sync
separator will not retain a large
enough charge to develop the
proper grid-leak bias. This trouble
may be detected by an abnormal
voltage reading on the grid of the
tube.
(

Advertisement

)

2. Loss of Vertical

Synchronization.
The photograph of Fig. 13 represents a trouble symptom in
which the picture moves either up
or down at a rapid rate and thus
produces an appearance of multiple images. In many such cases,
the range of the vertical hold control will not be sufficient to lock in
only one picture.
The symptom shown in Fig. 14
illustrates another degree of poor
vertical synchronization. In this
instance, the picture may either
tend to move slowly downward or
to have an occasional flopover.
These conditions can result from
an inadequate or distorted sync
pulse reaching the vertical oscilla-

tor circuit.
Possible causes of loss of vertical
synchronization are:
a. Defective tube in the sync or
noise -limiter stages.
b. Defective integrator component, (See R100, R101,

c.

d.

e.
f.

g.
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R102, C84, C85 in Fig. 2;
R79A, R79B, R79C, C64A,
C64B, C64C in Fig. 3; R51,
R52, C55, C56 in Fig. 4; or
R92, R93, C94, C95 in Fig.
5.)
A 60 -cycle hum present in
sync signal.
Leaky, shorted, or open coupling capacitor to vertical
oscillator. ( See C79, C80,
C83, C86 in Fig. 2; C65 in
Fig. 3; C54 in Fig. 4; or C93
in Fig. 5.)
Open cathode -bypass capacitor. ( See C78 in Fig. 2.)
Voltage divider changed in
value. ( See R92 in Fig. 2; or
R90, R91 in Fig. 5.)
Plate -load resistor decreased
in value. (See R76 in Fig. 3,
R48 in Fig. 4, or R89 in Fig.

Another severe case of vertical
sync trouble which is accompanied
by a reduction in the height of the
raster is pictured in Fig. 15. One
of the most common causes for a
condition of this nature is a
shorted, open, or leaky coupling
capacitor located between the
sync and vertical oscillator circuits.
If a plate -load or voltage -divider resistor overheats and
changes value for no apparent reason, the replacement should al-

ways have a higher wattage rating
than that of the original. This isa
good practice to follow when any
section of the receiver is being
serviced.
In some of the older TV receivers, the sync take-off point is
located at the DC restorer diode
and any sudden change in over-all
picture brightness may result in a
corresponding shift in the level of
the sync signal. This condition
often causes the vertical oscillator
to skip and produce a momentary
vertical roll.
Loss of Horizontal Synchronization.
Loss of horizontal synchronization, as illustrated by the photograph in Fig. 16, is usually a direct
result of a failure in the horizontal
AFC or oscillator circuits. In
many cases, however, this symptom can develop from a defective
tube or component in the sync section. Trouble originating in the

3.

horizontal oscillator circuit usually produces a number of dark diagonal or horizontal bars on the
screen. When the trouble is affecting the sync pulses fed to the oscillator, the picture often tends to
drift back and forth. In this case,
the hold control may be capable
of stopping the picture; but the
synchronization will still be very
erratic.
In some instances, the trouble
symptom will not appear until the
receiver has been on for a certain
period of time. This difficulty
usually indicates that the heat
generated in the receiver is affecting some component and is causing
the oscillator frequency to drift
out of range. A common offender
causing a trouble of this kind is
one or both of the mica or ceramic
capacitors coupling the sync signal to the horizontal AFC circuit.
Possible causes of loss of horizontal synchronization are:
a. Defective tube in sync or
noise-limiter stages.
b. Open grid -leak resistor. (See
R87 in Fig. 5.)
leaky coupling capacitor to horizontal AFC.
( See C96, C97, C98 in Fig.
2; C69, C70 in Fig. 3; C61,
C62 in Fig. 4; or C104 in Fig.
5.)

c. Open or
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how long would it take you to solve this service problem?
SYMPTOM:
Note the photo: The dial cord obviously
needs repairing

It

might be possible to replace or re -string
the dial cord without a diagram, but why
waste valuable time trying to figure out the
correct way? With a PHOTOFACT Folder by
your side, you save time. Here's why:

TUNING GANG FULLY CLOSED

2.1/2 TURNS AROUND
TUNING SHAFT

what's your
service problem?

In just seconds, you refer to the Dial Cord
Stringing Diagram in your PHOTOFACT
Folder. It shows the one right way to re string the cord. You don't waste time puzzling over why the dial pointer moves the
wrong way, why the gang doesn't turn, why
there's jamming or skipping. You solve
this nuisance service problem in a few
minutes with PHOTOFACT'S help. It's just
one of the important time -saving features
found in PHOTOFACT-the world's finest
service data.

THESE EXCLUSIVE PHOTOFACT FEATURES* HELP YOU SOLVE

ANY PROBLEM FASTER, EASIER, BETTER-HELP YOU EARN MORE

PHOTOFACT gives you complete coverage on over 20,000 TV, Radio, Amplifier,
Tuner and Changer models. And PHOTO FACT is a current service-keeps you
right up with late model productionbrings you these exclusive features:
FULL SCHEMATIC COVERAGE
1. Famous "Standard Notation" uniform
symbols are used in every schematic.
Diagrams are clear, large, easy to read
and handle.
2. Wave forms and voltages are shown
right on the schematic for fast analysis.
3. Transformer lead color -coding and
winding resistances appear right on the
schematic.
4. Schematics are keyed to parts lists
and to parts on chassis photos.

FULL PHOTOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
5. Exclusive photo coverage of all chassis
views is provided for each model; all
parts are numbered and keyed to the

schematic and parts lists for quicker
parts identification and location.
ALIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
6. Complete, detailed alignment data is
standard and uniformly presented in all
Folders. Alignment frequencies are
shown on radio photos adjacent to adjustment number-adjustments are keyed
to schematic and photos.
TUBE PLACEMENT CHARTS
7. Top and bottom views are shown. Top
view is positioned as seen from back of
cabinet. Blank pin or locating key on
each tube is shown. Charts include fuse
location for quick service reference.

TUBE FAILURE CHECK CHARTS
8. Shows common trouble symptoms
and tubes generally responsible for such
troubles. Series filament strings are sche-

matically presented for quick reference.
COMPLETE PARTS LISTS
9. Detailed parts list is given for each
model. Proper replacement parts are
listed (with installation notes where required). All parts are keyed to chassis
photos and schematics for quick reference.
FIELD SERVICE NOTES
10. Each Folder includes time -saving tips
for servicing in the customer's home.

Gives valuable hints for quick access to
pertinent adjustments, safety glass removal, special advice covering the specific chassis, etc.

With PHOTOFACT by your side, you solve your service problems
in just minutes... you service more sets and earn more daily
*These are only a few of the 32 features found exclusively in PHOTOFACT-the world's finest service data

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!
Got a tough repair? Try this-at Howard W. Sams'
own risk: see your Parts Distributor and buy the
proper PHOTOFACT Folder Set covering the receiver. Then use it on the actual repair. If PHOTO FACT doesn't save you time, doesn't make the job
easier and more profitable for you, Howard W.
Sams wants you to return the complete Folder Set
direct to him and he'll refund your purchase price
promptly. GET THE PROOF FOR YOURSELFTRY PHOTOFACT NOW!

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
PHOTOFACT FOLDERSyour guide to virtually any

Send FREE Index to PHOTOFACT Folders
D I am a Service Technician

receiver model ever to come
into your shop; helps you
locate the proper PHOTO FACT Folder you need to
solve any service problem
on any model. You'll want

Name
Address

this valuable reference
guide. Send coupon now.
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Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind.

Send for Sams' INDEX TO

City

Zone

L

State

1
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Fig. 16.

Loss

of Horizontal Synchronization.

d. Plate resistor open or too

high in value. (See R91,
R117 in Fig. 2.)
e. Open or leaky cathode bypass capacitor. (See C95,
C99 in Fig. 2.)
f. Open signal path in horizontal sync circuit. (Check tube
sockets for corrosion or broken connections.)
g. Improper grid bias or horizontal sync tubes. ( See
R116, R118, R119 in Fig. 2.)
An open resistor in the grid -leak
network of a sync separator will
sometimes result in the development of a train of oscillations
when the contrast control is advanced. In a few other cases, it has
been noticed that a Christmas -tree
effect can result when the contrast
is reduced. This trouble symptom
is shown in the photograph of Fig.
17. An open filter capacitor located in the B+ circuit of the sync

Fig. 18.

May, 1956

section is capable of producing
this effect. The open capacitor will
permit hum or vertical sync pulses
to reach the AFC stage and thus
cause erratic triggering of the
oscillator.
4.

Horizontal Pulling in the Picture.

The trouble symptoms shown in
Figs. 18 and 19 represent different
degrees of horizontal pulling or
bending. This trouble is encountered when the horizontal oscillator is trying to lose synchronization momentarily. Troubles of
this nature are usually caused if.
some sort of sync -pulse distortion
or some hum modulation reaches
the oscillator stage. One of the
more common causes of picture
pulling is insufficient filtering in
the sync or AGC sections.
Possible causes of horizontal
pulling in the picture are:

Extreme Horizontal Pulling of the Picture.

PF REPORTER

Christmas -Tree Effect Resulting From Erratic Operation of the Horizontal Oscillator.
Fig. 17.

Fig. 19.

a. Defective tube in the sync or

noise -limiter stages.
b. Incorrect time constant in

grid -leak network. (See C91,
R87 in Fig. 5.)
c. Defective component in horizontal sync take-off network.
(See R75, R77, C69, C70 in
Fig. 3; R47, R49, C61, C62
in Fig. 4; or R89, C104 in
Fig. 5.)
d. Improper value of plate-load
resistor. (See R91, R117 in
Fig. 2.)
e. Improper filtering of bias

supply. (Check all filter capacitors.)
f. Open screen -bypass capacitor. (See C62 in Fig. 3.)
g. Leaky coupling capacitor in
horizontal sync circuit. (See
C96, C97 in Fig. 2.)
If the time constant is too long
in the grid-leak network of the
sync separator, the horizontal

Horizontal Bending at the Top of the Picture.
67

THE BOOK YOU NEED

WITH SPEED...

TO PRICE

for profit
quick check for 60,000 prices

Profit -making time -money -phone
call -saver. 200 pocket -sized pages.
Replacement parts listed by manufacturer, product and part number.
up-to-date charging information

Completely revised

times

4

year.

a

sync pulses immediately following
the vertical sync pulse will be reduced slightly in amplitude. This
is because the grid capacitor
charges to a higher negative voltage during the vertical pulse than
it does during the horizontal
pulses. A greater negative voltage
will then be present on the separator grid when the first horizontal pulses appear at the grid
than when the last ones appear.
During this first instant, the horizontal pulses will be of a lower
amplitude and will often cause the
picture to bend at the top. The top
of the picture is rather sensitive to
variations in the amplitude of the
horizontal sync pulses especially
when the control of the oscillator
changes from the equalizing pulses
back to the horizontal sync pulses.
5.

/

7

\.

The nature of vertical jitter will
not permit a pictorial illustration,
but undoubtedly the service technician has encountered this condition sometime in the past. The
vertical oscillator acts as if it were
about to lose synchronization. Instead of rolling, the picture tends
to have a vetrical jitter or bounce.
With some troubles of vertical jitter, poor interlacing may also ap-

GUIDE 10
RESALE PRICES

;.

=F

6ATTERIES
ANTENNAS
AND COMPONENT
PARTS
SERVICE

COVERS ALL

IN

SERVICE ITEMS
INDUSTRT
THE ELECTRONIC

OFFICIAL ORDER BOOK

and the perfect partner

...

DAVE RICE'S OFFICIAL TV-RADIO
SERVICE ORDER BOOK
For TV, Radio, Phono or Hi-Fi service.
provides separate listings for:
Picture tubes, receiving tubes, parts and
components, serial numbers, labor and
state and local taxes. 5%"X8%"-50 sets
of triplicate orders-carbons bound in.
at parts distributors or send check to

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
180

NORTH WACKER DRIVE

CO., INC.

CHICAGO

6,

ILLINOIS

DIGEST: $2.50 per copy.
ORDER BOOK: $.75 each or $6.50 per
dustproof box of 10.
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Vertical Jitter.

pear.
Possible causes for vertical jitter
are:
a. Defective tube in the sync or
noise -limiter stages.
b. Defective component in the
vertical -integrator network.
(See R100, R101, R102,
C84, C85 in Fig. 2; R79A,
R79B, R79C, C64A, C64B,
C64C in Fig. 3; R51, R52,
C55, C56 in Fig. 4; or R92,
R93, C94, C95 in Fig. 5.)
c. Improper lead dress. (Check
yoke and other leads near
sync or oscillator stages.)
d. Open plate or screen -bypass
capacitor. (See C82 in Fig.
2, C62 in Fig. 3, or C92 in
Fig. 5.)
Horizontal pulses or portions of
the video signal reaching the vertical oscillator stage will also produce this symptom. Remember to
check for improper lead dress and
for poor shielding.
Many sync troubles which have
an intermittent characteristic can
develop in a receiver. This type of

trouble is usually difficult to isolate, and probably a great deal of
the technician's time will be consumed in doing so. In these cases,
the possibility of an intermittent
tube should never be overlooked.
Other causes of intermittent operation may include loose connections, cold solder joints, or drops
of solder or other foreign particles
causing shorts. If the trouble
should result from one of these
sources, the technician may be
able to detect the fault by tapping
the components in the suspected
area. A visual inspection of the foil
pattern employed in the newer
printed -wiring boards will usually
reveal any broken signal path or
possible short circuit.
An intermittent trouble may
also occur only after a receiver
warms up. This usually indicates
that heat is affecting one or more
of the components. A soldering
iron or heat lamp may prove very
helpful when trouble occurs from
increased temperatures in a certain section. The lamp or iron
should be placed close to the components in question, and a voltage
or resistance measurement should
be taken. Exercise care if heat is
being applied to a printed -wiring
board. Excessive heat may cause
the printed wiring to pull away
from the board. In order to save
time when an intermittent trouble is encountered, many technicians prefer to change a number of
capacitors and resistors in the defective section at one time. The receiver can be left on while the
technician attends to other work,
after which the check can be made.
LESLIE D. DEANE and
CALVIN C. YOUNG, JR

MARKUS
Dollar and Sense Servicing
.

.

GIGACYCLE. If you come across
"gigacycle" one of these days in a
technical article, have your laugh
and then translate it as kilomegaa

cycle. Some engineers, particularly
in Europe, are favoring this new
term to mean 1,000 megacycles.
American engineers generally favor
the kilomegacycle, abbreviated kmc,
for this purpose. Actually, we could
just as easily say 1 billion cycles.
Traveling -wave tubes for microwave relays operate in this range; a
4-gigacycle tube with a 50 -db gain
is described in a recent issue of

Electrical Communication.
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Dollars and Sense
(Continued from page 37)

ROBOTESTER. After sweating
for hours on a tough TV troubleshooting job, have you ever
yearned for a tester that could be
plugged into a set for automatically checking circuits one

after

another-a tester

that

would stop when it came to a bad
circuit and light up lamps to tell
exactly where the trouble was?
Well, it's here, even though it is
not yet ready for such trouble
shooting. Lavoie Labs of Morganville, N. J., demonstrated their
Robotester at a press show held in
the wine cellar of Leone's restaurant in New York City.
This robot works from an endless loop of punched tape. At
present, to test a TV set, you have
to yank all the tubes and push
tester plugs in their places. The
tape is punched beforehand to tell
the machine to connect one particular socket and pin number to
another socket and pin number
and then to tell what resistance
and tolerance that circuit should
have.
Tests are made at the rate of
120 per minute. Up to 90 per cent
of cir uit defects, excluding tubes,
can be found. Cost of the tester is
around $3,000, which is one drawback for servicing. Another drawback is the need to pull all tubes.
If TV set manufacturers provided one or two special test sockets at the rear of each TV chassis
for the purpose and included the
appropriate endless punched tape
in a little metal can attached to
the chassis, it is quite conceivable
that we could have here a new
service instrument someday.

Now comes an
8DP4 put out by RCA in sample
quantities for manufacturers to
"feel out" the market for 8 -inch
TV sets. Success of GE's 14 -inch
portable at around $100 has
raised hopes that the public may
be ready for truly portable sets
for practically every room in the

house, including bathrooms. These
will be line operated because battery operation is not as yet practical for TV.
Those who remember the early
days of TV will say, "This is
where I came in!" But such is not
so. Back in 1948, Television Digest announced the Pilot 3-incher
as the "Tiny TV That's Read,
Not Viewed." The set started off
at $100, but within a year it was
being dumped at half price or less.
Today, these sets are largely

gathering dust except for an occasional showing at a charity
bazaar where they can be billed
as "The Tiniest TV Receiving Set
in the World" for a dime a look.
It's a good idea to hang onto
one of these old TV sets and keep
it in repair. It makes a good show window display once or twice a
year and makes a business -getting
exhibit at various events around
town.
Please turn to page 95

The ONE
Needle Line

Your Customers
ASK for
You never have to sell
"uphill" when you handle Fidelitone Phonograph Needles .. .
Your customers know
them and want themand ask for Fidelitone
by name.

liiJeillone

DIAMOND, JEWEL

OR

PRECIOUS METAL TIPS

PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES

BACKWARD.
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"LOWEST IN RETURNS"

Product Report

Editor's Note:
The material appearing in this column has
been taken from literature supplied by the
manufacturers of the various products. The
PF REPORTER cannot assume responsibility for claims of originality or application.
OSCILLOSCOPE

A new oscilloscope an-

nounced by the Electronic
Measurements Corporation, 280 Lafayette Street,
New York, has many features that make it suitable
for use in color TV servicing.

The vertical amplifier
has a sensitivity of 20 millivolts per inch and a bandwidth of 5 megacycles. A
blanking amplifier eliminates retrace lines and
gives clearer pictures. An
>1. _R.
astigmatism control is provided for better foscusing action.
The price for this oscilloscope is $117.90 when it is
factory assembled or $70.90 for the kit.
.

CERAMIC CARTRIDGE

A

new high quality

ceramic cartridge has
been announced by the

American Microphone
Company, Pasadena,

"Tung -Sol Tubes are lowest of all in returns because they're made to deliver
in excess of the requirements of leading
independent set makers."

TUNG-SOL®
Magic Mirror Aluminized

PICTURE TUBES
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. Sales Offices: Atlanta,
Columbus, Culver City, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Melrose Park (Ill.)
Newark, Seattle.
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California, the electronics division of the Elgin
National Watch Company.
The new turnaround cartridge features an osmium
stylus for microgroove recordings and a sapphire stylus
for standard recordings. The styli are mounted as a
single unit and can be replaced without the use of
tools.

NEW SERVICING TOOL

A new tool developed

by the Walsco Electronics Corporation speeds
the servicing of color television receivers by enabling technicians to
make repairs and measurements when the back
cover of the receiver is
removed.
This new tool, the Color TV Interlock Cheater,
protects the high -voltage supply by eliminating the
grounding action of the high-voltage interlock. In addition, the socket on the rear of the tool accepts a high voltage probe and enables a direct measurement of the
high voltage to be made.
The dealers' net price for the tool is 59¢.
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VOM

The Phaostron Instrument and Electronic
Company announces the
Model 666 VOM. The
meter is fused, the meter
movement has protection
against overloading, and
a signal light warns the
operator when an over-

"HIGHEST IN PROFITS"

load or a voltage of incorrect polarity is being applied to the meter.
The Model 666 has only 2 jacks through which all measurements are made,
has separate range and function switches, and has fortythree unduplicated ranges. One unusual feature of the
Model 666 is the provision for measurements of alternating currents up to 15 amperes.
The Model 66 has a nonmagnetic steel case and a
leather carrying case, and it sells for $59.50.
FLYBACK TRANSFORMERS

The Triad Transformer Corporation, Venice, California, announces that fourteen new flyback transformers have been added to their line of correct -replacement
units.
These new transformers are designed for use in Admiral, Emerson, General Electric, Motorola, Philco,
Sentinel, Wells -Gardner, and Westinghouse television
receivers; and they are electrically and mechanically
interchangeable with the manufacturers' original equipment.
LEAKAGE CHECKER

The Service Instruments Company (Senco)
has announced a new instrument designed to
check for grid -to -cathode
and cathode - to - heater
leakage in vacuum tubes
and for leakage in all
types of capacitors. The
instrument, the Model
LC2, will detect grid
emission and gas in 70
popular tubes used in radio and television receivers.
The Model LC2 is available in kit form at $19.95 net
price or in assembled form at $24.95 net price.
POWER -LINE CHECKER

The Triplett Electrical
Instrument Co., Bluffton,
Ohio, is producing a new
instrument.
The Model 3000 Line
Chek is an aid when the
effect of an additional
load on a power line is in

doubt. It enables the

technician to connect to
the line an electrical load
approximately equal to
that of the appliance to
be installed before the installation is made. The dealers' net price of the Model

"I can depend upon Tung -Sol Tubes
to stay installed. Instead of wasting
time and money on callbacks, I'm out
servicing new business.u

TUNG-SOL®
Blue Chip

Quality

RECEIVING TUBES
TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature Lamps,
Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpose
Electron Tubes and Semiconductor Products.

3000 is $34.50.
May, 1956
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tary motion of the gear into a
downward thrust which is applied to one tooth of the ratchet
wheel. The hub of this wheel is
fastened to the shaft of the tuner.
Since there are 13 teeth on the
ratchet wheel, a 360 -degree rotation of the tuner shaft is accom-

Examining Design
Features
(Continued from page 25)

left corner of the newer chassis,
and this location is very easily
reached for servicing.
The following relationships exist between the major parts, which
are labeled in Fig. 1. The tuning
motor drives the pinion which in
turn rotates the large gear. The
connecting arm translates the ro-

Now Available! NEW..

plished in 13 steps. Each step corresponds to one of the channel
positions of the selector.
The stepper unit includes a
spring -loaded detent arm. A pin
that projects from the gear be-

.

tile°

Hollow Shaft

NUT DRIVERS

comes seated in the notch in the
detent arm each time a tuning
cycle is completed. This feature
keeps the stepper unit from coasting past the on -channel position.

The starting torque of the motor
is sufficient to bring the pin out of
the detent when the next cycle begins. The detent spring can be
seen in the photograph, but the
detent arm and pin are out of
sight behind the gear.
When the tuning button is
pressed, the motor field is supplied with 12.6 volts AC from a
winding on the power transformer. The armature is thrust forward
by the magnetic field and is connected to the pinion through a
clutch. This clutch must disengage immediately when power is
removed from the motor at the
end of the tuning cycle; otherwise,
the mechanism will not stop precisely in the on -channel position.
A spring is used for the purpose
of pushing the armature rearward
and out of engagement with the
pinion.

}

in Color

HOLD -IN
SWITCH

FLANGE

PINION
PIVOT

Nothing else like them anywhere! Choice of
28 types and sizes! New plastic kit at right
contains 7 most popular drivers in self standing bag for service work or bench use.

EAR

GEAR

DETENT
DETENT

ROCKER
ARM

CONNECTING ARM

No. K7 Self -Standing Service Kit
Stands Up! Hangs Up! Folds Up!

PIVOT

RELIEF

RATCHET WHEEL

ARM

TUNING SHAFT

,tilm1111+17.1T
6

fn r6

ht

L;

AN y4+t

A

Stands upright for easy accessibility. May be
hung flat on wall or may be folded. Each driver

fits in individual holder marked for size, color.
(A) When the Unit Is Resting in

Check These 6 Important VACO Features
NEW! Each size

color -keyed!

NEW! Extra large VACO

NEW! All -hollow shafts

Comfordome Handles!

long wearing sockets!

\

NEW! Shafts insulated
from handle to tip!

THIS COUPON WORTH $1.20

S/8

N

8-3

Zone

State

VACO PRODUCTS COMPANY
317

E.

Ontario St., Chicago 11, Ill.

In Canada: Vaco -Lynn Products Co., Ltd., Montreal 1, Que.

DETENT ARM

#^
'

-_'

EAR
O

CONNECTING ARM

ROCKER
ARM
FLANGE

PIVOT

TUNING SHAFT

Coupon only valid for use as stated below. Not valid in states where prohibited.

P. F.

City

HOLD -IN
SWITCH

GEAR

I

RELIEF
RATCHET WHEEL

CHANNEL BUTTON

Name

Street

PINION

PIVOT

NEW! Available in 4 shaft
lengths and 7 Hex sizes!

a

Channel Position.

DETENT PIN

VACO

NEW! Extra hard

SPRING

CHANNEL BUTTON

Take this coupon to your
jobber. It is worth $1.20
when filled in and used

to purchase one VACO
K 7 Kit, If your jobber cannot
supply you, write direct.

(B)

ARM
SPRING

After the Ratchet Wheel Has Been
Turned.

Fig. 2. Relationships Between Parts in

the Stepper Unit.
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The simplified line drawings in
Fig. 2 should aid the reader in visualizing the movements which are
made by the main parts of the
stepper unit. The mechanism is
shown in its resting or on -channel
position. The detent pin on the
gear is resting in the notch on the
detent arm. The connecting arm
and the relief arm of the stepper
unit are positioned so that they
do not touch the ratchet wheel.
This wheel can therefore be turned
freely without becoming fouled in
the stepper mechanism, and the
channel selector can be operated
manually from the front panel of
the receiver.
A flanged track is positioned on
one side of the gear. This flange
serves as a cam and guides the
rocker arm which controls the operation of the hold -in switch. The
upper end of the rocker arm has
a projecting ear. When the stepper
unit approaches its resting position at the end of a cycle, this ear
is brought into contact with the
flange. The contour of the flange
is such that the rocker arm is
pulled to the left. The short finger
of the rocker arm then spreads the
contacts of the hold-in switch, and
the motor circuit is broken. When
the stepper unit begins to move
through its next cycle, the rocker
arm is released from the flange
and the contacts of the hold -in
switch close.
Fig. 2B shows the stepper unit
as it appears after completion of
approximately two thirds of the
tuning cycle. The gear has been
turned approximately 240 degrees
from its original position. Since
the pivot point of the connecting
arm is not at the center of the
gear, the counterclockwise rotation of the gear has imparted a
cranking motion to the arm. This
motion has pushed the arm downward against one tooth of the
ratchet wheel, and the wheel has
been turned to a new position. In
this figure, the connecting arm has
just passed through the lowest
point of its travel. Additional rotation of the gear will cause the
connecting arm to be lifted away
from the ratchet wheel.
The relief arm has an important
function during the latter part of
the tuning cycle. Although this
arm is not actually an integral
May, 1956
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part of the rocker arm, it is shown
in the drawing as though it were.
This was done because the two
pieces are linked together and operate as one.
The relief arm is a part of an
ingenious arrangement which enables the automatic tuning system

the ratchet wheel. Each of these
buttons is labeled with a channel
number. If no station can be received on a certain channel, the
button that corresponds to that
channel may be removed. Since
they are merely pressed into holes
in the wheel, these buttons can
easily be taken out with long nosed pliers. The manufacturer
recommends that the U button
should be left in place.
Notice the curved projection on
the inner side of the relief arm.

to provide "express service" on
the VHF band. In other words, it
does not stop at unused channels.
The relief arm operates in conjunction with the ring of small
plastic buttons on the surface of

.
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OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

with PSE

PSE, University's

Progressive Speaker

board permitting you to serve your
.
customer in the PSE way. Truly
"KwiKits" are do-it-yourself kits for .. .
making money.

..

Expansion plan, is a
revolutionary method
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS with THE EN -CB
for planning a simple
or deluxe speaker sysThe EN -CB is an unfinished version of
tem for your customthe same enclosure used in the famous
ers. University speakUniversity Deluxe CLASSIC 3 -way
ers, components, enclospeaker system. The
sures and networks have been so uniquely
EN -CB is ready to be
designed that it is possible to start an ex- used no matter how
cellent basic system and build to a deluxe
your customer wants it
system as your customers' needs expand
Hi -Boy or Lo -Boy
. while enjoying immediate listening
-in a wall-a closetsatisfaction. Thus, you are able to satisfy
a room divider-or a
your customers' individual needs regard- bookcase built-in. And, there is no limit
less of budget or listening requirements.
to the surface finishes the EN -CB can
You can assure your customers that their take
or in the manner in which you
equipment will never become obsolete. can fit it into your customers' existing
PSE combinations are limitless-and so room decor. With the EN -CB your cusis your profit potential.
tomers can write their own ticket ... and
your job is much easier.
so

...

...

...

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

with"KwiKits"

"KwiKits" enclosures make
your job easier ... and more
profitable. Made of 3/4" Select grade White Birch ply-

wood, pre -shaped,
KEN

-15

JillMr

KEN.12

pre -

drilled and pre -sanded, almost all assembly done with
screwdriver. Here is the opportunity to provide the
personal touch for your customers. The finishes you can
give these enclosures are
limited only by your imagination and talents . . . to

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
Yes

with features that will satisfy the most
discriminating tastes in reproduced sound
and eye appeal. Make your work easier,
follow University's plan for extra profits.
Learn how opportunity KNOCKS FOR

efikeites
LOUDSPEAKERS,

3'

INC.%
Plains.

YOU)

M-

N. Y. Desk C-6
805o. Kensieo Ave. W Rite
Please send me information about

University's "Plan -for-Profit."

satisfy any room decor.
"KwiKits" have University's
exclusive PSE mounting

for YOU!

... here are opportunities for profit-

NAME
ADDRESS
I

CITY

STATE
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES:

for the
manufacturing of
High Reliability

Capacitors

Separate facilities are maintained for the exclusive processing and manufacture of high reliability capacitors. Only specially trained, highly skilled operators, who wear special clothing to
prevent any possible source contamination, work here.

To produce capacitors free from any possibility of latent defects, for use in the most critical

applications, the Sangamo Electric Company
has recently intensified its high reliability
program of fabrication and inspection
methods.
Incoming materials are rigidly inspected to
meet stringent high reliability standards and
are stored in areas where temperature, humidity and dust are controlled at all times.
Complete production histories are kept on the
basis of small capacitor lots. X-raying of
individual units, heat tests, vibration tests,
altitude tests, and total destruction tests of a
given percentage of all finished units assure
components with an extremely low AQL.
Testing facilities and resultant performance
characteristics are far in excess of military
specifications. Specify these high reliability
capacitors for your critical applications.

SANGAMO

ELECTRIC COMPANY
MARION, ILLINOIS

¡y

-

_

-

J

--

yi%=

Oil-filled capacitors are subject to vacuum under elevated temperatures,
then are individually examined to insure complete hermetic seal.

High temperature

test ovens are
used to check

Iinsulation resistance of Sangamo

high reliability

capacitors under
sustained temperatures of 125° C.

This vibration

testing machine
brutally punishes

Sangamo high

reliability capacitors at accelerations up to 10 G's
to determine their
ability to resist
vibration without
damage to leads
or elements.
SC56-2

Whenever the ear on the rocker
arm is not in contact with the
flange, a spring pulls the relief
arm to the left and the projection
presses against one of the buttons.
See Fig. 2B. When the relief arm
is in this position, the ear on the
rocker arm will be in a position at
which the ear will hit the leading
edge of the flange as the latter
comes around. The rocker arm
will then be pulled inward, and
the tuning mechanism will come
to a stop in the manner that has
been described.
In Fig. 2B, the Channel-6 button is shown next to the projection on the relief arm. If this button were missing, the relief arm
would be allowed to move to the
left of its normal position. The
ear of the rocker arm would then
be pulled to the right and out of
reach of the flange, and the hold in switch would not be opened.
The next tuning cycle would begin automatically, and the mechanism would not pause on Channel
6.

Maintenance and Repair

Two potential trouble spots
within the automatic tuning system are the clutch spring and the
contact points of the hold -in
switch. If the spring becomes weak
or if the points stick together, the
tuning system either will operate
continuously or will not stop precisely in the desired channel position. Poor contact surfaces on the
switch may be suspected as a cause
of trouble if the mechanism stops
between channel positions.
If the owner complains that the
mechanism will stop on certain

desired channel positions but not
on others, the technician should
check the ratchet wheel in order
to see whether some of the buttons
are missing. Buttons removed by
the technician during the setup
procedure should be given to the
owner because he might need
these in case he moves to a different locality.
The manufacturer recommends
motor -cup grease as a lubricant
for the flange and also for the
teeth of the pinion and ratchet
wheel. A thin film of SAE 20 oil
should be maintained on most
other bearing surfaces.
Front -Panel Controls Used With
Vertical Chassis

A design problem is faced by
any manufacturer who wishes to
place operating controls on the
front panel of a television receiver
that has a vertical chassis. The
control knobs have to be located
at a considerable distance from
the chassis, and some means of
spanning this distance must be
devised. Several different manufacturers have come up with various solutions to this problem.
Their designs are of interest to
the technician mainly from the
standpoint of the disassembling
procedure. The procedure for removing a vertical chassis from a
receiver will probably be somewhat unusual if the receiver has
front -panel controls, and the technician should have some advance
knowledge of what he may expect
to find when he removes the

chassis.
Subchassis on Side Rails
The Raytheon chassis

that is

CONTROL SUBCHASSIS

Fig. 3.

Control

Subchassis Mounted on a Vertical
Chassis by Means
of Side Rails.
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shown in Fig. 3 has a number of
controls mounted on two small
subchassis. When the receiver is
assembled, the subchassis are located so that the control shafts
project from the left and right upper corners of the front panel.
Long side rails connect the subchassis to the main chassis. The
side rails are screwed directly to
the main chassis and in many
cases are connected to one side of
the AC line; therefore, they may
present a shock hazard. On the
other hand, the small subchassis
are electrically "cold" because
they are insulated from the rails.
Each subchassis is secured to
the front of the cabinet by means
of two small screws. These screws
and the control knobs must be removed before the receiver can be
disassembled. The rest of the disassembling procedure is unusual
in that it should be carried out
while the receiver is in a face -down
position. The main chassis is bolted to two upright braces which
are fastened to the sides of the
cabinet. If the receiver is placed
face down, the chassis will lie on
top of these braces and will not
fall out of position after the
mounting bolts have been removed. Once freed, the entire
chassis assembly can be lifted out
of the cabinet as a unit.
Shafts Mounted in Cabinet
Look inside the cabinet before
you attempt to pull any control
knobs off the front panel of a new
Sylvania receiver. If the chassis
is mounted vertically, the knobs

may be permanently attached to
long connecting shafts which are
not removable from the cabinet.
These shafts are shown in Fig. 4.
Plastic sockets containing splined
holes are on the tips of the connecting shafts. These holes receive the short shafts of a row of
potentiometers which are mounted along the bottom edge of the
chassis. The only long shaft which
is attached to the chassis is that
of the tuner. The channel -selector
and fine-tuning knobs are the only
ones which have to be removed if
the receiver is being disassembled.
When the chassis is being put
back into the cabinet, some care
is required in order that the potentiometer shafts will be coirect75

1RO LMASTER
CLEANS

ly aligned with the holes in the
sockets; but reassembling the receiver is not difficult.
Certain Admiral receivers utilize long connecting shafts which
are somewhat similar to those in

AND

LUBRICATES
TV-RADIO
CONTROLS

IN

60
SECONDS

Fig. 4. Interior View of the Receiver Cabi-

net Showing Permanently Mounted Control Shafts.

trois are mounted on one of these,
and the local -distant switch and
the vertical -hold and brightness
controls are mounted on the other.
The first subchassis is equipped
with spring clips, and it simply
snaps into place in a mounting
hole in one corner of the front
panel. The second subchassis is
fastened to the cabinet with two
screws. The location of this second set of controls is not the same
in all models of receivers. The controls may be placed on the bottom
edge of the front panel or else on
the front edge of the side of the
cabinet. The connecting cables
are plugged into two receptacles
on the main chassis.
Printed wiring is used extensively in these receivers, and the
components are arranged so that
a large percentage of all trouble
shooting and alignment can be
done while the chassis is in the
cabinet. In case the chassis does
have to be removed for repairs, a

ORIGINAL
-COLUMBIA

THE
R

TROLMASTER

Cleans and lubricates
single or dual contrast, tone,
volume and brightness controls
without removing chassis or
back from cabinet. Simply
remove knob at front of
control, screw solvent -loaded
TROLMASTER onto control,
push plunger in, remove
TROLMASTER, work the control
back and forth, and the job
is done-in 60 seconds or less!
With new adapters, cleaning
7 -inch or jumbo shaft controls
is just as quick and easy.
Solid brass TROLMASTER will
not corrode when used with any
chemical normally used in the
se 95
electronics industry.
TROLMASTER. Net,
Long Shaft Adapter. Net, .85
Jumbo Shaft Adapter. Net, .50
KLEENTROL MAGIC SOLVENT

Cleans, lubricates TV-Radio
controls, push-button switch
contacts. Non -inflammable.
Will not harm surfaces
or finishes of wood, metal or
acetate. Recommended for
use with TROLMASTER.
Approved by CAA.
95
Full Pint. Net, 5
Write for Bulletin No. 22
Manufactured by

R -COLUMBIA
PRODUCTS CO., INC.
HIGHWOOD, ILLINOIS
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Fig. 5. A Control

Subchassis Connected to a Vertical Chassis by
Means of Cables.

SECOND SUBCHASSIS
FIRST SUBCHASSIS

Fig. 4, but these receivers are designed so that the shafts and the
control knobs may both be removed from the cabinet.

Subchassis and Connecting Cables
Front-panel controls on many
of the current models of Admiral
receivers are mounted on subchassis that are connected to the main
chassis by cables. The 18Y4B
chassis that is shown in Fig. 5 has
two subchassis. The on -off switch
and the volume and contrast con -

number of connections must be
broken. The ones associated with
the separately mounted picture
tube are the yoke plug, the second -anode lead, and the picturetube socket. Other connections
are the plugs for the control cables, speaker, and pilot light. If
the receiver is of the combination
type, a radio -phono plug also
must be disconnected from the
television chassis.
THOMAS A. LESH
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what you want...
when you want it
with
Ut5

Are You Prepared to Service One of
These Color TV Receivers?

ERtE

The RCA Victor plant at Bloomington, Indiana,
has color TV sets in mass production at the rate of
one per minute per assembly line. To newsmen inspecting the facilities, Robert A. Seidel, Executive
Vice -President of RCA Consumer Products said,
"The era of color television has arrived." He went
on to say that proof of this can be seen in the fact
that we are now able to produce color picture tubes
and color sets in mass quantities and in the fact that
color programs are now being scheduled frequently
on the air and are becoming more frequent daily. He
continued, "During 1956, RCA alone expects to manufacture and to sell more than 200,000 color television receivers."

Fr
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ORDER
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from your

ERIE
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CE pM/I
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ERIE

DISTRIBUTOR

'A/WHAT

YOU GET

100 High Stability ERIE Disc or Tubular Ceramicons

O
©
Color TV Chassis Undergo Tests Before Being Installed in
Cabinets

18

Popular Values

Handy, Convenient 18 Section Plastic Storage Case
riExceptional Value

ed WHAT YOU

SAVE

REGULAR PRICE
100 ERIE Disc or Tubular
Ceramicons

$15.00
1.75

18 Section Plastic Cose

Total Value $16.75

$10.65

YOU PAY

$ 6.10

YOU SAVE
ERIE Ceransicon TV Kits are also

ERIE

ELECTRONICS
ERIE
ERIE, PA.

available.
DIVISION
CORPORATION

DISTRIBUTOR

RESISTOR

Morn Offices ERIE, PA.
LONDON, ENGLAND TRENTON. ONTARIO

Completed Color Receivers Near the End of an Assembly Line
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Base Mounts

YOU

for

Antenna Masts
(Continued from page 29)

BUILD

cases, some other form of antenna
mounting system should be used.
New jí480 Color &
Black -&-White Wide
Band 5" Scope

Kit $79.95

Wired $129.50

KITS
IN ONE EVENING 9
BUT THEY

474,

Chimney Mounts

Small, lightweight antennas
can be quickly and efficiently installed with one of the various
chimney mountings which are
available. An arrangement similar
to the one shown in Fig. 2 is the

excessive, additional wall
brackets can be mounted.
Two different types of brackets
for mounting antennas on the
eaves are shown in Figs. 3B and
3C. The lower bracket in Fig. 3B
is designed to span the opening
between the eaves of a house with
a steep sloping roof. In Fig. 3C,
the roof slope is much less and a
be

:;

...

425K 5" Scope
Kit $44.95
Wired $79.95

LAST

470K 7" Push -Pull
Scope
Kit $79.95
Wired $129.50

A

(A)

Wall Mount.

(B)

Eave Mount.

(C)

Wall and Eave Mounts Used When
Conventional Eave Mount Is Impractical.

LIFETIME
AND YOU

SAVE 50%

Fig. 2. Chimney Mount.
221K VTVM
Kit $25.95
Wired $39.95

New
324K

RF Signal
Gen.

Kit $26.95
Wired

$39.95

150 kc

46

-435 mc;

MODELS

6

fund. bands.

CHOOSE
FROM!
THE INDUSTRY'S
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF

-

TO

565Kit

624 95

Wired $29.95
20,000 ohms/volt

a--la

MATCHED
TEST INSTRUMENTS

1 -million

EICO

Instruments

are now in use the world
over! That's the proof of
EJCO's leadership in
lug.
For latest precision engineering, finest components,
smart professional
appearance, lifetime performance and rock -bottom
economy-see and compare
the EICO line at your Jobber
before you buy any higher -

priced equipment!
You'll
agree with over 100,000
others that only EICO Kits
and Instruments give you
the industry's greatest values at lowest cost.

Write NOW for
Catalog PF -5
Prices

FREE

Wall or Eave Mounts
1050K Battery Elim.
Kit $29.95
Wired $38.95

latest

5% higher

on West Coast

377K
Sine & Square Wave
Audio Gen.
Kit $31.95
Wired $49.95

625K Tube Tester
Kit $34.95
Wired $49.95

Tests new 600 ms
series string type tubes

©56
84 Withers Street, Brooklyn 11, N
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general method of mounting an
antenna to a chimney. Many
forms of the support bracket are
available with either one or two
steel bands which strap the support brackets of the mast to the
corner of the chimney.
The stresses produced by the
wind and by the weight of the antenna are transmitted directly to
the chimney structure. Large or
heavy antennas should not be installed upon a chimney unless the
chimney has been thoroughly
checked for cracks, breaks, or
other structural weaknesses. It is
important to make sure that the
chimney will safely support any
installation that is placed upon it.

Y

If the antenna is mounted on
an outside wall or on the eaves,
this will also permit the installer
to make use of the building to gain
antenna height when the roof is inaccessible. A wall mount is shown
in Fig. 3A. It is composed of two
metal brackets which extend the
mast clamp beyond the overhang
of the roof. The brackets should
be bolted solidly to the side of the
wall to prevent the weight of the
antenna from pulling them loose
and damaging the house siding.
In cases in which the weight of the
antenna assembly and mast may

Fig. 3.

Wall and Eave Mounts.

wall bracket has been mounted below the peak to provide adequate
support for the antenna mast. The
lower bracket of Fig. 3B is drawn
in dotted lines on Fig. 3C in order
to show that the use of such a
bracket on this type of roof will
not provide as sturdy an installation.
Ground Mounts

Antenna structures which are
mounted on the ground must be
provided with a solid supporting
PF REPORTER
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Fig. 4. Ground

Mounts.

base which will not be easily deteriorated by the action of water
and soil acids. The usual lightweight type of supporting bases
which are used above ground are
not suitable as a base for a ground supported antenna. Material such
as steel and concrete should be
used as platforms for antenna
structures on the ground.
Antenna masts or towers that
are fastened to the side of a building or are supported by guy wires
can be set upon a steel plate, as
shown in Fig. 4A. The base should
be large enough to support the
weight of the antenna structure
without sinking into the ground.

The useful life of any base
mount will be greatly extended by
application of a coating of weatherproof paint. Wall brackets and
roof mounts which are coated with
a weatherproofing material will
not cause rust streaks on the roof
and walls of buildings. The bolts
used in the installation should also be painted after the installation is completed.

or if possible, the buried section
should be covered with a heavy
coating of tar.

WHY

-K

GEORGE B. MANN

LOOK HIGH
AND
LOW

Self-supporting towers and
masts require an earth-loaded
footing to prevent the wind from
overturning the structure. The
term earth loading refers to the
amount of earth that must be
moved in order for the footing to
be dislodged by tower stresses.
The footing shown in Fig. 4B is
made of concrete poured around
the base of the tower which had
previously been placed in the hole.
Concrete could be poured into the
hole, bolts could be inserted into
the wet cement, and the tower
could be bolted to the top of this
footing. The footing is shaped to
make the bottom larger than the
top. This shape produces a higher
earth loading than will be obtained by straight sides or sides
which slope inward toward the
bottom.
A tower can be based if three to
six feet of the tower is placed in a
hole and if sand is poured around
it, as shown in Fig. 4C. Clay and
damp soil will not fill the hole unless they are tamped down. This
type of base is less permanent
than that shown in Fig. 4B. When
sand or soil is placed around the
tower, it is good practice to cover
the buried section with a heavy
coating of paint such as red lead;
May, 1956
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is in operation. The resulting large
hum signals and heavy transients
surging through the circuits do
the harm.
The continuity of a head should
not be checked with an ohmmeter
because the direct current flowing
through the head can magnetize
it. Permanent magnets and magnetized tools such as a screwdriver must not be permitted to
touch the heads, capstan, or other
parts. Erase heads seldom become
magnetized because they demagnetize themselves during normal
operation.
Demagnetizing of Heads and Parts

Several manufacturers supply
head demagnetizers. These are
specially constructed electromagnets for 117 -volt AC operation.
They are fitted with appropriate
pole pieces that can reach mounted heads.
With the recorder turned off
and the demagnetizer plugged into a 117 -volt outlet and turned on,
the pole pieces of the demagnetizer are held very close to (but not
touching) the gap of the head to
be demagnetized. The demagnetizer is moved slowly up and down
several times parallel with the gap
of the head and then is slowly
moved away from the head before being turned off. The slow
withdrawal of the demagnetizer
with the power applied is important. This operation can be repeated several times if necessary.
Capstans and guides can be demagnetized in a similar manner
with the head demagnetizer.
Azimuth

-Bros
No more need for expensive, elaborate equip-

Off Shorts

PAYS FOR ITSELF

ment to repair picture tubes. The convenient

-

/n Picture rubes
with the first use.

REPAIRS PICTURE TUBES

BOSIPT" does the job in two minutes without
removing the chassis. Easy to set up easier

-

-in

GIVES LONGER PICTURE

to use, it repairs grid and cathode shorts in a

TUBE LIFE

jiffy. Increases emmision, decontaminates

TWO MINUTE OPERATION

cathodes, restores brightness control operation.

to regular customers.

saves $40 tube.

There's no bulky testing case, no extra leads
required.

SIMPLE AND EASY TO USE
and fits into your kit.

INC.

TEANECK, N. J.
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the set.
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The incompatibility which is
encountered when tape recorded
on one recorder cannot be played
back satisfactorily on another machine has been mentioned in previous columns. The differences in
heads, equalization, and speed of
different recorders account for
much of the unsatisfactory reproduction. Another common although oftimes unsuspected cause
of unsatisfactory reproduction is
incorrect azimuth alignment of
the record and playback heads.
PF REPORTER
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If we review some of the basic
principles of recording on magnetic tape, we find that the tape
movement across the faces of the
heads is perpendicular to the gaps
in the heads, as shown in Fig. 1A.
LINE THROUGH
CENTER OF GAP

CORRECT AZIMUTH
ALIGNMENT
GAP IS PERPENDICULAR
(AT RIGHT ANGLES)
WITH TAPE

RECORDING OR

PLAYBACK

HEAD\
P

DIRECTION OF
TAPE TRAVEL

TAPE

(A) Head Correctly

Aligned.

"--2^ ERROR

IN

AZIMUTH ALIGNMENT

90'

(B)

Head Tilted.

Fig. 1. Sketch Showing Relationship Between the Head and the Tape.

The signal is recorded in a definite pattern on the tape as the
tape moves across the gap in the
record head during the recording
mode. The gaps in both heads
must be positioned the same way
in relation to the tape if the signal
is to be faithfully reproduced
when the recorder is in the playback mode.
If a recording is made on a recorder which employs a combination record and playback head
and is then played back on the
same machine, the playback will
sound all right even though the
head may be tilted slightly (may
have incorrect azimuth, as shown
in Fig. 1B) because the same gap
is used for recording and playback. The quality of the reproduction would suffer, however, if
the tape were played back on another recorder with a playback
head that is correctly aligned.
If separate record and playback
heads are used, either one or both
May, 1956
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can be out of alignment and affect
the reproduction. In any case,
the incorrect azimuth affects the
frequency response because the
high frequencies are not recorded
or reproduced. The reproduced
signal can sound muffled and distorted if the azimuth is very far
from correct.
Routine frequency checks and
other tests that are made on professional recorders to detect and
eliminate undesirable conditions,
such as incorrect azimuth, are responsible for much of the consistent high quality achieved in commercial broadcasts and recordings.
The amateur can take a tip from
this practice and make sure that
the heads on his recorder are correctly aligned.

You can give
your customers

R

MUSIC

WITH THEIR
PRESENT
PHONOGRAPHS
by installing the NEW

Ceramic Cartridge

Checking and Adjusting Azimuth

Record and playback heads are
equipped with some type of arrangement to permit them to be
tilted and aligned for correct
azimuth. The head alignment
screws can be seen in Fig. 2 which
shows the head assembly of the
DeJur Model TK820 tape recorder. Erase heads are not usually
fitted with the same alignment
screws or nuts because azimuth is
not critical with an erase head
even though the head has to be
positioned carefully.
Several manufacturers supply
test tapes that contain specific
sections for use when heads are
being aligned. Instructions are
supplied with these tapes, and
spoken announcements are recorded on the tape at appropriate
spots. Details for correct alignment procedure are usually included in the instruction manual
that accompanies the recorder;
but in any case, the process is
basically simple.
The cover over the heads must
be removed to allow access to the
adjustment screws or nuts. To adjust the azimuth of the playback
head, the test tape is threaded on
the recorder which is then operated in the playback mode. While
the appropriate high -frequency
signal (which is usually 5,000 to
15,000 cps, depending upon the
test tape and the speed used) is
being played back, the adjustment
screw or nut on the playback
head is turned until the highest
signal output is obtained. The

You can dramatically improve
the tone quality of your customers' phonographs with the
SHURE WC10 "Twin -Lever"
cartridge. With this remarkable
new Ceramic Cartridge your customers can enjoy the luxury of
fine music reproduction &low cost.
The WCIO has a peak free frequency
response from 40 to 13,000 cps. It

replaces most 3 -speed, plastic cased
cartridges, crystal or ceramic, turnover or single needle ... and is quickly

installed on any tone arm with
standard t/Z" mounting centers.
The unique "Twin -Lever" design,

with each needle on its own shaft,
provides improved, individually correct compliance for each record speed.
Needle replacement can be accomplished in seconds-without toolswith the cartridge in the pickup arm.
WC 10 with two sapphire

needlesLIST PRICE

$9.50

WC10D with diamond needle for LP and
sapphire needle for 78RPMLIST PRICE

$34.00

Available from your local SHURE distributor

1

SHURE BROTHERS, INC., SALES DIVISION
222 HARTREY AVENUE EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
Please send me detailed information on the SHURE

"Twin -lever" Cartridge.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE
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output can be measured with a
VTVM connected to the output of
the recorder or can be read on the
VU meter, if one is provided on
the recorder. The signal should be
monitored so that the spoken signals on the tape can be heard. An
oscilloscope can be very useful
while tests or adjustments are being made. Besides being able to
check signal amplitude on the
screen, the operator can observe
any unusual disturbances which
might be present in the signal but
which are not readily heard.
Next, the azimuth of the record
head is adjusted. An unrecorded
tape is threaded on the recorder,
and the meter or meters for measuring output are connected as they
were for adjustment of the playback head. A signal generator is
connected to the input of the recorder, and a signal ( which is
5,000 to 15,000 cps, depending on
the recorder and speed used) is
recorded on the tape. While the
high -frequency signal is being recorded, the adjustment screw or
nut on the record head is turned
to the position that produces the
maximum signal on the meter

ADJUSTMENT
SCREWS

2. Head Assembly of DeJur
Model TK820 Tape
Recorder Showing
Screws
for Azimuth Adjustment.
Fig.

ERASE

HEAD

RECORD -PLAYBACK
HEADS

which is connected to the output
of the recorder.
Azimuth adjustments are not
difficult to make. Test tapes can
be obtained from most supply
houses, and very little test equipment is needed. Heads should be
demagnetized before the adjustments are made; and as always,
the instructions supplied by the

culty in making most adjustments
and in taking care of a recorder if
they have some knowledge of the
way a tape recorder operates.
There is always a possibility of
unusual things happening to disrupt the normal operation of a
mechanical and electrical piece of
equipment. Usual causes of trouble are the simple things such as
an interconnecting cable that sags
out of place and interferes with
some mechanical movement or a
shock mount that is forced out of
proper alignment and cannot
dampen noise.

manufacturer of the recorder
should be followed.
Proper maintenance and adjustment of a tape recorder are
important because the effects are
reflected in the quality of the reproduction to be obtained with
the recorder. Service men and operators should experience no diffi-

ROBERT B. DUNHAM
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Votage Dividers In
B+ Circuits
(Continued from page 32)
a triode or to the plate and screen
grid of a pentode.
It is not always easy to draw a
line of distinction between load
circuits and integral parts of the

B+ system in television receivers
because the absence of a true
bleeder resistor sometimes forces
the load circuits to take over some
of the functions of a bleeder.
Some of the circuits which are
connected to the B+ system are
true loads upon it because a flow
of electrons is essential to their
operation. A number of other circuits require only the establishment of a DC potential without
the need for continuous electron
flow. For example, a certain DC
level may have to be maintained
on the grid of a sync or AGC tube
in order that the tube will be correctly biased; but a grid circuit of
this type will not normally draw
current.
Each of the B+ circuits in the
diagrams includes a special voltage divider for almost every external circuit which requires an
unusual value of DC voltage. This
accounts for the fact that the B+
circuits of television receivers often contain many parallel chains
of resistors.
In Figs. 2, 3, and 4, the wattage
ratings of all resistors in the B+
system are given. This information furnishes a general indication
of the amount of current which
normally is expected to flow
through each resistor. The resistors in many of the parallel
branches are rated at only onehalf watt because a small current
is all that is required in those
branches.
Discussion of Design Features

The following discussion will
cover some of the distinguishing
features of the individual circuits
in Figs. 2, 3, and 4.
In theory, bleeder circuits are
associated with large wire -wound
resistors of high wattage and low
resistance ratings. The circuit that
is shown in Fig. 2 contains three
resistors of this type-the 10 -watt
resistors R102 and R105 plus the
May, 1956
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recommended

15 -watt resistor R104. All these
are wire -wound.
Fig. 2 shows a circuit in which
B+ voltages of 235, 230, and 115
volts are derived from the rectifier
output of 260 volts by voltage -divider action. The simplest portion
of the B+ network is that which
is associated with the 115 -volt
line. Resistors R104 and R105
form a bleeder circuit of low resistance and high current capacity, and the 115 -volt B+ line is
connected to the junction of these
resistors. When the receiver is in
operation, there are eight parallel
current paths from the 115 -volt
line to ground. These paths exist
through the bleeder resistor R105,
the brightness control R2, and the
circuits of six tubes. All the current for these eight branches must
pass through R104, and this resistor therefore has a high wattage rating.
The resistor R102 is rated at 10
watts because it must carry all the
current for the 235 -volt and 230 volt branches of the B+ system.
The voltage drop across R102 is
25 volts. The resistor R101 is
rated at only 1 watt, even though
it carries the heavy current of the
230 -volt line, because the difference of potential across R101 is
only 5 volts. Since P
EI, voltage drop is as important as current in the determination of wattage ratings.
The voltage on the 230 -volt
line is not developed across a single large bleeder resistor; instead,
a parallel combination of four
tube circuits and a resistive voltage divider is used to develop this
voltage. Note the voltage divider
that is connected from the 230 volt line to ground. In this branch
of the circuit, a variable plate
voltage is obtained for the horizontal AFC tube through the
slider of the horizontal hold control R4.
The cascode RF stage is supplied with one special voltage
from the junction of R17 and
R18. Since the voltage requirements of cascode amplifiers are
somewhat unusual, these requirements will be fully explained later
in this article.
A second B+ system is shown
in Fig. 3. This circuit uses no
bleeder resistors of high wattage,
but it contains numerous parallel

-
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voltage dividers composed of resistors of low wattage. The 235 volt output of the rectifier is connected directly to the circuits of
seven tubes. In addition, two voltage dividers that are connected
from the 235 -volt line to ground
furnish special operating voltages
to the noise canceller which is a
stage in the sync section of the
receiver.
A second main branch of the
B+ system is connected to the
output terminal of the rectifier
through R112. The potential at
the least positive end of this resistor is 220 volts. Three tubes
are supplied with B+ voltage directly from this point, and three
other circuits receive portions of
the voltage at this point through
grounded voltage dividers. In addition, the 220 -volt circuit has one
branch that appears to have no
DC connection to ground. This
extra circuit is actually grounded
through the circuits of three tubes
when the receiver is in operation.
The three tube circuits in parallel
and the resistor R115 act as a
voltage divider, and the potential
at the junction is 170 volts.
Since the 1 -watt resistor R112
carries all the current of the combined 220 -volt and 170 -volt lines,
it would seem at first glance that
R112 should have a higher wattage rating than R115 which carries only the current for the 170 volt line. The reason why R115
has a relatively high power rating
of 5 watts is that the voltage drop
across R115 is relatively large.
The drop is 50 volts across R115
but only 15 volts across R112.
In a third major branch of the
B+ system in Fig. 3, the output
voltage of the rectifier is divided
approximately in half in the circuit that is associated with the resistor R113. A low B+ voltage of
120 volts is developed across four
tube circuits and two voltage dividers. The resistor R113 is rated
at 5 watts because it must withstand moderately high current in
combination with a voltage drop
of 115 volts.
The circuit that is shown in Fig.
4 is a part of the 21 -inch Crosley
Super -V chassis. An important
feature of this B+ circuit is that
a connection between two major
branches of the B+ system is made
May, 1956
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through the audio output tube
and not through a bleeder resistor. If a bleeder resistor were used
in place of the tube, some power
would be consumed in heating the
resistor. This power would not
contribute directly to the operation of any circuit; therefore, it
would be wasted. The circuit in
Fig. 4 is very efficient in its distribution of current. All the current that passes through the 150 volt branch of the B+ line and its
several connections to ground is
used to satisfy the large current
requirements of the audio output
tube V9.
Since a discharge path to
ground exists through voltage dividers, the B+ filter capacitors
will hold a charge for only a short
while after the receiver has been
turned off. In some receivers
which have a B+ circuit like that
in Fig. 4 but which do not contain
the resistor R51 (shown in broken
lines), the discharge of some of
the filter capacitors will be relatively slow because the only remaining discharge path from the
150 -volt line to ground is the one
through the very high resistance
of the brightness control.
In each of the foregoing three
figures, notice that the various
branches of the B+ line have individual filter capacitors which
are supplements to the output
filter of the rectifier. Voltage variations might occur in the B+ system in response to fluctuations in
signal voltage in the tube circuits
if the extra capacitors were not
included.
Certain circuits in television receivers characteristically contain
special voltage dividers. The
brightness control is usually connected between ground and the
low B+ line in order that the DC
potential on one element of the
picture tube may be varied. Another control which is frequently
connected as a voltage divider in
in the B+ system is the horizontal
hold. This control provides a
means for altering the plate voltage of the AFC tube in the pulse width type of AFC system.
Voltage dividers which provide
fixed operating potentials for specific circuits are most frequently
found in the various sync -separator stages and in the grid or cathode circuits of AGC keying tubes.
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Cascode Amplifier
The grid of the second triode in
most RF amplifiers of the cascode
type is held at a DC potential of
more than 100 volts by a special
voltage divider in the B+ circuit.
This feature is necessary in order
that the second triode will be correctly biased. The voltage on the
grid must be only slightly less
positive than the voltage on the
cathode, and the latter element
has a normal operating voltage of
more than 100 volts. Refer to the
240V

Fastest Dynamic Tube Tester made, yet it's fully
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with voltages for even the newest types make
this an outstanding service tester.

and at the cathode of the second
triode.
In some television chassis, two
of the video IF tubes are connected in a series arrangement
which resembles the layout of a
cascode RF amplifier. An IF circuit of this type is shown schematically in Fig. 6. Trying to trace
the DC plate circuit of the first IF
amplifier would be very confusing
to a technician who did not realize
that the return to B+ is made
through the second IF amplifier.
Note in Fig. 6 that the grid voltage for the second IF amplifier is
independently obtained from a
voltage divider composed of R26
and R27.
Servicing B+ Circuits

Trouble probably lies within
the rectifier or its filter if B+ voltage is low or absent in all parts of
a television receiver. Insufficient

output voltage from the rectifier
Low -Cost

Forty -Hiner
with Plug -In

0.6V
FROM

Accessories

net, Accessories extra

good, basic tube tester, with plug-in accesso-

ries for performing a wide variety of additional
tests. Accessories may be added any time, permit testing tubes for filament current and high
resistance shorts, as well as checking selenium
rectifiers. Lever action shows which pins are
connected. Sensitive shorts test. Line Voltage
Indicator. A tremendous value.

New,
Portable

Dynamic
Model 561
$89.95, net

THAN PIN 3.

Fig. 5. Simplified Schematic Diagram of
a Cascode RF Amplifier.

$49.95
A

MORE NEGATIVE

-

N
e

ivi....«_:é

schematic diagram of the cascode
RF stage in Fig. 5, and observe
that the two triode sections of
the RF amplifier are connected in
series across a 240 -volt B+ supply. The tubes themselves behave
as a voltage divider, and the voltage at the plate of the.first triode
and the cathode of the second is
approximately equal to half the
plate voltage of the second triode.
Both sections of the tube must
conduct almost equally if the correct voltage is to be maintained
at the plate of the first triode

could be caused by weak tubes,
weak selenium rectifiers, leaky
filter capacitors, a defective power
transformer, or inadequate AC
line voltage. One end of each filter
capacitor should be disconnected
from the circuit before the capacitor is checked. If the capacitor
were left connected, it would be
shunted by resistance and no valid
test could be made.
Defects in the B+ distribution
system are unlike rectifier troubles in that the former affect some
portions of the B+ system much
more seriously than they affect
other portions. For instance, a
leaky condition in capacitor C3D
in Fig. 2 would lower the voltage
on the 115 -volt B+ line. The leak
would also cause an increase in
the current drawn through R104,

Employs famous Jackson Dynamic principle, applying separate voltages to each tube element.
High voltage power supply for most accurate
tests. Improved switching system gives simplified, fast operation. Filament voltages for the
very latest TV types. Fully portable case finished
in harmonizing gray and green, tough plastic fabric Built -In roll chart, with free replacement
service for one year.

OF

Test Data on New Tube Types

for All Jackson Testers Appears

Monthly on Page 65 of

PF

Reporter

Fig. 6.

Schematic

Diagram of Series Connected IF Amplifiers in Admiral
Chassis 18SX48Z.

tSeh.vLee.

Eugke.ehe.árTeet Equip-watt

16-18 S. PATTERSON BLVD., DAYTON 2, OHIO
In Canada The Canadian Marconi Company
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and the voltage drop across R104
would become greater than normal. The loss of voltage between
the 115 -volt line and ground
would be counteracted by the
gain in voltage across R104, and
the output voltage of the rectifier
would not be greatly affected.
If R86 in Fig. 2 became open,
the effect would be felt chiefly in
the horizontal sync circuit. The
voltage on the 230 -volt line would
be changed only slightly because
the voltage divider that includes
R86 normally draws little current.
Failure of a power amplifier
tube such as a video output tube
will cause a sharp increase of voltage on the particular B+ line that
feeds the amplifier. In the usual
servicing procedure, this bad tube
will be discovered and replaced
before the change in B+ voltage
would be noticed.
In case an incorrect voltage is
measured at several points in a
B+ system but not at all points,
it should be possible to trace the
cause of the incorrect voltage to
a single branch of the system. The
technician should notice which
one of the B+ lines seems to be
affected most severely, and he
should check the components in
the branch that is associated with
that line. If the voltage on one B+
line is very abnormal, special attention should be given to resistors that normally carry heavy
current and to filter capacitors.
It might be helpful to draw a
diagram of the affected part of the
B+ system. The technician will
waste less time in unsoldering
components for testing purposes
if he will stop and figure out which
components he should test first.
THOMAS A. LESH
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ing pads at the center of the element, the coupler -lever assembly,
the damping pad in the stylus assembly, and the lever portion of

Facts
(Continued from page 27)

Fig. 2B) to bend, and the signal is
thereby developed.

titanate attached together and

the stylus play significant parts
in giving the ML44 its desirable
characteristics of high compliance
and smooth wide -range frequency
response. The arrangement of

polarized to produce a voltage
when the element is bent. The
terminal end of the element is
mounted between two pads of
elastomer. These pads, the damp-

levers serves as a means by which
the relatively stiff ceramic element can be matched to the modulated record grooves.
Full instructions for the mount-

The ceramic element consists
of two thin pieces of barium

FOR YOURSELF

*
*
*

how light

ing and use of the ML44 are supplied with each cartridge. Mounting is not difficult because the
ML44 is designed to fit standard
arms, but it is interesting to see
how the cartridge can be used
with different inputs.

The input -adapter network is
mounted in the arm with the cartridge when the ML44 is to be
connected to a magnetic or constant -velocity input. The yellow
and black network leads with
terminal jacks are connected to
the terminals on the cartridge,
and the red and black leads with
pin terminals are connected to the
cable leading to the preamplifier.
Shielded cables up to 6 feet in
length can be used without disturbance to the response or output of the cartridge.

how beautifully balanced
how easy to use

is

this

R2 IS VOLUME CONTROL
IN MOST AMPLIFIERS.

TO
GOLD TERMINAL
ON ML -44

NEW

TO

SILVER TERMINAL
ON ML -44

RI

470K

I}

TO GRID OF

INPUT

500
MMFD

IN

TUBE

AMPLIFIER.

R2
2.7
MEG.

Fig. 3. Circuit Used in Connecting the
ML44 Cartridge to a High -Impedance

Input.

A

See

service

When the ML44 is used with a
preamplifier having a constant amplitude input, a 220K -ohm resistor is connected in series with
the hot ( gold) terminal on the
cartridge and the network is not
used. The resistor should be
mounted in the arm and connected directly to the hot terminal
of the cartridge.
The circuit shown in Fig. 3 can
be used to obtain good frequency
response when the ML44 is connected to a high -impedance input.
The network adapter is not used.

it

on display on your
equipment distribu-

tor's counter.

E

versatile assortment of tips ever
in new,

See the most

...

handy, tubular container.

Pick up the LUGER . . try it for
balance, ease of handling, compactness. Its twin-lamped, ventilated housing needs
no stand.
No service kit complete without this fast -heating,
flexible Esico LUGER
newest achievement in
soldering guns!

...

FOR EVERY

SERVICEMAN'S NEED

Non -annealing, non -bending

..

Astatic 55TJ Cartridge

.

tip shapes and sizes for

remote connections
previously inaccessible chassis
deep, confined assemblies
long service and fast changing

See

it

...

GET YOURS

today!

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON CO., INC.
Famous for

Quality Soldering
Equipment Since 1927

5255 W.
88

Elm

Street, Deep River, Connecticut

The Astatic 55TJ shown in Fig.
4A is a high quality ceramic cartridge designed for use in standard
arms of record changers and single
players. It can be adapted to most
types of inputs. It is fitted with a
dual 1 -mil and 3 -mil replaceable
stylus. The stylus can be seen in
playing position in Fig. 4B. The
stylus assembly, which can be
lifted out with the fingers, has
been removed from the cartridge
in Fig. 4C.
PF REPORTER

May, 1956

Fig. 5A illustrates how the
stylus is shifted from one side to
the other by the turning of the
lever. The arrangement of what
we might call the working parts is
shown in Fig. 5B and should require very little explanation because of the similarity in many

respects to the cartridge described
previously. The shaft of the stylus
rests in the notch of the coupler
lever attached to the end of the
ceramic element. The element is

of Fig. 6 has been specifically de-

made up of two thin pieces of
ceramic attached together and
polarized to produce a voltage
when the element is bent. The output end of the element is held in
an elastic mounting. Damping
blocks are located at about the
center of the element, as shown in
the illustration.

signed for high quality reproduction from modern records. The 3T
is a turnover cartridge which will
play all records because it is
equipped with 1 -mil and 3 -mil
styli, in common with the other
cartridges discussed. Instructions
are supplied with the 3T for
mounting it in any standard arm
and for matching it to magnetic,
constant -amplitude, and high -impedance inputs. The stylus assembly, which is shown removed in

Sonotone 3T Series Cartridge

The Sonotone 3T ceramic cartridge shown in the photographs

Time for
REPLACEMENT?
(A) Assembled Unit.

(B) The 3 -Mil

(C)

)r -c-4

Stylus in Playing Position.

With the Stylus Assembly Removed.

Fig. 4. Astatic 55TJ Ceramic Cartridge.
POSITION OF LEVER WHEN 3 -MIL
STYLUS IS IN PLAYING POSITION

I

-MIL

STYLUS

TURNOVER
LEVER

COUPLING
LEVER
3 -MIL STYLUS

(A) Stylus Shifting Mechanism.
DUAL
STYLUS

METAL TUBE
ON OUTSIDE

CERAMIC
ELEMENT
COUPLER
LEVER

FLEXIBLE
STYLUS
MOUNTING

Speakers is our prime business and we
supply more of the BEST manufacturers of original
equipment. Since we have quality replacement speakers for any
and every application ... you will actually better the original
sound with OXFORD SPEAKERS.

...

Why wait
find out TODAY why more and more servicemen are
switching to OXFORD SPEAKERS ... when it's time for replacement!
Our latest catalog

is

available

.

.

.

write today!

...at better jobbers!

DAMPING BLOCK

ELEMENT MOUNTING

(B)

Working Parts.

Fig. 5. Parts in the Astatic 55TJ Car-
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556 West Monroe Street, Chicago 6, III.
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Fig. 6C, can be removed and replaced without the aid of tools.

The turnover mechanism and
the manner in which the lever
operates to shift from one stylus to
the other is shown in Fig. 7A. The

SERVICEMEN
WHO PUT PRIDE
IN THEIR WORK

"ALWAYS
SPECIFY
STANC F

SILICONE

SPRAYS

(A) Assembled Unit.

PERMANENT
Lubrication and
Protection with
(B) The 3

-Mil Stylus in Playing Position.

CHICAGO STANDARD
TRANSFORMER
3503 Addison Street

The Cleansing
and Restoring
,CTS

Made from Pure
Silicone' Oils

CORPORATION
Chicago

18,

Illinois

o,;;

-___.
With the Stylus Assembly Removed.

(C)

Moisture repellant, dielectric lubricant.
Can be used on all surfaces and materials.
Highly resistant to mineral acids and oxidation-not affected by extreme heat.
Will not volatilize-will not affect capacity,
inductance or resistance.

Fig.

Sonotone
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Cartridge.
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DUAL
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Moisture resistant.
Protects all electronic parts and equipment
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Working Ports.

Only 47" tall, this new Yeats
dolly is designed for TV and
appliance men who make
deliveries by station wagon
or panel delivery. No need to
detach appliance for loading ... the YEATS "Shorty"
will slide into your vehicle
with ease. Has same aluminum alloy frame, 30 second

strap ratchet and caterpillar
step glide as the standard
size YEATS dolly! See

your dealer
YEATS

todaey!_
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'SGCR4-L"
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Cartridge.

ceramic element and other working parts are shown in Fig. 7B. We
can see that an arrangement of
flexible
mountings,
damping
blocks, and notched extension
lever has been used in the 3T. In

& PADS

Furniture
Pad

Fig. 7. Parts in the Sonotone 31 Series
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on our complete line TODAY!
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addition, the interior of the cartridge, which is completely enclosed, is filled with a damping
compound to aid in producing a
smooth response. This is typical
of the refinements that are responsible for the quality of the
cartridge as indicated in the following specifications supplied by
the manufacturer.

(A) Assembled Unit.

(B) The 3 -Mil

(C)

Stylus in Playing Position.

With the Power Point Removed.

Fig. 8. Electro -Voice Power Point 561.
NYLON
GEAR

POWER
POINT
SOCKET

,3 -MIL STYLUS
POSITION OF
LEVER WHEN

MIL STYLUS

-MIL STYLUS
IS IN PLAYING
POSITION
I

POINT

POWER

TURNOVER
LEVER
(NYLON)

GEAR TEETH ON
NYLON POWER
POINT SOCKET

(A) Stylus

CERAMIC

3

ELEMENT

-MIL

STYLUS

MATERIAL
NYLON
BODY

I

-MIL

STYLUS

ELEMENT

WC34

MOUNTING

(B)

490-

mmfd capacitor.
x 10-6 cm per
Compliance
dyne.
Stylus Mass-.006 gram.

-2

Vertical Stylus Force

-4

to 6
grams in professional tone arm;
6 to 8 grams in changer arm.
Weight-11.5 grams.
Electro -Voice Power Point 56T

In the literature about the Power Point 56T, Electro -Voice, Inc.,
says that this is not a cartridge
nor a needle but a complete transducer. Anyone will have to admit
that both the slip -in unit and the
mounting mechanism of the Power Point 56T are unique.
This transducer can be supplied
in any of three basic mounting
mechanisms: the turnover, the
fixed, or the type that turns under.
The turnover type is shown in
the photographs in Fig. 8. It can
be mounted in standard arms and
adapted for most applications.
Fig. 8C illustrates that the Electro -Voice unit can be removed
from the tubular nylon socket. No
tools are required. It can be
slipped from the keyed socket and
replaced with the fingers.
Moving the turnover lever
causes the nylon gears that turn
over the Power Point to revolve,
as shown in Fig. 9A. Details of
construction of the unit, which is
less than 1/4 inch in diameter and
less than 3/4 inch long, are shown
in Fig. 9B. Its outside case is nylon. The sapphire stylus tips are
mounted on the end of the ceramic
element. The other or output end
of the element is mounted in the
end of the case. This is a simple

Shifting Mechanism.

DAMPING

Impedance-equivalent to

Working Parts.

56T.
Compliance
dyne.

-1

X

Frequency Response-smooth

Output-0.85 volt with 1-megohm
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all your tools and up to 250 tubes,
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top -grain
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corners
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A more durable

and effective arrangement which
results in reduced resonances and
high lateral compliance.
The following are some of the
specifications furnished by the
manufacturer for the Power Point

Fig. 9. Parts in the Electro -Voice Power
Point 56T.

from 20 to 20,000 cycles; flat
within ± 1.5 db to 12,000 cycles
with a smooth roll -off up to 20,000 cycles.
Output Voltage-0.5 volt ±2 db
at average microgroove recording level.

NEW!

farads.

om studs
Manufacturers
of

LEATHER
GOODS
Since 1926

Lifetime
handle
Positive
draw bolt
lock and key

load.

Response-Uniform from 20 cps
to 10 kilocycles; usable at 15
kilocycles.

-5

to 8 grams.
Tracking Force
Net Weight-300 milligrams.
by ROBERT B. DUNHAM
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Shop Talk
(Continued from page 35)

Note that the application of
250 millivolts on all the direct -current ranges will cause the meter
needle to deflect to full scale provided that the voltage source is
able to supply the current drawn
by the meter. On the 10 -ampere
range, the resistance of the meter
shunt is only .025 ohm; and this
will impose a considerable drain
on the voltage source. Since this
meter possesses a 100 -microampere range, it is best to make
low -voltage measurements on this
range; and these measurements
should not be made across circuits
which have impedances in excess
of 250 ohms. This is because the
total resistance presented by the
meter, even when it is set to the
100 -microampere range, is only

tremely useful servicing aids, particularly in radio receivers. There
are a number of such devices on
the market; but if you do not already possess one, satisfactory results can be obtained by using an
RF probe and the audio system
of a television receiver, of a hi-fi

Fig. 3. A Calibrated Oscilloscope Pre-

amplier. (Photograph Courtesy of Kirby Products Corporation.)

2,500 ohms.
Oscilloscope Preamplifier Used
With VTVM
Signal -tracing devices are ex-

system, or of a radio receiver. The
output of the probe would be applied to the input of the audio
system, and then the probe could

be used to follow received signals
through the RF and IF stages of
a defective radio receiver.
Along these same lines, a useful
instrument around the service
shop is a calibrated preamplifier
for an oscilloscope. One such unit
which is commercially available is
shown in Fig. 3. Internally, it consists of several RC -coupled amplifiers which provide a gain of 100
from 60 cycles to 100,000 cycles.

Its primary function is to help
improve the sensitivity of an existing oscilloscope; however, because of its gain and the fact that
its gain control is linear, it can be
used for several additional purposes. For example, it can be used
to extend the low AC voltage
range of a VTVM. Here is the way
this is done.
The VTVM is set at its lowest
AC voltage range. The test leads
of the instrument are then connected to the output of the preamplifier, and the input leads of
the preamplifier are used to receive any applied voltages. Set the

the "2nd" trip up..
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TV installation profits vanish
when you're called back to
repair a wind -whipped lead-in
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preamplifier gain control at 100.
Check the voltage to be measured,
and note the needle reading of the
VTVM. Whatever value is indicated should be divided by 100. If
the VTVM indicates 2 volts, the
actual voltage value is 20 millivolts.
The reader will undoubtedly
understand that to use the preamplifier as indicated, several very
rigid requirements must be met.
First, the over-all gain of the preamplifier must be as stated-100
in this case. Second, this gain
should be independent of line voltage fluctuations; and third,
the markings on the gain control
of the preamplifier should remain
as established. In the unit illustrated in Fig. 3, voltage regulation
and negative feedback help to attain the desired objectives.
The same preamplifier, through
its calibrated gain control, can
assist in testing voltage amplifiers.
Connect a signal source which is
set at a low level to the input of
the amplifier under test. Connect

an oscilloscope across the output
of this amplifier. Adjust the oscilloscope for a presentation of
reasonable size on the screen-say
20 spaces on the ruled grille. Without changing the settings on the
signal source or the oscilloscope,
connect the signal source to the
input of the preamplifier and connect the output of the preamplifier to the vertical input of the
oscilloscope. Adjust the gain control on the preamplifier until the
presentation on the oscilloscope is
equal in vertical size to that obtained with the amplifier under
test. The gain of the amplifier can
be read directly from the dial
setting of the preamplifier.
If the amplifier gain should exceed 100, you can approach the
problem by setting the vertical attenuation control of the oscilloscope to the X10 position when
the first measurement is taken.
Then when the preamplifier is
substituted for the amplifier under
test, the attenuation control is
switched to the X1 position; thus,
an additional gain of 10 is pro-

vided. This, in conjunction with
the preamplifier gain of 100, will
provide an over-all gain of 1,000.
Checking a VTVM With Its Own
Meter
Probably the most popular instrument in use today for measuring voltage is the VTVM. Practically every service technician
has a VTVM, and sometimes this
instrument is the only voltmeter
200 A
MOVEMENT

VOLTAGES UP
TO

250V.

Fig. 4. Circuit for Voltage Measurements
With a 200-Microampere Meter Move-

ment.

in the shop. If this is true of your
setup, have you ever stopped to

jobbers
COMPLETE LINE

of

ELECTRONIC TOOLS

lst

ever offered the industry

..

.

Order your matched
displays, today!
DISPLAYS THAT

COMPLIMENT YOUR
STORE

originators of the
TV Slug Retriever, now offer the
only complete line of Electronic
Hand Tools available.
HUNTER Tools,

Life. According to General Electric, the average life
of picture tubes is about 4 years, which means that
50 per cent will have been replaced by the end of
their 4th year of use. Continuing with averages-the
second picture -tube replacement will be needed
along about the 8th year. The average owner usually
decides to scrap the set instead of giving it a second
new tube because a tube replacement costs somewhere between a fourth and a third of the price of
a new set.
An estimated 4,250,000 picture tubes were replaced in 1955, and about a million of these were rebuilts. For 1956, the replacement prediction is
around 6,000,000 at a consumer cost of close to
$300,000,000. Practically all of the money in 1955
went through the hands of service technicians,
though admittedly not as much stayed with them as
should have. Many of them just haven't the heart to
charge their full markup and labor rates on such a
big job because they know how hard it is for the customer to pay-and yet the service technician is entitled to his full price just as much as is the auto repairman who charges $85 for a clutch job.
MARKUS
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of our new complete
catalog, today!
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Europe's Largest Selling

Electronic Tubes
Now Available
to the discrim inating
American tube buyer

-at
-

standard prices.
Receiving Tubes
Transmitting Tubes
Special Purpose Tubes

wonder what might happen if you
were called upon to repair that
VTVM? Suppose you are faced
with an inoperative VTVM and
you start off by checking its tubes.
These are found to be all right,
and the next step would be to
check DC voltages. But how? The
answer is not difficult, provided
that the meter movement is not
the cause of the trouble.
To use this meter to measure
volts, first determine from the operating manual what its current
rating is. Usually, it is approximately 200 microamperes. Let us
assume that you wish to measure
250 volts. Then with this value of
voltage, we would need a resistor
DECADE

RESISTANCE BOX

4.5V.
(A) Hookup

for First Step.

sand ohms at the most, very little
error is introduced. The internal
meter resistance needs to be taken
into account for voltage measurements only when it approaches a
value which is roughly 1/ o or more
of that of the series resistor. A
resistance equal to that of the
meter movement should be inserted into the VTVM circuit in
place of the movement.)
To determine the internal resistance of a meter movement,
take a 41/2 -volt battery and a variable resistor of about 1 megohm;
connect these two items and the
meter movement in series, as
shown in Fig. 5A. Always start
with all of the resistance of R1 in

the circuit to prevent meter burnout. Slowly rotate R1 until the
meter reads full scale. Next, shunt
a 10,000 -ohm variable resistor
across the meter movement in the
manner shown in Fig. 5B; and adjust it until half scale is indicated
on the meter. When this adjustment has been made, the resistance of R2 will be exactly equal
to the meter resistance.
by MILTON S. KIVER

not ju 'á
replacementbut an
improvement

TERRIFIC
New Line

"

OF THE FINEST QUALITY

TV & FM Accessories
4.5V.
(B)

Hookup for Second Step.

Fig. 5. Steps in Determining Meter Re-

sistance.

of 1,250,000 ohms (250 volts divided by .0002 ampere) in series
with the meter movement. If we

TELEFUNKEN
PIONEER

IN

ELECTRONICS

SINCE 1903
Write for your Telefunken Tube
Manual and for the name of your
nearest jobber.
Imported exclusively by

AMERICAN

ELITE,

y.1

INC.

Dept. 6
7

Park Avenue

New York 16. N. Y.

therefore remove all connections
to the meter movement and connect a 1.25-megohm resistor in
the manner shown in Fig. 4, we
will be able to check voltages up
to 250 volts. The exact amount of
voltage can be determined from
the position of the meter needle
during the measurement. If it
stops at mid -scale, the voltage
value is 125 volts; if the needle is
%0 of the way up the scale, the
voltage is %o of 250 volts, and so
on. (We are disregarding the internal resistance of the meter
movement in these measurements;
but since this is only a few thou-
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TV LEAD-IN CABLES

ANTENNA CONTROL CABLES

INTERCOMMUNICATION CABLES
HOOK-UP WIRES

MICROPHONE CABLES

SHIELDED CABLES

TEST LEAD WIRES

COAXIAL CABLES

PORTABLE CORDS

REPLACEMENT CORD SETS
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CORNISH WIRE CO.,
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INC.

New York 7, N.
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"Now the next time I come into
your store perhaps you'll stock
JENSEN NEEDLES, eh?"

ACCESSIBILITY. With color TV
sets getting too heavy for one man
to remove the chassis without risking a disability compensation claim,
you can expect to see soon a variety
of cabinet and chassis design tricks
that will eliminate chassis pulling
entirely for repairs in the home.
On the RCA set, the top of the
cabinet comes off to give access to
the picture -tube adjustments, but
this doesn't get you under the chassis. In Hoffman's color set, however,
the chassis is mounted vertically and
the side of the cabinet comes off to
give access to the bottom of the chassis. The ultimate would be a frame
with snap -in cabinet panels so that
any side could be easily removed for
repairs.
Another trend is toward making
the chassis in two or more lighter weight sections that can be taken
out independently for servicing.
This has both advantages and drawbacks. Three small units cost more
to make and to hook together in the
factory than one large chassis. For
servicing, it likewise costs more in
time and labor to disconnect and remove one or more sections for repair
and to replace and hook them up
again to see if the set works. Trouble
shooting is more difficult with separate units, particularly for troubles
like hum which is hard to isolate to
a particular section sometimes.
We predict the answer will be a
single chassis mounted in such a way
that the service technician can easily
get at both the top and bottom of it.

CASH. In 1941, ten -dollar bills
accounted for the highest percentage
(23.8 per cent) of the country's circulating cash. In 1955, however, the
twenty -dollar bill led the money
popularity parade by accounting for
31.9 per cent of the $30.2 billion in
coin and paper passing through people's hands.
In 1941, it was enough to take
along change for a ten on a service
call, but today it should be change
for a twenty-not only because there
are more twenties out, but also because service charges have just about
doubled on the average and now are
more likely to fall into the $10 -to$20 range than anywhere else. Do
these figures check with your own
experiences?

The same genuine Stackpole Carbon
Resistors used everywhere are now
packaged for greater convenience and
protection. You'll find them in their
handy plastic boxes at your G -C
Stackpole distributor. Look for . .
exact replacement G -C
insist on
Stackpole Carbon Resistors.

...

G

-C ELECTRONICS MFG. CO.
Division of General Cement Mfg. Co.
Rockford, Illinois
BOOTH 590
-PARTS SHOW

919 Taylor Avenue
SEE

US

ROOM

.

612

Go To The Distributor Displaying
The G -C Stockpole Sign

by JOHN MARKUS
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15. AMERICAN (American Elite, Inc.)
Write for receiving tube manual; speaker catalog sheets; FM and short wave antenna cata-

See advertisement page 91.

logs. See advertisement page 94.

(Arrow Fastener Co., Inc.)
Catalog sheets and 6-page 2 -color illustrated
folder describing T-25 staple gun designed for
use in installation of intercom systems. Price

2S. ARROW

sheets also available. See advertisement page 82.

35. B&K (B&K Manufacturing Co.)
Informative article titled: "Profitable TV Servicing in the Home," by Henry Gronski, General
Manager of Central Television Service, Chicago. Also Bulletin No. 500 on newest B & K
Dynamic Mutual Conductance Tube Tester,
and Bulletin No. 104 on CRT Cathode Rejuvenator Tester. See advertisement page 40.
4S. BLONDER-TONGUE (Blonder -Tongue

Labs., Inc.)
Free subscription to B -T Bulletin, containing,
new technical information on VHF and UHF.
See advertisement Insert.

See advertisement page 46.

6S. BUSSMANN (Bussmann Mfg. Co.)
Bulletin showing fuses and fuse-holders adapted
to protection of TV and other electronic equipment (Form SFB). See advertisement page 4.
75. CLAROSTAT (Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.)
56 Distributor's Catalog Form No. 754346010
Listing Controls and Resistors for Radio,
Audio & TV. See advertisement page 28.

(Cornell-Dubiller

Electric Corp.1
200D2. Service replacement capacitors for electronic and other applications. See advertisement
page 79.

95. ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON (Electric
Soldering Iron Co., Inc.)
Catalog file of soldering irons of 21 different
models, solder pot catalog of 9 models, solder
gun tips.

175. MOSLEY (Mosley Electronics, Inc.)
New Brochure, Form F-3. describing new Flush
Wall Plate Outlets for Master TV Antenna Distribution Systems. See advertisement page 92.
18S. PERMO (Permo, Inc.)
No. FP-556 Fidelitone Products Dealers Cartridge to Needle Catalog and Selector Guide.
See advertisement page 69.

195. RAM (Ram Electronics Sales Co.)
FREE 1956 Ram TV Field Service Manual

PF -5 features "PIX-A-FAULTS," "TROUBLE -FACTS," Circuit Diagrams, plus COMPLETE cross-reference replacement listings for
flybacks, yokes, vertical osc. and output xfmrs,
linearity and width coils -all authentic recommendations from TV manufacturers' specifications. See advertisement page 83.

55. BOGEN (David Bogen Co., Inc.)
Complete new Public Address System Catalog.

85. CORNELL-DUBILIER

16S. MASTRA (Mastro Company)
Complete Catalog Folder on full line of Tote
Boxes. Special Tote Box quotations on request.

See advertisement page 88.

105. ELECTRO-VOICE (Electro-Voice, Inc.)
Power Point Cartridge. Completely new way to
change both cartridge and needle in seconds.
Brings profit back to the Phono -Cartridge business. Write for Bulletin No. 223. See advertisement page 36.

115. HUNTER (Hunter Tool Co.)
New Electronic Catalog of Hunter Tools.

205. SECO (Seco Mfg. Co.)
Seco GCT5-Tube Tester. Seco FB4-Flyback
Checker. Seco-Monitron-SLID. See advertisement page 56.

215. SHURE (Shure Bros., Inc.)
Cartridge Replacement Booklet -covering ceramic and crystal replacements. See advertisement page 81.

225. SPRAGUE (Sprague Products Co.)
C-611 New Distributor Stock Catalog -completely revised, with over 1,000 new items.
Available May 20th. See advertisement page 2.

235. TARZIAN (Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.)
Silicon Rectifiers Brochure furnishing complete
descriptions, illustrations, specifications, etc., of
new line of Silicon Power Rectifiers. See advertisement page 42.

245. TRIAD (Triad Transformer Corporation)
New General Catalog TR-56, listing complete
line of Triad Transformers. New Correct Replacement TV Guide TV -56, listing recommended television replacements. See advertisement page 84.

25S. TRIPLETT (Triplett Electrical
Instrument Co.)
Combination Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter and
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter. See advertisement
631

See

page 30.

advertisement page 93.

12S. ILLINOIS CONDENSER

(Illinois

Condenser Co.)
Spec. Sheet on the "Illini 300" Photo Flash Kit.
See advertisement page 92.

135. JACKSON (Jackson Electrical
Instrument Co.)
Bulletin describing three Jackson Tube Testers.
Full specifications given for Models 648P, 561
and 49. See advertisement pages 65 & 86.
145. JENSEN (Jensen Industries, Inc.)
Wall Chart -NEW 1956, completely illustrated;
contains all up-to-date replacement needle information, including point size, point material,
cartridge numbers; list price. See advertisement
page 95.

15S. MALLORY (P. R. Mallory 8. Co., Inc.)
New Components Catalog No. 556-A for 195657. Complete information. See advertisement
pages 10, 11.

26S. UNIVERSITY (University Loudspeakers,
Inc.)
78A2 "Ultimate in Sound" Brochure; Form
78A32 "PSE" Brochure; 78A8 "KwiKit" DoIt-Yourself Brochure.

See advertisement page

73.

275. VACO (Vaco Products Co.)
Catalog on Screwdrivers, Nutdrivers,
Pliers, Specialty Tools. See advertisement page
8 -Page

72.

285. WINSTON (Winston Electronics, Inc.)
Technical Bulletins on use of Color Test Equipment. Additional information on use of Sweep
and Sync Circuit analyzer. See advertisement
page 48.

29S. XCELITE (Xcellte, Inc.)
Catalog on complete Screwdriver, Nut Driver,
Reamer line; literature on Electronic Pliers.
See advertisement page 8.
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STOCK AND SELL RCA RADIO BATTERIES
While batteries for portables are an all -year-round business, it's the outdoor months that
really bring it into full bloom. And you reap profits from this fertile market when you
advertise and merchandise RCA Radio Batteries. RCA is sowing the seeds for you...with a
powerful sales promotion program and advertising on national hook-up radio and big
network TV. What's more, RCA is a name your customers go out of their way to buy. RCA's
comprehensive line meets practically every battery requirement for regular portables as
well as the new transistor types. Get your share of the "bumper crop" of battery dollarsget in touch with your RCA distributor today.

RADIO BATTERIES
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, HARRISON, N. J.

..

Valerie the Seal says.

"Profits blossom with
RCA Batteries"
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Emerson Westinghouse
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CROSLEY

LITTELFUSE

electronic specialists

Magnavox

Des Plaines,

Ill.
OLYMPIC

to

manufacturers of

electronic equipment for almost 30 years

Grammes
.W.M10111.1elkaws

Expendable Littelfuse componente have built
their own reputation in these famous brand
products and many others.
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